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Abstract
Throughout the last years, data processing systems have seen substantial changes, notably
moving towards disaggregation of resources. This shift separates compute and storage
resources into distinct servers for better resource utilization, as they can now be scaled
independently based on demand. This development is crucial for cloud-native Database
Management Systems (DBMS), which mainly build on such disaggregated structures.

This thesis examines two significant hardware trends in disaggregated architectures
for DBMSs: modern networks and heterogeneous computing. Modern networks such
as Remote Direct Memory Access (RDMA) are critical for efficient, high-throughput,
low-latency data transfer, but present challenges for achieving optimal performance for
DBMSs. The reason for this is that RDMA comes with a low-level interface with a
plentitude of performance-critical aspects to consider. To address this challenge, this
thesis introduces a high-level programming interface, the Data Flow Interface, specifically
targeting the needs of data-intensive processing systems.

In addition, this thesis highlights the emerging trend toward programmable network
devices that offer data processing capabilities in the network. This trend is especially
interesting for distributed DBMSs as they have to transfer large amounts of data over
the network due to the disaggregated architecture, but also typical distributed data
processing operations such as joins have to shuffle data between compute nodes. In the
thesis, in-network processing devices are evaluated with typical DBMS operations to
investigate the benefits and potential shortcomings.

Another trend in the data center is the increasing heterogeneity of computing units
such as GPUs and FPGAs due to their fast processing capabilities. Incorporating these
heterogeneous devices into disaggregated architectures with fast networks has many
merits. The reason is that specialized compute units can be exposed as network-attached
disaggregated accelerator pools and thus provide flexible and scalable high-performance
data processing. This integration of heterogeneous compute units and fast RDMA-
capable networks is however non-trivial since networks like Remote Direct Memory
Access (RDMA) are typically not directly supported for devices besides CPUs and are
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as such non-trivial to integrate efficiently. The challenge of how to achieve efficient
communication between different types of compute devices is addressed by proposing a
network-driven communication scheme that leverages a programmable switch to carry
out the network communication on behalf of the compute devices.
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Zusammenfassung
In den letzten Jahren haben sich die Datenverarbeitungssysteme erheblich verändert,
insbesondere in Richtung Disaggregation von Ressourcen. Dabei werden Rechen- und
Speicherressourcen in verschiedene Server aufgeteilt, um eine bessere Ressourcennutzung
zu erreichen, da sie nun unabhängig voneinander je nach Bedarf skaliert werden können.
Diese Entwicklung ist entscheidend für Cloud-native Datenbankmanagementsysteme
(DBMS), die hauptsächlich auf solchen disaggregierten Strukturen aufbauen.

In dieser Arbeit werden zwei wichtige Hardware-Trends bei disaggregierten Architektu-
ren für DBMS untersucht: moderne Netzwerke und heterogenes Computing. Moderne
Netzwerke wie Remote Direct Memory Access (RDMA) sind für einen effizienten Da-
tentransfer mit hohem Durchsatz und geringer Latenz entscheidend, stellen jedoch eine
Herausforderung dar, wenn es darum geht, eine optimale Leistung für DBMS zu erzielen.
Der Grund dafür ist, dass RDMA über eine Low-Level-Schnittstelle verfügt, bei der eine
Vielzahl von leistungsrelevanten Aspekten zu berücksichtigen ist. Um dieser Herausfor-
derung zu begegnen, wird in dieser Arbeit eine High-Level-Programmierschnittstelle,
das Data Flow Interface, eingeführt, die speziell auf die Bedürfnisse datenintensiver
Verarbeitungssysteme ausgerichtet ist.

Darüber hinaus wird in dieser Arbeit der sich abzeichnende Trend zu programmierbaren
Netzwerkgeräten hervorgehoben, die Datenverarbeitungsfunktionen im Netzwerk bieten.
Dieser Trend ist vor allem für verteilte DBMS interessant, da diese aufgrund der disagg-
regierten Architektur große Datenmengen über das Netzwerk übertragen müssen, aber
auch typische verteilte Datenverarbeitungsoperationen wie Joins müssen Daten zwischen
Rechenknoten verschieben. In dieser Arbeit werden netzinterne Verarbeitungsgeräte mit
typischen DBMS-Operationen evaluiert, um die Vorteile und potenziellen Nachteile zu
untersuchen.

Ein weiterer Trend im Rechenzentrum ist die zunehmende Heterogenität von Rechenein-
heiten wie GPUs und FPGAs aufgrund ihrer schnellen Datenverarbeitungsmöglichkeiten.
Die Einbindung dieser heterogenen Geräte in disaggregierte Architekturen mit schnellen
Netzwerken hat viele Vorteile. Der Grund dafür ist, dass spezialisierte Recheneinheiten als
netzgebundene disaggregierte Beschleunigerpools eingesetzt werden können und so eine
flexible und skalierbare Hochleistungsdatenverarbeitung ermöglichen. Diese Integration
von heterogenen Recheneinheiten und schnellen RDMA-fähigen Netzwerken ist jedoch
nicht trivial, da Netzwerke wie RDMA typischerweise nicht direkt auf anderen Rechenein-
heiten als CPUs unterstützt werden und daher nicht einfach effizient zu integrieren sind.
Die Herausforderung, wie eine effiziente Kommunikation zwischen verschiedenen Arten
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von Recheneinheiten erreicht werden kann, wird durch den Vorschlag eines netzwerk-
gesteuerten Kommunikationsschemas angegangen, das einen programmierbaren Switch
nutzt, um die Netzwerkkommunikation an Stelle der Recheneinheiten durchzuführen.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Context & Motivation

In the past decade, cloud computing and the landscape of data processing systems
have undergone a significant transformation. Notably, there has been a shift towards
disaggregation, separating compute and storage into distinct resources to offer improved
resource utilization, as each resource can be scaled independently based on demand [11,
28, 147, 150]. This trend has been transformative for cloud-native Database Management
Systems (DBMSs), which typically build on top of such disaggregated architectures [4,
23, 130]. When pairing this architectural trend with the innovation and shift in data
center hardware, we see that especially two hardware trends play an important role in
disaggregated architectures, namely modern networks and heterogeneous compute units.

Modern Networks - Fast & Programmable. In contrast to the traditional shared-
nothing DBMS architecture (shown in Figure 1.1a) where data storage and compute
are realized on the same physical servers, in disaggregated architectures (shown in
Figure 1.1b), data is stored separately from the compute nodes to enable efficient scaling
of resources. As such, one of the most important factors to performance is the rate at
which data can be transferred over the network and has therefore caused considerable
attention on developing fast network solutions. Remote Direct Memory Access (RDMA)
is one of these, which has already been widely adopted by the major cloud vendors as it
offers an efficient means of moving data from one server to another [5]. RDMA achieves
efficient networking by offloading parts of the networking stack to specialized Network
Interface Controllers (NICs) and completely bypassing the operating system. While
RDMA networks provide high throughput and low latency, it comes with a plentitude of
aspects to consider in order to achieve good performance for distributed data processing
systems. As such, blindly upgrading to faster networks does often not directly translate
into performance gains for DBMSs.
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Data center networks are not only becoming faster with technologies such as RDMA,
but they are also becoming programmable in the sense that networking devices such as
NICs and switches can be programmed for specific purposes beyond their fixed routing
and forwarding functionality. This opens up many new possibilities for realizing new
communication protocols and for disaggregated data processing systems to not only
process data at the end-hosts but also in the network while data is being transferred. A
concrete example is the possibility of pushing down whole database operators into the
network.
Heterogeneous Compute. Another important trend for data processing systems is that
compute devices are becoming increasingly heterogeneous due to the performance stag-
nation observed for CPUs. Heterogeneous compute devices such as Graphics Processing
Units (GPUs) or Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) offer ample opportunities
for accelerating many processing jobs, and are as such seeing a lot of research inter-
est. This is especially the case for single-node hardware acceleration which has already
shown great potential for DBMSs [75, 120, 122]. Incorporating heterogeneous compute
units into disaggregated architectures with fast networks has many merits. The reason
is that specialized compute units can be exposed as network-attached disaggregated
accelerator pools, as illustrated in Figure 1.1c, and thus provide flexible and scalable
high-performance data processing. This integration of heterogeneous compute units and
fast RDMA-capable networks is however a rather unexplored avenue. The reason for
this is that networks like RDMA are typically not directly supported for devices besides
CPUs and are as such non-trivial to integrate efficiently.

1.2 Problem Statement & Challenges
While innovations in data center hardware bring a lot of promise for improvement, they
also bring new challenges and tradeoffs to consider. The challenges that arise from the
integration of modern networks and hardware are now iterated in order to set the context
for the thesis.
Challenge 1: Adoption of High-Speed Networks for DBMSs. RDMA has become
a crucial component in data center networking due to its unprecedented performance
and ability to remove network-related CPU overhead. With RDMA, an application can
leverage different communication primitives that can be categorized as one-sided (read
/ write) or two-sided (send / receive) operations, which refer to the involvement of the
sender and receiver in the communication. For one-sided operations, only the sender is
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Figure 1.1: Overview of DBMS architectures for the cloud. In the shared-nothing ar-
chitecture (a), the network is avoided at all costs. In the disaggregated
architecture (b), resources can be scaled in or out separately by interconnect-
ing each resource with fast networks. In (c), heterogeneous compute units are
integrated in the disaggregated architecture to reap the benefits of accelerated
compute with the scaling properties of disaggregated resources.

actively involved, but as a consequence, the sender also has to decide where the data
should be placed on the remote node. With two-sided operations, the receiver is also
actively involved in the communication since it needs to issue receive requests before
send requests can be issued on the sender side. It can thus also decide where to place
data, simplifying remote memory management.

While one-sided operations have been shown to provide the best performance as they
help to remove remote CPU-overhead [28, 156], it introduces additional complexity as
all senders have to coordinate remote memory accesses. In addition to deciding which
RDMA operations to utilize, RDMA also has many low-level parameters such as transport
protocols, queue sizes, and additional communication flags.

As such, navigating these performance tradeoffs and design decisions is non-trivial and
hinders the adoption of RDMA for DBMSs.
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Challenge 2: Implications of In-network Processing. Data center networks are
evolving to be more active in the sense of providing the ability to process data as it
is transferred through the network. This change has fostered a lot of research as the
possibilities for distributed systems are many [60, 63, 79, 153]. Especially DBMSs can
benefit from in-network processing as they have to transfer large amounts of data over
the network both due to the disaggregated architecture, but also typical distributed data
processing operations such as joins have to shuffle data between compute nodes.

In-network processing is enabled by different networking devices such as switches and
NICs which are equipped with different processing units such as CPUs, FPGAs and
Application-specific Integrated Circuits (ASICs).

Due to the variety in devices, processing capabilities, and performance, it is difficult
to determine when DBMSs can benefit from in-network processing. As such, for future
DBMSs to build on and use in-network processing, it is important to first understand
and evaluate performance implications and potential benefits when offloading database
operators and data structures into the network.

Challenge 3: Distributed Heterogeneous Compute. Also for the compute units,
modern hardware is increasingly making its entry into the data center. While historically
the CPU has been the primary platform used for data processing, the challenges of
continuously scaling the processing power (typically referred to as the end of Moores
Law and Dennards Scaling), are causing increased interest in more specialized compute
devices. Examples of such devices are GPUs and FPGAs, which come with different
processing models as compared to traditional CPUs but in turn, can provide speedups
for a wide range of DBMS tasks in single-node setups [75, 120, 122, 127, 139].

However, many modern processing tasks require multiple interconnected compute
units to fulfill the processing needs due to high compute demands and dataset sizes. In
addition, the predominant disaggregated DBMS architecture builds on a shared storage
model where data is transferred from storage nodes to compute nodes. What this means
for compute accelerators is that it is essential for the overall device performance that
data can be transferred efficiently in and out of device memory. This is a major challenge,
as efficient networking stacks such as RDMA are rarely available for processing units
other than CPUs. For this reason, the networking control flow is handled by the CPU
which can in turn heavily affect the achieved processing performance as it increases
the synchronization and coordination overhead between the accelerator and the CPU.
Therefore, in order to integrate compute accelerators into disaggregated setups, it is
essential that the accelerators can communicate independently.
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Another challenge with the integration of compute accelerators is the need to redesign
and adapt existing database operators to take full advantage of the processing capabilities
such accelerators can offer. In a distributed setup, this means that networking has to be
incorporated directly into the operator design to efficiently make use of both resources
concurrently.

1.3 Contributions
This thesis aims to investigate the benefits, challenges, and suggest solutions to bring data
processing systems into the era of fast programmable networks and heterogeneous compute
devices. The thesis contains the following contributions that address the aforementioned
challenges:
Addressing the Complexity of RDMA. This contribution addresses Challenge
1 by simplifying the adoption and integration of RDMA in DBMSs. By providing
an abstraction, it aids system developers in navigating complex design decisions by
simplifying distributed memory management and performance trade-offs associated with
RDMA operations. The abstraction is centered around the requirements of distributed
DBMSs by providing a set of tailored networking primitives typically used in DBMSs.
As such, it facilitates the integration of RDMA, helping to remove the barriers hindering
its wider adoption in database systems.
Understanding and Evaluating In-network Processing. As data center networks
evolve, understanding and assessing the implications of in-network processing becomes
vital. This contribution addresses Challenge 2 by conducting an evaluation of in-network
processing in the context of DBMSs. The evaluation benchmarks various devices, pro-
cessing capabilities, and performance metrics. It establishes a foundation for future
DBMSs, outlining when and how they can benefit from in-network processing, thus
offering guidance for offloading database operators and data structures into the network.
Realizing a Distributed GPU Join Operator on Fast RDMA-capable Networks.
This contribution addresses Challenge 3 by presenting a novel distributed GPU join
operator that leverages RDMA-capable networks. A pipelined approach is introduced
to efficiently incorporate network communication into the join execution and by that
leverage both the limited GPU memory and the network optimally. By designing and
adapting existing database operators to harness the power of GPUs and high-speed RDMA
networks, significant improvements in processing performance are demonstrated. This
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work addresses the challenges of efficient data transfer, synchronization, and coordination
between accelerators.
Designing Network-driven Communication for Disaggregated Accelerators.
With modern hardware making its entry into data centers, enabling efficient networking
stacks like RDMA for heterogeneous processing units is a significant challenge. To further
address Challenge 3, this contribution introduces a network-driven communication scheme
designed explicitly for disaggregated accelerators. A key contribution is that offloading
and driving the network communication from the network, allows accelerators to do
efficient RDMA communication without having to implement the communication scheme
in the accelerators or CPUs.

Together, these contributions not only address the specific challenges brought by
innovations in data center hardware but also pave the way for new possibilities and
advancements in database systems. The ensuing chapters of this thesis will delve into
the methodologies, experiments, and results that underline these contributions.

1.4 Outline
In the following chapters, each of the main contributions are presented. In Chapter 2 an
interface is proposed which addresses the challenges of leveraging RDMA for DBMSs.
Chapter 3 takes a step further into the network by evaluating the effectiveness of in-
network processing for DBMS use cases. Subsequently in Chapter 4, a distributed GPU
join operator is presented that optimally integrates the network into join execution on
the GPUs. In Chapter 5, a network-driven communication scheme for integrating various
accelerators with fast and efficient networking is presented. The synopsis concludes with
a summary of the results and an outlook of future research directions in Chapter 6.
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2 Addressing the Complexity
of RDMA

This chapter summarizes the work on addressing the complexities of RDMA through
an interface for DBMSs. The contributions are based on the following peer-reviewed
publications.1

• “DFI: The Data Flow Interface for High-Speed Networks” published in SIGMOD
’21: International Conference on Management of Data, Virtual Event, China, June 20-25,
2021. Best Paper Award. [125], (cf. Chapter 7).

Contributions of the authors: Lasse Beck Thostrup is the leading author and was
thus responsible for the implementation, benchmark design, and evaluation of the Data
Flow Interface, and the manuscript. The co-author Jan Skrzypczak contributed to the
implementation and evaluation of the distributed consensus (state machine replication)
use-case. The remaining authors Matthias Jasny, Tobias Ziegler, and Carsten Binnig
contributed invaluable feedback. All authors agree with the use of the publication for this
dissertation.

• “DFI: The Data Flow Interface for High-Speed Networks” published in SIGMOD
Rec. 51.1 (2022). Research Highlight Award. [126]2.

Contributions of the authors: Lasse Beck Thostrup is the leading author and was thus
responsible for adapting the manuscript of the original publication (“DFI: The Data Flow
Interface for High-Speed Networks” SIGMOD 2021) to the SIGMOD Record publication
format. The authors Jan Skrzypczak, Matthias Jasny, Tobias Ziegler, and Carsten Binnig
contributed invaluable feedback. All authors agree with the use of the publication for this
dissertation.

RDMA has been gaining in popularity, especially in the cloud due to its unprecedented
performance both in terms of low latency and high bandwidth. For disaggregated

1Several passages in this chapter were transferred verbatim from these publications.
2Publication is not included in Part II as it is a condensed version of the original SIGMOD 2021

publication (cf. Chapter 7).
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DBMSs, RDMA is particularly interesting as the network plays a crucial role in the
overall performance since data transfers are on the critical path. However, the performance
of RDMA comes at the cost of a complex and hard-to-use interface, with many low-level
knobs and parameters to tune in order to achieve the optimal performance.

In the following, the challenges of RDMA are addressed by proposing an abstraction
called The Data Flow Interface (DFI) which aims to make it easier for data processing
systems to exploit high-speed networks without the need to deal with the complexity of
RDMA.

2.1 RDMA Background
Before diving into the Data Flow Interface, a background on RDMA is first provided.

The InfiniBand RDMA verb interface is a low-level interface providing low latency and
high bandwidth communication. The interface exposes one-sided verbs (write, read &
atomics) and two-sided verbs (send & receive) which refer to the involvement of end-points
(i.e., one-sided verbs only involves the CPU of the sender). The high performance of
RDMA is in parts achieved by zero-copy functionality where data is transferred directly
from the application over the network to the receiver without any intermediate copies
which therefore avoids spending CPU resources on copying. In addition, RDMA has an
asynchronous nature making it possible to pipeline computation and communication
such that the CPU is not busy idling during network communication. RDMA requires
specialized network cards (RNICs) that implement a part of the networking stack directly
in hardware.

The RDMA verb interface is a userspace library, meaning all networking functionality is
executed directly in the application processes. To issue RDMA verbs (one- or two-sided),
the application has to register a memory region in which the RNIC can directly access
memory, leaving communication-related memory management to be a responsibility of
the application. RDMA can be set up with different kinds of transport types, such as
Reliable Connection or Unreliable Datagram. The most commonly used transport is the
Reliable Connection which requires stateful connections between any end-points. Since
reliability is a must for most applications and only the Reliable Connection supports
one-sided verbs, in this thesis, only Reliable Connection is used3.

3With one exception, that is for supporting native RDMA multicast, only Unreliable Datagram is
supported.
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2.2 The Data Flow Interface

In summary, due to the RDMA verb interface’s very low abstraction level, it provides
a huge design space. This requires, that applications need carefully explore this design
space and optimally make use of the available low-level options [35, 69, 156, 157]. This is
however burdensome and requires a lot of engineering to realize.

2.2 The Data Flow Interface
To address the complexity of the RDMA interface, the Data Flow Interface (DFI) is
now introduced. In this section, the central design goals of DFI are first highlighted
before discussing the flow-based programming model, as well as the high-level idea of the
execution model behind flows.

2.2.1 Key Design Principles

The aim of DFI is to provide a high-level abstraction that provides efficient support for a
broad set of data processing systems. The key design principles of DFI to ideally support
the needs of these systems:

• (1) Pipelining: As many data-centric applications are often dominated by data
transfers (i.e., data shuffling), it has been shown to be crucial that computation
and communication can be overlapped in order to fully utilize both the network
and CPU at the same time [10].

• (2) Thread-centricity: Multi-threading is essential not only in achieving high degrees
of parallelism in modern data-centric architectures but also in saturating the network.
Hence, different from process-centric libraries (e.g., MPI), DFI should be designed
from the ground up to enable a thread-centric execution and communication model.

• (3) Low-overhead synchronization: Another important aspect that goes along with
thread-centricity is that DFI aims to provide low-overhead synchronization between
sender and receiver threads as well as between sender threads that target the same
receiver. By providing low-overhead synchronization, DFI should enable scalability
to a high number of sender and receiver threads.

• (4) Declarative optimization: A last important goal is that DFI exposes parameters
as a handle for applications to declare what optimizations are desired. Examples
of such optimizations are whether applications are bandwidth or latency-sensitive,
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but also other guarantees such as the global ordering of messages when data is sent
across flows (which is important, for example, for data replication protocols).

These design principles form the foundation of DFI and are realized through a flow
abstraction that offers applications a high-level interface to declare data movements
between processing nodes.

2.2.2 Flow-based Programming Abstraction

Central to the DFI abstraction are flows. These flows define data movement between
endpoints in distributed applications, presenting sources and targets as data entry and
exit points on a per-thread basis. This intuitive abstraction allows applications to
design various communication topologies, ranging from point-to-point to many-to-many
communications between worker threads across nodes. It’s versatile enough to compose
many different data processing scenarios, from bandwidth-intensive distributed join
algorithms to latency-sensitive consensus protocols, as later shown in Section 2.3.

The following is an example of a concrete many-to-many flow type in DFI, which is
one out of multiple other flow types. The most prevalent instance of many-to-many
communication in data processing systems is key-based data shuffling across multiple
sources and targets. Figure 2.1 depicts such a shuffle flow in DFI.

Setting up and using a flow in DFI works as follows:

• Initialization: To deploy a flow, one must first initialize it, specifying details like
a unique flow name identifier, the locations of source and target threads (which
are identified using node addresses and thread IDs under DFI_Nodes), and the
tuple schema. This also involves determining the key for tuple shuffling. While
applications can designate specific partition functions, by default, DFI uses a
key-based hash function for tuple partitioning.

• Metadata Registry: After initialization, the flow’s metadata is registered centrally,
typically on a master node in a distributed system. This centralization ensures other
nodes can access and participate in the flow, with information such as distributed
memory locations, tuple schema, and flow type. Before execution, sources and
targets fetch the flow metadata from the registry.

• Flow Source Execution: During execution, a thread pushes tuples into the source.
The push primitive is asynchronous and returns immediately after the tuple to be
transferred is copied into an internal send buffer. This allows for overlap of pipeline
computation and communication and thus uses both CPU and network resources
in parallel.
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Source 1

Target 1

Target 2

sources targets shuffle key

Flow initialization

Flow execution

DFI_Nodes n({"192.168.0.1|0", ...});
DFI_Schema schema({"key", int},{"value", int});
DFI_Flow_init(name, {n[0]}, {n[1], n[2]}, schema, 0);

for(auto tuple : tuples)
   source.push(tuple);

target.consume(tuple); // {0,20}
target.consume(tuple); // {2,30}

target.consume(tuple); // {3,20}
target.consume(tuple); // {7,40}

Figure 2.1: DFI’s Programming and Execution Model. Example of flow initialization for
setting up a shuffle-based flow. The flow execution exemplifies the tuple-based
push and consumes primitives on DFI.

• Data Tranfers: Internally, DFI transfers tuples from sources to targets given the
distribution function. This is done with one-sided RDMA in configurable transfer
sizes depending on the declared optimization goal of the application.

• Flow Target Execution: At the target, tuples are internally detected by end-of-
message polling in a circular memory buffer, and directly handed over to the
application without intermediate copies.

Beyond the shuffle flows involving N senders and M receivers, DFI also supports other
flow types and topologies to accommodate various data processing applications, which is
covered next.

2.2.3 DFI Flows Overview

DFI introduces flows tailored to the diverse requirements of data processing systems. As
outlined in Table 2.1, DFI features three distinct flow types. Each type supports specific
communication topologies and is equipped with its own set of declarative flow options.

The strength of the flow abstraction is in its inherent flexibility. Different flow types
can be easily interchanged to achieve different communication patterns. For example, to
transform a symmetric re-partition join algorithm into a fragment-and-replicate join, it
is possible to simply switch from using a shuffle flow that directs tuples based on the
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Flow type Communication topology Flow options
Shuffle flow 1:1, N:1, 1:N, N:M Bandwidth/latency
Replicate flow 1:N, N:M Bandwidth/latency + ordering guar-

antees
Combiner flow N:1 Bandwidth/latency + various aggre-

gations

Table 2.1: DFI flow types for a wide range of data-centric applications. Communication
topologies and flow options further allow applications to adjust the behavior
of flows based on application requirements.

join key to a replicate flow that replicates the inner table. Achieving such modifications
in conventional systems utilizing the RDMA verb interface would typically demand a
substantial rewrite of communication-related components.

Below, the distinct flow types and their relevance to data processing systems are
iterated:

Shuffle Flow. The shuffle flow accommodates many communication patterns and
routing preferences. The communication pattern is indirectly defined by declaring the
participating sources and targets in the flow initialization, and can therefore follow 1:1,
N:1, 1:N, and N:M communication patterns between sending and receiving threads.

The routing of tuples in a shuffle flow can be determined in various ways, such as
by supplying a shuffle key or defining a routing function mapping tuples to target
destinations.

Replicate Flow. The replicate flow caters to data processing tasks involving data
duplication, for example, replicated state machines and fragment-and-replicate join
operations.

However, a straightforward replication approach using multiple RDMA operations can
be limited by the source node’s outgoing link speed. To address this, DFI utilizes RDMA
multicast. This ensures that messages are efficiently replicated within the network,
circumventing potential bottlenecks at the source’s outgoing link.

Combiner Flow. DFI’s third flow is the combiner flow, designed for many-to-one
communication patterns prevalent in aggregation scenarios like SQL aggregation or
distributed machine learning parameter servers [83]. While a basic approach might
conduct reduction at the target node, network-assisted acceleration is possible. For
instance, the SHARP protocol in InfiniBand [41] facilitates in-network aggregations
for fast InfiniBand networks, addressing potential bottlenecks at the receiver’s inbound
network.
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Network

Target

Source 1

Source 2

RDMA Target-side
buffer

Flow 
push

Flow 
consume

Source-side
buffer

push (tuple)
   curSegment = sendRing.curSegment;
   curSegment.append(tuple)
   if (curSegment.isFull())
      curSegment.setConsumable();
      transferByRdmaWrite(curSegment); //async
      sendRing.advanceSegment();

consume (&tuples)
   while (!curSegment.isConsumable())
      curRing = nextRing();
      curSegment = curRing.curSegment;
   tuples = curSegment.payload;
   curRing.advanceSegment();

Figure 2.2: DFI flow implementation using ring buffers. In DFI flows, each source
allocates a private target-side ring buffer to minimize coordination overhead.

2.2.4 Realizing DFI Flows

The following covers a brief overview of how flows are internally realized and designed.

On a high level, to achieve the previously presented design goals for shuffle flows, DFI
uses a private send/receive buffer for each pair of source and target threads as illustrated
in Figure 2.2. The design of source- and target-side buffers follows a ring-based design
where each ring is composed of a configurable number of segments and is allocated as
one consecutive region in memory. The segment itself can be sized to contain a single
tuple up to a batch of tuples. Therefore, the segment size is a tuning parameter that
allows DFI to either optimize for bandwidth or latency independent of the tuple sizes
used by the application.

One key question is how such a segmented ring design enables pipelining of tuples
with low-overhead synchronization. In order to achieve pipelined data transfers between
buffers (i.e., a decoupling of senders and receivers), one-sided RDMA writes are used to
copy data asynchronously from sources to targets. To ensure that data is not overwritten
on the target side, synchronization is handled through a credit-based approach with the
target buffer such that only occasionally the state of the remote target buffer has to be
read.
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2.3 Evaluation & Methodology
In this section, DFI is evaluated by first benchmarking the shuffle flow, and subsequently,
the usability and performance are evaluated through a distributed join use case.
Evaluation Environment. All experiments were conducted on an 8-node cluster with
Intel Xeon Gold CPUs equipped with 100 Gbps ConnectX-5 InfiniBand NICs. DFI is
implemented with C++17 and compiled with gcc-7.3.0.4

2.3.1 Shuffle Flows Evaluation

In the following, shuffle flows are evaluated with bandwidth and latency optimization
and lastly, a scale-out experiment is presented.
Bandwidth-Optimized. The first experiment evaluates performance for the shuffle
flow from 1 server to 8 servers with varying tuple sizes. Further, the number of sources
(threads) pushing tuples into the flow is varied. The batch size for the bandwidth-
optimized version in the experiments is 8 KiB. A batch size of 8 KiB is chosen as this
offers a good tradeoff between network bandwidth and time until the batch is filled.

Figure 2.3a reports results for the bandwidth-optimized flow. As can be seen, in most
settings full network bandwidth is achieved. Only the single-threaded scenario shows
some overhead since batches must first be filled on the source side with individual tuples
before they can be transferred to the target. This overhead can, however, be amortized
by using more threads per server. Due to the efficient multi-threading support of DFI,
we see that from two source threads on, the bandwidth is limited by the speed of the
outgoing link (100 Gbps / 11,64 GiB/s - red line) for tuple sizes larger than 128 B.
Moreover, when using 4 threads the maximal bandwidth is achieved independent of tuple
sizes.
Latency-Optimized. Next, the shuffle flow with latency optimizations is evaluated.
Using two shuffle flows, the round-trip time between nodes is measured. In Figure 2.3b,
the latency is reported for different numbers of targets. The latency is compared with
ib_write_lat5, which is a standard tool for performance testing that uses low-level verbs
to implement the round-trip. Only a small latency overhead can be detected for bigger
tuple sizes due to the internal buffering in DFI. Multi-target latency in DFI is slightly
increased due to shuffle flow’s internal routing, whereas ib_write_lat supports only one
target.

4For a full description of the test environment see Section 7.6
5https://github.com/linux-rdma/perftest.
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Figure 2.3: Shuffle flow performance. DFI achieves max. bandwidth and low latency for
various scenarios.

Scale-out. A scale-out experiment for the shuffle flow was conducted, expanding the
number of servers. Utilizing 14 sources and targets per node resulted in 12,544 unique
connections for 8 servers. As shown in Figure 2.3c, DFI scales linearly with the number
of nodes (as indicated by the x-axis), effectively increasing the aggregated bandwidth
with the link speed of each added node.

2.3.2 Join Use Case

Distributed joins are crucial operators in OLAP due to large amounts of data having to
be transferred across the network, and therefore a good candidate to evaluate bandwidth-
optimized flows of DFI.
Distributed Radix Join. A distributed radix hash join was implemented using DFI
and compared against a state-of-the-art implementation [9] using the Message Passing
Interface (MPI) as an alternative high-level interface with RDMA capabilities. The DFI
join was realized with two shuffle flows to re-distribute each input table on the join key.

The DFI join achieves the best performance largely due to two DFI-centric design
decisions, as seen in Figure 2.4: (1) The DFI radix join does not need to first compute
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B tuples.

a global histogram of the partition buckets. The MPI radix join in [9] makes use of
one-sided MPI_Put primitives. In order to achieve coordination-free writes, it thus has
to compute exclusive writing offsets for each partition using one additional pass. Different
from this, DFI encapsulates the memory management through the buffer design which
makes the additional pass superfluous. (2) The MPI join mandates a synchronization
after the network partition phase, ensuring all data is fully received before progressing to
a local partitioning step. This synchronization barrier can incur high overhead even for
uniformly distributed data. With DFI, this constraint is unnecessary, as incoming data
can be processed immediately upon arrival.

Join Adaptability. Flows in DFI offer a high-level abstraction that encapsulates the
data transfer of applications. As a result, it is trivial to adapt algorithms to use a
different communication pattern. To demonstrate this, we adapted the radix hash join
implementation to a fragment-and-replicate join variant which uses one replicate flow
that replicates the inner table on all nodes. Figure 2.5 shows the runtimes of the three
different join implementations with a smaller inner table (1000× smaller than the outer
table). The replication of the small inner table is comparably cheap compared to shuffling
the big outer table over the network. Overall, this setup helps to further reduce the
overall runtime by another 20%,
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2.4 Related Work
Before concluding with a summary of this chapter, the related work is first iterated.

Liu et al. [84] conclude that MPI is not a fitting RDMA interface for data processing
systems due to its processes-centric and synchronous behavior. To limit the number
of roundtrips needed for typical remote operations, the authors suggest an extension
of RDMA besides the read and write that are specifically targeting low-level DBMS
operations. Contrary to DFI, this work does not aim to raise the level of abstraction for
data processing systems, but instead to enrich the existing RDMA interface with new
primitives.

Along similar lines, Burke et al. [17], suggest an extension of the RDMA interface to
limit the number of roundtrips needed for, e.g., key-value stores, replicated storage, and
distributed transactions. The extension permits to chain remote operations together such
the latency is reduced due to fewer network round-trips.

Fent et al. [35] propose the communication library L5. While both DFI and L5 aim to
raise the abstraction for RDMA, L5 is built around simplifying the use of Shared Memory
and RDMA for external database communication (ODBC-like), whereas DFI targets
distributed data processing. As such, DFI provides various communication patterns for,
e.g., data shuffling and replication which L5 does not.

2.5 Summary
DFI presents data-centric systems with an easy-to-use interface for fast RDMA-capable
networks, without having to deal with the low-level and complex aspects of RDMA.
DFI provides a high-level interface that offers efficient means of shuffling, replication, or
combining data.

The design of DFI is centered around four design principles that offer efficient support
for a broad set of data-processing systems. With the implementation of DFI, it has
been shown that DFI adds only minor overhead compared to low-level abstractions such
as RDMA verbs. Moreover, the join use case demonstrated that DFI can efficiently
support data-centric applications at high performance while maintaining a high level of
abstraction.
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Processing for DBMSs

This chapter summarizes the work on evaluating in-network processing for DBMSs. The
contributions are based on the following peer-reviewed publications.1

• “A DBMS-centric Evaluation of BlueField DPUs on Fast Networks” published
inInternational Workshop on Accelerating Analytics and Data Management Systems Using
Modern Processor and Storage Architectures, ADMS@VLDB 2022, Sydney, Australia,
September 5, 2022 [124], (cf. Chapter 8).

Contributions of the authors: Lasse Beck Thostrup is the leading author and was
thus responsible for the implementation, benchmark design, evaluation, and manuscript.
The co-author Daniel Failing contributed to the initial benchmark implementation and
evaluation that was not included in the publication. The remaining authors Tobias Ziegler,
and Carsten Binnig contributed invaluable feedback. All authors agree with the use of the
publication for this dissertation.

• “High-Performance In-Network Data Processing” published in10th International
Workshop on Accelerating Analytics and Data Management Systems Using Modern Processor
and Storage Architectures, ADMS@VLDB 2019, Los Angeles, California, USA, August 26,
2019 [50], (cf. Chapter 9).

Contributions of the authors: Lasse Beck Thostrup is the leading author and was
thus responsible for the implementation, benchmark design, evaluation, and manuscript.
The co-author Jaco A. Hofmann contributed to the switch FPGA implementation and
evaluation. The co-author Tobias Ziegler contributed to the initial system design as well as
the join cost models. The remaining authors Carsten Binnig, and Andreas Koch contributed
invaluable feedback. All authors agree with the use of the publication for this dissertation.

While RDMA facilitates high network bandwidth and low latency in database systems,
it is not the only option of modern network technologies that distributed data processing
systems can leverage. A recent trend in modern networks is that network components

1Several passages in this chapter were transferred verbatim from these publications.
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such as switches and NICs become programmable by providing additional computation on
the device. Such devices thus enable processing or manipulation of data as it is traversing
the network. It, therefore, opens up many possibilities for tailoring the network stack to
data processing, ranging from opportunities such as in-network caching to the execution
of distributed SQL operations inside network components [12, 36, 60, 116, 153]. The
programmable networking devices that are available today span far in terms of compute
architectures, such as ASICs, FPGAs, and general CPU cores, and therefore come with
trade-offs in programmability and performance.

As such, it is non-trivial to decide in which areas and on which compute architectures
DBMSs can benefit from in-network processing. In the following, this challenge is
addressed by first evaluating how well programmable NICs equipped with CPU cores can
be integrated into typical DBMS workloads with RDMA, and subsequently in Section 3.2,
how a database join can be offloaded completely into the network onto a programmable
switch.

3.1 Evaluation of Programmable NICs for
DBMSs

A programmable NIC, also referred to as a Data Processing Unit (DPU), that has seen a
lot of attention is the BlueField Network Interface Card [102] since it provides RDMA
capabilities, flexible programmability due to its general-purpose ARM CPU cores along
with other embedded specialized ASICs for tasks such as data encryption and decryption.
While evaluations have shown that security-related tasks or tasks to provide tenant-
isolation in data centers [20] can be provided in an efficient manner, there is no previous
study that shows the offloading capabilities of DBMS tasks to such RDMA-enabled
DPUs.

In this work, a first systematic study is provided that evaluates the basic performance
characteristics of the BlueField network cards in the context of typical DBMS operations.
For the evaluation, the offload potential of using BlueField as an RDMA-enabled DPU for
two important use cases is analyzed: (1) a remote B-tree and (2) an end-host sequencer
(i.e., remote counter). The remote B-tree is chosen because it is a frequently used
data structure for DBMSs and it is also used in disaggregated architectures to avoid
transferring all data across the network [135, 157]. On the other hand, the end-host
sequencer is a commonly used building block for many distributed system tasks such as
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global ordering [82], coordinating write access to shared memory [11], or implementing
optimistic concurrency control [146].

3.1.1 Background on Programmable NICs

Before diving into the evaluation, the relevant background on the Data Processing Units
(DPUs) is provided. Many of the major network hardware vendors are including DPUs
in their product offerings, with examples like the Intel IPU, Broadcom Stingray, AMD
Pensando, or the Nvidia BlueField. DPUs come with different compute architectures
ranging from P4 programmable ASICs to general-purpose CPU cores. This evaluation
focuses on the BlueField cards from Nvidia. The BlueField DPU cards are equipped with
general-purpose ARM cores which are capable of executing any program logic in contrast
to the more rigid ASIC architectures. The DPU runs its own OS (e.g., Ubuntu) and
as such resembles another independent server with an added set of networking features.
Internally, the DPU consists of the RDMA-capable networking component (ConnectX)
which provides hardware-offload of the network stack for more efficient (i.e., less CPU
intensive) networking. Moreover, the ARM cores which act as computational resources
on the DPU are equipped with DDR4 memory and are connected to the ConnectX over
an internal PCIe switch. The BlueField (from the second generation on) is additionally
equipped with hardware accelerators for compression/decompression, encryption, and
regex pattern matching.

3.1.2 Experiment Setup

In the experimental setup, a typical disaggregated storage and compute setup is used.
The storage node is equipped with a BlueField 2 card and runs with an Intel Xeon
Gold 6326 CPU, 512 GB DDR4 memory, and PCIe 4.0. The compute node uses a
non-programmable RDMA ConnectX-5 NIC and is equipped with an Intel Xeon Gold
5220 CPU with 512 GB DDR4 memory2. The servers are connected with RDMA over
Converged Ethernet (RoCE) v2. Note that the BlueField card used in this setup only
provides a maximum of 25 Gbps per network link. However, since the BlueField NIC is
equipped with two links, a total of 50 Gbps connection between the compute and storage
server can be used by splitting the traffic over the two links.

The BlueField card is configured in a so-called Embedded Mode where two virtual
interfaces are created which route to either the ARM subsystem or the host. The routing

2For a complete overview of the hardware used, see Table 8.2
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is offloaded into the eSwitch and does therefore not introduce measurable overhead on
the ARM subsystem.

3.1.3 Use case 1: Remote B-Tree with RPC & One-sided RDMA

In the first experiment, the offloading potential of the BlueField-2 DPU is evaluated by
utilizing the DPU together with the host CPUs of the storage server. On both the DPU
and the host, all 8 CPU cores are used, which is fixed regardless of the partition sizes on
the host or DPU. To use both compute resources, a B-tree is range-partitioned between
the host memory and the DPU memory.

Different partition setups are used, ranging from 0-100% of the B-tree being stored on
the DPU. Moreover, the index requests are uniform in the whole key range such that the
relative partition sizes of the tree also match the workload generated to each device (i.e.,
the host CPU or the BlueField-2 DPU).

B-Tree with RPC. For the first experiment, the remote B-tree is accessed via RPC calls.
The RPC framework employs two-sided RDMA SEND/RECEIVE verbs, incorporating
existing optimizations like door-bell batching on both the client and server-side and
inlining to minimize PCIe overhead [67]. The B-tree adopts an OLC (optimistic lock-
coupling) synchronization protocol to ensure scalable reads [78]. Both keys and values
are represented by 8-byte integers, and the experiment contains both a balanced mix of
50/50 read-write or exclusively read-only workloads.

In Figure 3.1, we see the results when we gradually increase the range partition of
the B-tree on the DPU and decrease it on the host, indicated by the x-axis. With 0%
DPU offload, the host contains the full B-tree and as such all requests are handled by
the host and the DPU is not processing any requests. Instead, with 25% offload, 3/4 of
the B-tree is on the host and 1/4 is on the DPU. Overall, in Figure 3.1 we initially see a
steady increase in throughput as more requests are routed to the DPU up until around
25% whereas for the tree with 1M keys, the overall throughput increases by 47%. For
larger tree sizes, the observed throughput increase is slightly less, with around 30% for
the B-tree with 256 M keys.

However, offloading more than about 25% of the B-tree to the DPU is detrimental
to the throughput since the DPU is then overloaded and the performance degrades to
DPU-only throughput. This degradation of throughput is not surprising as both the
CPU on the DPU is weaker and the main memory is slower than that of the storage
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Figure 3.1: Remote B-tree with increasing offload on BlueField-2 for various B-tree sizes.
RPC requests with read-only or 50/50 read-write.

host.3 Moreover, the read-only and 50/50 read-write workload only differs slightly for
the higher throughput and smaller B-tree cases for the same reasons as discussed before.

These results indicate that while the BlueField-2 is not powerful enough to achieve high
throughput in comparison to the host, it yields a significant speedup by using the DPU
resources in addition to the host CPU. However, this imposes challenges for real-world
use cases, as the optimal partitioning of the B-tree is dependent on the workload (i.e.,
potential access skew) and the performance of the host server in relation to the DPU.
As such, more sophisticated adaptive solutions could come into play, which re-balances
and re-partitions the B-tree between the host and DPU based on utilization metrics, to
automatically adapt to the most optimal partitioning between the host and DPU.

B-Tree with One-sided RDMA. More and more designs are utilizing one-sided
RDMA to access remote data structures in disaggregated memory setups [2, 135, 157,
159]. The reason for this is that one-sided operations help to remove the load on the
(potentially weak) remote memory servers. The BlueField-2 struggled to achieve good
RPC performance due to the relatively slow memory and CPU cores, one-sided access is,
therefore, a promising use case as it does not incur any CPU overhead on the DPU.

3Full server specifications are reported in Table 8.1 and Table 8.2.
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Figure 3.2: Remote B-tree latency with increasing offload on BlueField-2. Read-only
with one-sided RDMA.

In this experiment, a remote B-tree accessed only over one-sided RDMA read operations
is evaluated. The way a remote B-tree lookup works for one-sided operations is that
clients first issue a read on the root node and locally perform a binary search to determine
the next child node. This is repeated until the leaf level. As such, an RDMA read request
is issued for each level of the B-tree and since the reads are interdependent (i.e., the
location of one read depends on the previous) they cannot be overlapped.

Since the local DPU memory is in close proximity to the network, it can be expected
that one-sided network requests can be answered faster as compared to the host.

In Figure 3.2 B-tree lookups are executed with different partition sizes offloaded to
the DPU. A clear trend is shown here that the DPU provides faster lookups than the
host. For the different tree sizes and node sizes, the improvement is around 11-13%. The
difference in latency observed for the evaluated tree sizes and node sizes is due to the
different latency of the RDMA read and the depth of the tree. As an example, a node
size of 512 B has a fanout of 512B/16B = 32 (with 16 B used as key and child pointer),
so for a tree with 256 M keys, the depth will be dlog32(256M)e = 6, whereas a node size
of 2048 B only has a depth of 5 and therefore one less RDMA read. The experiment
shows that the lower latency of a 512 B read with respect to a 2048 B read does not
amortize the cost of an extra read in the B-tree.
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Figure 3.3: Throughput and latency of one-sided RDMA fetch-and-add on either the
storage host or the BlueField-2 DPU.

Discussion. In conclusion, since the relatively weak CPU cores of the BlueField-2
are not engaged with one-sided access, the DPU has better offloading potential. The
strongest benefit comes with lower access latency due to the co-location of the CPU cores
and the network on the same physical board.

Another interesting benefit given by offloading the one-sided accesses to the DPU is
that read or write pressure on the local main memory of the host is alleviated, which
might benefit concurrent memory-intensive applications. This is even more noticeable
with faster networks such as the BlueField-2 model with 200 Gbps.

3.1.4 Use case 2: Remote Sequencer

A common building block in distributed systems is global counters. They are among
others used for global timestamps, asserting message ordering or coordinating access
to shared memory [67]. In the next experiment, the performance of one-sided RDMA
atomic operations on the storage host and the BlueField-2 DPU is evaluated.

One-sided RDMA Atomics. Atomic operations are already provided in the collection
of RDMA primitives such that multiple clients can perform fetch-and-add or compare-and-
swap operations over the network without any additional coordination. In general, this
can facilitate one-sided access to remote data structures without any locking. For this use
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case, a remote counter (i.e., sequencer) is accessed with one-sided RDMA fetch-and-add
operations.

In Figure 3.3 the throughput and latency are reported with an increasing number
of client threads on the compute node accessing the same counter. In this use case a
substantial benefit of the DPU in terms of achieved throughput can be seen. Placing
the atomic counter on the DPU achieves an almost 50% throughput speedup. This is
also reflected in the number of clients needed to saturate the remote server where the
throughput of the DPU is saturated by around 8 clients whereas the storage host only
can scale up to around 6 clients.

The latency is almost identical with a slight benefit on the DPU. Beyond the saturation
point, the latencies increase linearly with more clients added as contention is created and
requests are increasingly queued.

3.1.5 Conclusion

In conclusion, it was evaluated how well the BlueField-2 DPU performs with respect to
typical DBMS tasks such as remote B-trees or a global sequencer. The main findings
are that an acceleration potential exists for one-sided accesses both in terms of latency
and throughput whereas two-sided accesses easily overload the DPU. However, using
the DPU in combination with the host CPU of the storage server can yield promising
performance benefits provided that the workload is carefully distributed with regard to
the relative performance difference.

3.2 Distributed Join on a Programmable
Switch

Besides programmable NICs, modern networks also include the possibility to program
network switches. This new type of hardware is especially interesting for distributed
DBMSs as many operations require shuffling huge amounts of data over the network.
With programmable switches, it opens up many interesting possibilities of offloading and
redesigning database operations, especially, since the switch is centrally placed in the
network and therefore sees the traffic for many connected nodes.

However, for current available programmable switches such as Intel Tofino switches
[54], a major weakness is that the memory capacity is severely limited. This limits the
applicability of data-intensive operations which require stateful data structures exceeding
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just tens of megabytes. One example here is the common database hash join which uses a
hash table built on one of the two tables. As the size of database tables easily go beyond
the available switch memory, in this line of work, a custom switch approach is taken to
be able to offload a database join to the network.

An FPGA-based switch design is derived which provides a larger amount of DDR3 main
memory capable of supporting more memory-intensive operations. In the following, it is
outlined how distributed join processing can integrate and make use of a programmable
switch, and subsequently, the switch design is outlined before presenting the evaluation.

3.2.1 Join Processing with INP

To illustrate the main idea of distributed query processing that utilizes a programmable
switch, classical distributed join execution is first reviewed, and subsequently, a new
execution scheme for INP is discussed. A typical setup of a shared-nothing database
consists of one master and several compute nodes, as well as one switch connecting the
nodes. As an example query, consider the execution plan in Figure 3.4 that could result
from the SQL statement SELECT * FROM A JOIN B JOIN C.

In the classical distributed query processing, A and B are first shuffled according to the
join key. Then, each node builds a hash table over B (assuming B is the smaller table) and
uses tuples from A to probe in that hash table. For the subsequent join, the intermediate
result of A ./ B as well as relation C need to be shuffled again, such that the joins can be
executed by building and probing into the hash table of C. Thus, each join (if data is not
co-partitioned) typically requires one expensive shuffle operation for each input table.

The equivalent query plan for INP execution is shown on Figure 3.5. As can be seen in
the two figures, the classical (Figure 3.4) and the INP-based plan (Figure 3.5) consist of
two types of pipelines (probe-pipelines and build-pipelines), the INP-based plan splits the
plan into multiple pipelines that can be placed on worker nodes or the switch respectively.
As a consequence, different from the traditional plan, many of the Shuffle operators
can be completely avoided since the probe steps are executed all in the switch. In the
following, the implications of these differences are discussed in more detail.
Discussion. As mentioned before, the main conceptual difference of the INP-scheme is
the elimination of shuffling, and in particular the re-shuffling of intermediate join results.
This is beneficial since shuffling comes with several challenges.

First, shuffling operations are so-called pipeline breakers, since the streaming of tuples
through an operator pipeline is stopped (i.e., the shuffle operation only starts once the
previous intermediate result has been materialized completely). This, however, limits the
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degree of parallelism of the execution since the following phases of a query need to wait
for the completion of previous ones. For instance, the second join of the example query
can not be computed until the result of the first join has been materialized.

Second, shuffling usually means that significant amounts of data need to be transferred
via the network since also the intermediate results need to be partitioned and sent to all
workers. The cost of shuffling intermediate results is even higher in a data warehouse
setup. This is because, in a star schema with one very big fact table and multiple smaller
dimension tables that need to be joined, the cost of shuffling the fact table and the
resulting intermediate results dominates the overall query execution cost. Considering
the example query plan shown in Figure 3.4, the fact table could be represented by
relation A and the dimension tables by B and C.

Third, by processing the join in the network, it is less sensitive to skew, since with
skew present in classical join execution, one node receives more data than the others. As
such, when relatively more data is sent to one node than the rest, the network link of
the skewed node gets congested and slows down overall execution (also known as incast
problem). This is avoided with INP, as each node has its own link connected to the
switch (for ToR switches) and as such independent of the key distribution can send with
full bandwidth to the switch.

Finally, the INP join scheme accommodates the disaggregated DBMS architecture well.
The reason for this is that tables can also be streamed directly from storage nodes through
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the switch without the need for first performing the shuffle operation on worker/compute
nodes.

3.2.2 Query Compilation

The query compilation resembles a physical execution plan for a given query. One
important decision in distributed systems during optimization is where to execute pipelines
optimally. Consequently, the adapted query compilation takes the FPGA switch as a
processing unit into account. When employing an FPGA for query processing, it is not
feasible to synthesize a complete configuration (a so-called bitstream, i.e., the executable
logic on the FPGA) on a query-to-query basis, as bitstream generation can take multiple
hours. However, once the bitstream is generated and installed on the switch FPGA,
re-configuring the switch to use a different pre-installed bitstream only takes a few
milliseconds. Hence, the system allows to install a set of bitstreams for pre-generated
pipelines to execute multiple different queries efficiently.

As shown in Figure 3.5 for the example query, each worker is only responsible for
sending its part of the relation to the switch, which executes the main query pipelines,
i.e., building and probing pipelines for executing joins. To support generic queries inside
the switch, the pre-generated pipelines provide different signatures. For instance, the
intermediate hash table for table B needs to store keys and values of 8 Bytes, whereas
table C needs 4-byte keys and 10-byte values.

The master node in a distributed DBMS thus tries to choose the best-fitting signature,
if there is no exact match it takes the next larger one. This clearly induces memory
overhead, e.g., if the relation has a 64 Byte value, then the master chooses the 128 Byte
pipelines. However, this should not be a common case, since optimal signatures can be
generated as soon as the workload is known.

3.2.3 Evaluation

In the following, the initial results of the new switch design in a distributed database is
presented.
Setup and Workload. The experiments were executed on a five-node cluster - one
master node and four compute nodes. Each server has an Intel Xeon Gold 5120 CPU
processor and 384GB RAM, running Ubuntu 18.04. The four compute nodes are
connected to a Zyxel XS3700 switch (without INP) and an FPGA-based switch (with
INP capabilities).
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Based on this setup, multiple experiments were conducted to demonstrate the perfor-
mance of the proposed architecture (referred to as NetJoin) over a baseline without INP.
The experiment represents a shuffle-heavy scenario. A table A is joined together with
three other tables B, C & D. The join shows similarity to a data warehouse setup with A

being the fact table with foreign keys to the dimension tables B, C & D.

In the setup, all tables are pre-partitioned such that no join partners can be found
locally without transferring one of the tuples over the network.

Uniform keys. The first experiment shown in Figure 3.6 scales the size of the A relation
in comparison to relations B, C & D. The left graph (a) shows the runtime of the distributed
hash join over the varying sizes of the A relation. The B, C & D relations sizes are 5e07
tuples, and with the A relation ranging from 5e06 to 5e09 tuples. Since the join keys are
uniform, each of the four nodes receives the same amount of tuples when shuffling the
relations.

The results show that as the A relation size is small, the NetJoin does not perform
better than the baseline since reshuffling the intermediate results is inexpensive due to
A’s small size. As the A relation size grows, the NetJoin outperforms the baseline. Even
though the nodes in the NetJoin have to completely send their local partitions of all
relations to the switch, the reduced cost of reshuffling compensates for this. For the
largest table workload, NetJoin outperforms the baseline with over 2×.
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Skewed keys. As previously mentioned, NetJoin is more resilient against skew as in-cast
congestion is avoided. To evaluate this, this experiment uses a workload with skewed
join keys. The skew is such that when shuffling the relations on four nodes, 80% of all
tuples go to Node 1, 13% to Node 2, 5% to Node 3, and the remaining 2% to Node 4.

As shown in Figure 3.7 such a skewed shuffling scenario heavily affects the performance
of a distributed join, not only because the compute intensity and memory consumption
are not equally distributed, but also because of incast congestion in the network switch.
Since Node 2, 3 & 4 all need to send 80% of their local relation to Node 1, the in-going
link is acting as a bottleneck and other nodes throttle down their sending rate.

However, with our NetJoin, skew on the join key does not play a role since no network
shuffling is taking place. Figure 9.9a shows an identical runtime of the NetJoin, but with
the baseline performance severely suffering in comparison to Figure 9.8a. The speedup
shown on Figure 9.9b reports a speedup of 7× for the largest A relation size.

3.2.4 Conclusion

This work is motivated by the observation that existing programmable switches cannot
process memory-intensive operations due to their limited memory and thus are not suited
for distributed query processing.

The main idea is to avoid expensive shuffling operations by offloading more complex
query pipelines to the switch. It was shown that the proposed execution scheme can
speed up query processing for left-deep join plans by up to 7×.

3.3 Summary
With the presented work on evaluating SmartNICs and offloading join execution to
a programmable switch, it was shown that INP has great potential. INP allows for
revisiting existing distributed DBMS data structures and algorithms in a new light since
it provides a novel way to process data that was previously exclusively possible at the
end hosts.
Discussion of In-network Processing for DBMSs. INP for DBMSs is still in its
infant years with several open questions and challenges that limit the adoption. These
entail:

• Fault tolerance: DBMSs have undergone a lot of research to ensure that high
availability and durability can still be achieved in the case of failures. With the
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advent of programmable devices in the network, ensuring fault tolerance is further
complicated as these devices typically carry state and are responsible for potentially
critical processing. As such, proper failover mechanisms must be devised that allow
failures to happen without violating, e.g., any of the ACID properties.

• System complexity: Adding heterogeneity in the form of programmable networking
devices often comes with the cost of higher system complexity. This is because such
devices are typically programmed differently and even have completely different
processing schemes to consider than traditional compute units like CPUs. To
address this, good abstractions are needed that manage to hide the complexity
from the DBMS but still provide the benefits of INP.

• Cloud offerings: Leveraging INP in the cloud is often not possible as networking
devices are typically not exposed to the cloud users. There are however exceptions
such as Microsoft Catapult [36] which exposes FPGA-based SmartNICs. With
more and more cloud-native DBMSs, limited access to INP platforms means that
such DBMSs are not able to integrate INP into their systems.

• Multi-tenancy: In the cloud, multi-tenancy is desired for the cloud provider in
order to maximize resource utilization. With, e.g., programmable ToR switches
connecting many nodes in a rack serving multiple users, multi-tenancy becomes
crucial. However, challenges such as performance isolation, virtualization, and
resource partitioning make it a non-trivial problem [109].

These challenges are instrumental for full-scale adoption of INP for DBMSs and form
the foundation for future research directions.
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4 Realizing Distributed Query
Processing on GPUs

This chapter summarizes the work on designing a distributed GPU join operator for fast
RDMA-capable networks. The contributions are based on the following peer-reviewed
publication.1

• “Distributed GPU Joins on Fast RDMA-capable Networks” published in Proc.
ACM Manag. Data 1.1 (2023) [123], (cf. Chapter 10).

Contributions of the authors: Lasse Beck Thostrup is the leading author and was
thus responsible for the implementation, benchmark design, evaluation, and manuscript.
The co-author Gloria Doci contributed to the blocking GPU baseline implementation.
The remaining authors Nils Boeschen, Manisha Luthra, and Carsten Binnig contributed
invaluable feedback. All authors agree with the use of the publication for this dissertation.

As explored in the previous chapter, the network is becoming increasingly heterogeneous
with the advent of networking devices offering processing capabilities. The same trend can
be observed for compute units, where different devices than CPUs have seen increasing
focus. The reason behind this trend is that CPUs are experiencing performance stagnation
due to the challenge of continuously scaling the processing power by fitting in more
transistors (typically described as the end of Moore’s Law and Dennard Scaling). This
performance stagnation is however different for other compute architectures such as
GPUs and FPGAs. This work therefore looks into the potential of GPUs as a means of
speeding up distributed query processing given their high amount of processing power
and internal memory bandwidth. As will later be shown, distributed query processing
with GPUs is especially interesting in combination with fast RDMA-capable networks as
the data transfer to and from devices can be realized very efficiently.

Before diving into the deep end of distributed query processing on GPUs, single-node
GPU acceleration is first discussed. In the context of DBMS workloads, most previous

1Several passages in this chapter were transferred verbatim from this publication.
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Figure 4.1: Network communication to remote CPUs and GPUs share the same charac-
teristics (reported by ib_write_bw).

work on the integration of GPUs as accelerators has focused on the acceleration of OLAP
workloads for single-node DBMSs [14, 15, 40, 122, 141, 144]. This is because OLAP
queries map inherently well to the vectorized execution model of GPUs and hence are
clearly an interesting workload for being accelerated by a GPU. This way, the DBMS
is able to execute query operators such as joins or aggregations in a massively parallel
manner on a single-node DBMS. However, how to scale GPU joins and accelerate join
queries in the context of distributed DBMSs is rather unexplored.

This line of work aims to show the potential of GPUs as accelerators in distributed
DBMSs on clusters with fast RDMA-capable networks. Here, an important aspect is that
using high-speed network cards with GPUDirect RDMA [97, 101], data shuffling over
the network has the same cost independent of whether the target of the data transfer is
remote CPU memory or remote GPU memory as shown in Figure 4.1. This is the case
since with GPUDirect, the network card is able to read and write RDMA data directly
into the memory of the GPU without having to relay it through the main memory. As
such, in a distributed DBMS where data anyways need to be shuffled for executing the
join operators, the higher speed of GPU joins compared to CPU joins can be leveraged
without paying any higher cost for transferring data to the GPU.

However, when leveraging GPUs in a distributed setting, the traditional execution
scheme is suboptimal for the following reasons. In a typical execution scheme for join
operators in distributed DBMSs the data first needs to be shuffled across the network
before the operator itself can be executed. For example, in a partitioned join, the data of
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Figure 4.2: Two execution schemes: (a) a naive blocking execution where the building
and probing phases are distinct from network shuffling of R and S versus
(b) a pipelined execution where the GPU execution is overlapped with the
network shuffling.

the tables to be joined is first shuffled on the join keys over the network before the join
is then executed in parallel on the resulting partitions. A key observation is that using
the traditional sequential scheme, the GPUs remain idle when the CPU cores execute
the shuffle operation. For the distributed partitioned join, this opens up an opportunity
to better utilize GPUs during the shuffle operation in a pipelined manner by overlapping
data transfer and actual join computation on the GPUs.

4.1 Overview
Before looking at the execution scheme of the join, it is important to first clarify the
DBMS setup that this work targets. As for typical in-memory distributed DBMS, the
database tables are partitioned across the CPU memory of the different nodes. As such,
the input tables for the join are located in CPU memory and have to first be transferred
to the GPUs for join execution.

This scheme provides benefits over a scheme that stores data to be joined in just GPU
memory for the following reasons: First, storing data in CPU memory allows to support
joins over input tables (and intermediate results) that are larger than GPU memory.
Second, distributed joins typically need to first shuffle the input tables based on the join
key. Since GPUDirect RDMA allows data to be shuffled as fast from a CPU as well as
from a GPU, the location of input tables does play a large effect on the performance as
long as the tables are not pre-partitioned on their join keys.
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The Case for Pipelining. The join execution follows a partitioned hash-join where
each GPU executes a build and a probe phase over the partitions resulting from shuffling.
The main novelty is that the shuffling and join execution is pipelined, which has many
benefits, such as support for much larger input tables and even arbitrarily large probe-side
tables, together with overlapping of materialization of the join result back to local CPU
memory.

This effect is illustrated in Figure 4.2b and contrasted to the blocking execution, as
shown in Figure 4.2a. In the following, blocking vs. our pipelining approach is discussed.
Naive Blocking GPU Join. Naively mapping the blocking execution scheme of the
state-of-the-art distributed hash join approach [9] to a distributed GPU-accelerated join
(as illustrated in Figure 4.2a) does not only come with severe limitations, but it also does
not leverage the GPUs in the most optimal manner.

The main reason why a blocking execution scheme of the distributed join is not ideal
for GPUs is that the GPU cores would stay idle until the network shuffling phase is
finished. The same is true for the building and probing phases where the GPU would
be active while the CPU cores would stay idle, resulting in an overall higher runtime
as illustrated in Figure 4.2a (i.e., no work is executed on the CPUs in the build and
probe phases of the GPU). Hence, this line of work takes the approach of pipelining the
execution such that the CPU-driven network shuffling is overlapped with the GPU join
processing.

Moreover, another significant limitation of a blocking scheme for GPUs is that only
tables of a certain limited size can be processed. The reason is that when executing the
phases of a distributed join non-overlapped on the GPU, the GPUs need to be able to
hold all intermediate data, e.g., the output of shuffling the build and probe tables in
GPU memory. As such, when using a blocking model for executing a GPU-based join in
distributed DBMSs, only joins where the input table sizes and intermediate data size
do not exceed the aggregated memory of all available GPUs can be supported. In the
following, it is presented how the pipelined join approach overcomes these challenges.
Pipelined GPU Join. The pipelined GPU join approach overlaps the execution of the
shuffling of input tables with the building and probing on the GPUs. The conceptual
reason why the pipelined scheme is more efficient is that such a scheme, as shown in
Figure 4.2b, helps to efficiently hide the join processing on the GPUs under the data
transfer by making use of CPU and GPU cores concurrently. Moreover, such a pipelined
scheme clearly reduces the GPU memory consumption since only a chunk of data, instead
of a full partition resulting from shuffling, needs to be stored in GPU memory. For
the probe phase, this means that arbitrarily large probe inputs can be supported and
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streamed through the GPUs. For the build phase, the pipelined model also has benefits
since more GPU memory is available for the hash tables, effectively supporting larger
build input tables.

Lastly, the pipelining approach allows to overlap not only the probing of the hash
tables but also to hide additional processing given the efficient vectorized execution of
GPUs by chaining multiple operations (e.g., multiple joins). Such chained processing can
be used for typical OLAP queries with several joins between dimensions and the same
fact table where small (replicated) dimension tables are cached on the GPUs.

4.2 Pipelined GPU Join Design
After having established the best fitting execution scheme for distributed GPUs, the next
question is how to design such a pipelined GPU join best. The design options can be
categorized into two dimensions: (a) how to use the GPUDirect RDMA communication
primitives for implementing the data flow for shuffling data over the network from CPU
to GPU memory and (b) the control flow of how the GPU kernel execution is triggered
to consume incoming data for building hash tables and probing into them.

For (a), to make use of RDMA on GPUs, GPUDirect RDMA provides a means of
transferring data directly over the network from and to the GPU memory using the same
RDMA primitives for one- or two-sided communication (RDMA background presented in
Section 2.1). However, there are some important differences. Using one-sided primitives
with GPUDirect works the same as for CPUs since GPUDirect allows CPUs of the
sending nodes can write in the remote GPU memory without involving the remote GPUs.
When using two-sided operations instead, it is important to note that the RECEIVE
requests are driven by the CPU (and not the GPU) in GPUDirect, since the CUDA
library does not support calls to RDMA functions. Hence, in a two-sided communication,
the remote CPU is always involved in the data flow even though the GPU is the target.

The other aspect (b) is whether the CPU or the GPU is driving the control flow, i.e.,
detecting when new data has arrived (on the GPU) and triggering the execution on
the GPU for building/probing into the hash tables. With these two design dimensions
(one- or two-sided RDMA and CPU- vs. GPU-driven execution) two approaches can be
contrasted: CPU-driven execution with two-sided RDMA and GPU-driven execution
with one-sided RDMA.

(i) In a CPU-driven approach with two-sided RDMA, the CPU actively detects that
a new chunk of tuples has arrived (by polling for so-called RDMA completion events).
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Afterward, the CPU then instructs the GPU for subsequent processing by launching a
GPU kernel. Important to note with this approach is that a GPU kernel is executed
on each batch of arriving tuples. This in turn introduces synchronization overhead for
kernel launches and additionally takes up CPU resources.

(ii) In the GPU-driven approach with one-sided RDMA, the kernel launch overhead
is removed by using persistent kernels where the GPU instead actively detects new
incoming data by polling on a particular memory region for newly arrived data. With
persistent kernels, the GPU kernel is only called initially for processing each of the
build and probe tables. Polling for new data directly in memory is also often applied in
traditional CPU-based RDMA communication as memory polling has a smaller overhead
in comparison to polling after RDMA completion events [28, 156].
Summary. Based on these observations the GPU-driven approach with one-sided RDMA
is superior due to the fact that it avoids CPU overhead and GPU kernel synchronization.
In an experimental evaluation of the two designs, the GPU-driven design can better
parallelize and utilize the many cores of the GPUs due to the reduced synchronization.
In the following evaluation, the GPU-driven approach with one-sided RDMA is used.

4.3 Evaluation & Methodology
In this evaluation, the GPU-acceleration potential is analyzed along with comparing the
pipelined approach to a blocking GPU join. Last, a complete Star-Schema-Benchmark
(SSB) query with multiple joins is evaluated.

4.3.1 Setup & Workloads

Setup. All experiments were conducted on a 5-node cluster, each node equipped with
two Intel(R) Xeon(R) Gold 5120 CPUs (14 cores) and 512 GB main memory split between
both sockets. Each node has two Mellanox ConnectX-5 NICs (100 Gbps) and two Nvidia
Tesla V100 GPUs with 16 GB memory, supporting GPUDirect RDMA.
Join Variants. In the evaluation, the following join implementations are used:

• CRJ - CPU Radix Join: A state-of-the-art implementation of a CPU baseline
(distributed radix hash join [125]).

• GPJ-B - GPU Partitioned Blocking Join: This is a distributed variant of the
state-of-the-art single-node GPU partitioned join [122]. The shuffle phase (i.e.,
histogram creation & data shuffling from [9]) and the GPU execution phase are
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provides a speedup of approx. 2× while supporting arbitrarily sized tables.

executed subsequently. Data shuffling is either realized with GPUDirect or without
GPUDirect.

• GPJ - GPU Partitioned Pipelined Join: The GPU-accelerated distributed join that
supports pipelining of the network shuffling and the GPU join phases.

4.3.2 Comparison with a Blocking GPU Baseline:

First, the benefits of the proposed pipelining model are evaluated by comparing it to a
distributed blocking GPU join (GPJ-B). The blocking join takes a sequential approach
where the two tables are only joined on the GPU once all data has been shuffled.

In this experiment, the input tables are partitioned across 4 nodes such that no two
tuples can be joined locally. The tables have randomized tuple order with 16-byte tuples.

GPJ-B is executed both with and without GPUDirect to better show the effect of
the direct data path. As shown in Figure 4.3a, using GPUDirect greatly improves
the acceleration potential of the GPU. Moreover, we see that the pipelined GPU join,
which also uses GPUDirect, can further improve over the blocking GPU join since with
pipelining the join phases can be overlapped with data transfers.

Another significant advantage of the pipelined GPU join over the blocking GPU join
is that it does not need to accumulate the shuffled tables in GPU memory and as such
can support larger joins. In Figure 4.3b, this effect is shown by increasing the probe-side
table such that only the build-side table fits on the GPUs. Here, the blocking GPU
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join is only supported without GPUDirect, whereas the pipelined GPU join can support
arbitrary probe-side table sizes and, as such, provides a speedup of approximately 2×.

4.3.3 Complete SSB Query

In this experiment, the benefit of the pipelined join is shown for a full query with multiple
operations. When running full queries, multiple joins can be chained together (e.g., to
chain multiple probe steps for a multi-way join in one pipeline on the GPU). The main
intuition why chaining on GPUs is beneficial is that GPUs typically have an abundance
of processing power in comparison to their i/o speeds. In fact, when executing a single
join, as in the previous experiment, there are still untapped computational resources left
for chaining multiple operators together.

To show these effects of chaining, in this experiment, 3.1 of the Star-Schema-Benchmark
(SSB) is used. Query 3.1 involves three hash joins and an aggregation. For comparison,
two implementations of the queries are realized: one using only the pipelined join GPJ
(referred to as GPJ-SSB) with the aggregation also on the GPU, and one that runs
completely on CPUs using CRJ (CRJ-SSB). For both GPJ-SSB and CRJ-SSB, the same
execution strategy is used where first the hash tables are built on the dimensions tables
and then chain together the probing of the LINEORDER tuples into these hash tables,
followed by a final aggregation.2

To test the impact of the size of the probe pipeline and as such the amount of processing
needed during the probing stage of the LINEORDER table, the number of joins in the
query is varied. The experiment is based on SSB query 3.1 as shown in Figure 4.4b,
but with a varied number of joins in the query (pipeline length) and without any filters
on the dimension tables. For instance, a probe pipeline length of 2 will join together
the LINEORDER with CUSTOMER and SUPPLIER and a length of 4 contains the
complete query. As can be seen in Figure 4.4a, the GPU-accelerated query execution
(GPJ-SSB) is not affected by the query size since the additional probing is all hidden
under the network shuffling. This is in contrast to the CPU-only approach (CRJ-SSB)
where more joins result in a higher runtime. For the full query without dimension table
filters, a speedup of 6.8× can be observed over CRJ-SSB.

2PART and CUSTOMER are partitioned while DATE and SUPPLIER are replicated to enable chaining.
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Figure 4.4: Execution (a) with a different number of joins of SSB Query 3.1 (b) with SF
1000, on 4 nodes. Probe-side joining is chained together both in CRJ-SSB and
GPJ-SSB. With longer probe pipelines, the runtime of GPJ-SSB is unaffected
due to its pipelined design resulting in a reduction in runtime by up to 6.8×
against CRJ-SSB.

4.4 Related Work
In the context of high-speed networks, join processing for scale-out distributed DBMSs
has been studied by a few works [9, 10, 38, 39]. Barthels et al. [10] implemented a
distributed radix hash join over RDMA networks by utilizing efficient one-sided RDMA
primitives. While the authors do not explore GPU acceleration, many findings of their
work are still applicable, such as the efficiency and use of one-sided RDMA.

The approach by Guo et al. [43] is closest to this line of work, which also explores
distributed GPU joins over RDMA. However, they cover only more naive blocking GPU
joins and assume a fundamentally different setup where database tables are already
stored in GPU memory.

4.5 Summary
Accelerators such as GPUs have the potential to redesign existing database operators
to overcome previous bottlenecks. This work showed the possibility of leveraging the
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high processing power of GPUs for distributed operators in connection with fast RDMA
networks. The main finding is that accelerators are especially beneficial when they can
be used without having to pay an additional transfer cost compared to the traditional
execution plan. This finding is unique to distributed query processing as with fast RDMA-
capable networks, data can be moved in and out of GPUs with the same throughput as
for main memory.

However, while GPUs are arguably the most common type of accelerator, this work
leaves the challenge of query processing over more heterogeneous hardware as an open
problem. This challenge is addressed in the next chapter by introducing a network-
driven approach to achieving RDMA communication between various different types of
accelerators.
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5 Network-driven
Communication for
Accelerators

This chapter summarizes the work on realizing a network-driven communication scheme
for heterogeneous accelerators. The contributions are based on the following peer-reviewed
publication and paper currently under review.1

• “Zero-sided RDMA: Network-driven Data Shuffling” published in Proceedings of
the 19th International Workshop on Data Management on New Hardware, DaMoN 2023,
Seattle, WA, USA, June 18-23, 2023 [58], (cf. Chapter 11).

Contributions of the authors: Lasse Beck Thostrup and Matthias Jasny are both
the leading authors and contributed equally to the implementation, benchmark design,
evaluation and manuscript. The remaining author Carsten Binnig contributed invaluable
feedback. All authors agree with the use of the publication for this dissertation.

• “Zero-sided RDMA: Network-driven Data Shuffling for Disaggregated Hetero-
geneous Cloud DBMSs” published in Proc. ACM Manag. Data 2.1 (Mar. 2024) [59],
(cf. Chapter 12)

Contributions of the authors: Lasse Beck Thostrup and Matthias Jasny are both
the leading authors and contributed equally to the implementation, benchmark design,
evaluation and manuscript. Sajjad Tamimi contributed to realizing zero-sided RDMA
communication to an FPGA. The remaining authors Andreas Koch, Zsolt István, and
Carsten Binnig contributed invaluable feedback. All authors agree with the use of the
publication for this dissertation.

1Several passages in this chapter were transferred verbatim from these publications.
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Figure 5.1: GPU to GPU network transfers, driven by either the CPU or the network
(zero-sided RDMA).

5.1 The Need for Network-driven
Communication

A significant trend seen in the cloud data centers is that, in response to the performance
stagnation of CPUs, heterogeneous accelerators are becoming commonplace as an alter-
native to CPU-based compute resources [95]. Accelerators have been shown to provide
significant speed-ups for DBMS workloads as demonstrated in the previous chapter.
However, looking ahead, a major question for future cloud DBMSs is how to efficiently
use disaggregated heterogeneous compute resources such as GPUs or FPGAs. Similar to
disaggregated CPU-based compute resources, these accelerators should be deployed as
network-attached accelerator pools, but today this is not the case. Accelerators depend
on the presence of a host CPU for executing the control flow of moving data in and out
of the accelerator. This strong coupling, however, both introduces CPU overhead, but
also limits the acceleration potential of accelerators due to the increased coordination.
To overcome this, a zero-sided RDMA communication scheme is proposed to remove the
CPU from the critical path and enable efficient accelerator-to-accelerator data movement
powered by a programmable switch.

The pitfalls of RDMA for accelerators. As already covered in Section 2.1, RDMA
provides different primitives where the READ and WRITE operations only involve the
initiator CPU of the communication channel. This already helps to integrate accelerators
on the target side as shown in Chapter 4, because the target side communication channel
can be realized with only memory operations. However, if we want to fully utilize
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accelerators in the cloud, the involvement of CPUs, even if just on the initiator side, will
lead to bottlenecks. As seen in Figure 5.1, multiple CPU cores need to be dedicated to
coordinating data transfers on behalf of the GPU.

Accelerator-driven RDMA as an alternative? One way to remove the CPU would
be to implement RDMA-based operations directly on the accelerators. Even though this is
technically possible [73], it is challenging for the following reasons: (1) RDMA primitives,
such as one-sided RDMA verbs, might not be available for a given accelerator, requiring
a full RDMA stack to be implemented per accelerator type. Beyond the engineering cost,
the additional problem is that executing communication logic on specialized hardware
devices consumes compute resources that could otherwise be utilized for processing. (2)
Implementing advanced RDMA-based communication schemes, such as many-to-many
data shuffling or multicast, on top of the RDMA stack on each accelerator type requires
re-implementing features and has different challenges and limitations on each hardware
type.

The case for network-driven RDMA. To remove the CPU from the critical path
and to reduce the engineering effort in disaggregated accelerators, in this work, a novel
network-driven scheme is proposed where neither a CPU co-located with an accelerator is
actively needed nor a custom RDMA implementation on the accelerator. The approach
fully offloads the RDMA stack and the RDMA-based communication logic between devices
to the network, particularly to a programmable switch. The main idea of offloading
the communication logic to the network is that the switch acts as a coordinator of data
transfers; i.e., it issues an RDMA READ to a sender and rewrites the read response into
an RDMA WRITE for the receiver using the programmable data plane of the switch.
Since this does not involve the sender or receiver actively, this communication scheme is
termed zero-sided RDMA.

In this work, a programmable off-the-shelf Tofino switch is used in contrast to the
FPGA-based switch used in the previous Section 3.2. The reason is that, as will later be
explained, realizing zero-sided RDMA does not require a lot of state but instead relies
on fast line-rate processing which is guaranteed by the ASIC-based pipelined execution
model of Tofino switches.

5.2 Zero-sided RDMA Overview
Zero-sided RDMA builds on the ability of the centralized programmable switch to initiate
and direct data traffic directly in the data-plane at the aggregated line rate of all connected
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Figure 5.2: In zero-sided RDMA, producers & consumers interact only with their buffers
in local memory. The switch reads items from the sender buffer (step 1) and
moves them to the receiver buffer (step 3) by converting RDMA READS
into WRITES (step 2). The switch coordinates the communication using
head/tail pointers (step 4).

accelerators — referred to as programming units (PUs). By placing the communication
scheme in the switch data-plane, the switch can initiate one-sided RDMA operations
(READ & WRITE) to PUs. At the same time, the PUs are completely oblivious to the
network communication scheme, which not only has the benefit that the PUs do not have
to issue communication primitives actively but also removes the distributed coordination
for communication flows such as data shuffling or even replication.

Communication abstractions. On the side of the PUs (i.e., accelerators), a circular
buffer is the core abstraction to participate in zero-sided RDMA data transfers. The
design goal of the buffer is to allow PUs to push and pop items with only simple local
memory operations while the switch transfers data fully asynchronously without any
sender/receiver PU involvement. The coordination between the switch and PU is handled
with two pointers to the buffer, a head and tail pointer. The head pointer indicates where
the next data item can be written, and the tail pointer indicates where the next data
item can be read.

Flow of data transfers. The overall flow of transferring a data item between one
producer and one consumer using zero-sided RDMA is illustrated in Figure 5.2. The
switch mirrors the state of the producer and consumer buffers (head and tail pointers) to
know when a producer has an item to send and whether the consumer has free space.
To transfer an item, (1) the switch first issues an RDMA READ on a data item in the
producer buffer. (2) The READ response is then converted on the switch into an RDMA
WRITE and (3) written into the next free slot at the consumer. When converting a
READ response into a WRITE request, the switch does not need to buffer or modify
the data payload, only the header of the network packets. (4) After the remote NIC
acknowledges the RDMA WRITE, the head pointer of the consumer is incremented to
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indicate the new item. The tail pointer is incremented on the producer, which frees up
the item in the buffer for reuse.

Hardware requirements. Finally, the aim of zero-sided RDMA is to be able to
integrate many different heterogeneous devices, as such only a few requirements must
hold for participating in zero-sided RDMA: (1) the device must have memory in which
to store the buffer data structure, (2) the memory must be accessible by an off-the-shelf
RDMA-enabled NIC, e.g., with PeerDirect2 and (3) the memory consistency model
must ensure that a write to an item and the subsequent update to the head pointer is
executed in order. In the case of weaker memory consistency models, this behavior is
most commonly achievable through memory fence primitives.

5.3 Realizing Zero-sided RDMA
To realize zero-sided RDMA where no active involvement is required for producers or
consumers, the communication scheme has to be offloaded to a programmable switch. In
the following, the core challenges are summarized and afterwards, three aspects of the
design are discussed.

Core challenges of realizing zero-sided RDMA. A programmable Tofino switch
follows a pipelined execution model with only a limited set of instructions and memory
per stage. In a switch-driven scheme, all connected PUs are not directly connected to each
other but are connected to the switch. As such, the switch must implement and adhere
to the exact protocol to be compliant with off-the-shelf RDMA NICs. This challenge
includes managing stateful RDMA connections with reliability and correctly propagating
congestion- and flow-control information from the consumers to the producers within the
switch’s data-plane to guarantee execution at line-rate.

RDMA switch state. In order to make the switch able to initiate and steer RDMA
traffic, it must store and maintain the necessary state. The state can be grouped into the
static connection state which does not change during communication and the dynamically
changing state. For RDMA, the static connection state includes a remote key and
destination queue-pair number to identify the remote RDMA queue-pair, along with its
IP and MAC addresses. Since none of these header fields change during communication,
it is stored on the switch upon connection setup. However, for the dynamically changing
state, such as packet sequence numbers (PSNs) and virtual remote addresses, these need
updating on a per-packet basis and therefore need to be stored directly in registers on

2https://enterprise-support.nvidia.com/s/article/howto-implement-peerdirect-client-using-mlnx-ofed
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the data-plane. Since the switch is in the middle of the communication channel between
the PUs, the switch must maintain PSNs and addresses for all connected end-points. In
addition to the RDMA-specific state, also the PU buffers’ head and tail pointer values
are stored in switch registers.

Initiating data transfers. As a first step before reading the first item (step 1. in
Figure 5.2), the switch evaluates whether it is possible to initiate the data transfer.

In the switch pipeline, it is checked whether the producer has items in the buffer to
send and whether the consumer has space. This is realized by passing through a network
packet in the pipeline stages which evaluates these statements based on the head and
tail pointers. If neither the producer has data nor the consumer has space available,
this packet is recirculated to the beginning of the pipeline. Recirculating the packet is
necessary because while-loops are not supported in the pipelined processing model. If
these checks pass, the packet is forwarded through the pipeline, where necessary header
fields are set to create an RDMA READ request to the producer which adheres to the
RDMA protocol.

Data payload transfer. In the second step (2. in Figure 5.2), the read response
containing the data payload to transfer to the consumer is streamed through the switch.
Here the switch rewrites the response of the RDMA READ into an RDMA WRITE.
Rewriting the RDMA type entails updating the relevant header fields to change the
operation type and to make it adhere to the correct packet sequence numbers and virtual
address expected by the consumer. This step does not require the switch to buffer any
packets but will be forwarded at line-rate.

The read response from the producer might be fragmented into several packets. The
challenge here is that the network might reorder these packets such that naively assigning
new packet sequence numbers (PSNs) to the RDMA WRITE packets in the order they
arrive might produce incorrectly written data on the consumer. Instead, an offset is
calculated on the fly between the producer-side and consumer-side sequence numbers
such that if two packets are reordered, the assigned PSNs on the consumer-side will reflect
this, allowing the target consumer-side NIC to assert the right order for the memory
write.

5.4 Zero-sided Communication Flows
Switch-driven data transfers can provide more advanced flows than the 1:1 connection
illustrated in Figure 5.2. In fact, with zero-sided RDMA, many producers can be
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connected to many consumers in a flow. In addition, different flow features are supported
such as load balancing, replication, or fine-grained quality of service guarantees. In the
following, the load balancing and replication features are presented.

Load balancing. Distributing work evenly across processing units in a distributed
DBMS is non-trivial, given unforeseen network congestion or processing contention.
Multiple schemes have been devised to overcome this [31, 77, 155], which require additional
coordination overhead, e.g., through work-stealing or a centralized server-side dispatcher.

With zero-sided RDMA, a communication flow between N producers and M consumers
can automatically provide load balancing across all consumers. This flow is realized
without any form of producer- or consumer-side coordination since the switch will
transparently initiate the data transfers between producers and consumers.

The key to achieving this communication flow is by introducing consumer-specific
thread-like processing on the switch, where it is evaluated when a data transfer can be
initiated from any of the producers, essentially adapting the data transfer rate from all
producers to each consumer independently.

Replication with global ordering. Lastly, zero-sided RDMA also provides a
replication-based communication flow in which items from each producer are multicasted
out to all consumers.

Multicast has many applications in distributed DBMSs, such as replicated joins
[126], or state replication [51, 82] for providing availability. While RDMA already has
multicast capabilities, it is only supported through the Unreliable Transport and two-sided
verbs. As such, it comes with the cost of higher CPU overhead at the communication
endpoints due to the two-sided communication and the cost of ensuring reliability. With
zero-sided RDMA, data replication can be realized reliably without any coordination
or computational involvement on the processing units by initializing, steering, and
multicasting the data directly in the data-plane of the switch.

Traditionally, effects like reordering of packets in the network can cause the received
data at each consumer to observe a different order. However, as the zero-sided approach
transfers data sequentially with separate acknowledgments from each consumer, it can
be ensured that data transfers to all consumers are globally ordered without introducing
any overhead at the processing units.
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Figure 5.3: 1:N zero-sided replication compared to DFI [126] with or without global
ordering. Zero-sided replication always ensures a global order observed by all
consumers.

5.5 Evaluation & Methodology
In the following section, zero-sided RDMA is first evaluated in a replication scenario and
subsequently, the benefit of switch-driven data transfers is investigated in the context of
analytical distributed database systems.

Setup and implementation. Zero-sided RDMA is evaluated in a cluster of 4
nodes running Ubuntu 18.04 LTS with Linux kernel 4.15.0. Each node is equipped with
an Intel(R) Xeon(R) Gold 5120 2.2GHz CPU, an Nvidia V100 GPU, and a Mellanox
ConnectX-5 MT27800 that is connected to an Intel Tofino switch (BF2556X-1T) [93] via
100G RoCEv2. In addition, one node is equipped with a Xilinx Alveo U55C FPGA. The
code is written in C++20 is compiled with gcc-12 and CUDA-12. The switch’s control-
plane logic is implemented in C++, and the switch’s data-plane logic is implemented in
P4 and compiled using Intel SDE-9.11.0 [53].

Replication with ordering. The first experiment centers on the effectiveness of
zero-sided RDMA replication which by design ensures global ordering for each consumer.
For the baseline, the replication flow of the Data Flow Interface (DFI) [126] (presented in
Chapter 2) is used. The DFI replication flow enables replication using RDMA multicast
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Figure 5.4: Static partitioning vs. load balancing for TPC-H Query 1 with SF 100
executed on CPU, GPU and FPGA.

with two-sided SEND/RECEIVE operations. The results for DFI are presented both
with and without software-based ordering. For the experiment, CPUs are used as PUs.

The results in Figure 5.3 show the aggregated data bandwidth of all consumers for a
different number of nodes that receive data from a single producer. Across all scenarios,
zero-sided replication with ordering consistently demonstrates superior performance,
nearly saturating the link bandwidth at each consumer node. In addition, zero-sided
replication does not infer any overhead at the PUs. In stark contrast to native RDMA mul-
ticast that only supports two-sided SEND/RECEIVE operations and, as such, introduces
communication overhead at not only the sender but also the receiver.

Load balancing on heterogeneous devices.

Scheduling processing jobs across a wide range of heterogeneous processing devices with
different and varying throughputs is a challenging task that requires careful coordination
between all participants. Therefore in this section, the load-balancing communication
flow is evaluated in a setup that mimics a cloud data center with disaggregated storage
and heterogeneous compute resources that consist of CPU, GPU, and FPGA.

To enable zero-sided RDMA on an FPGA, the FPGA local memory is exposed through
the PCIe bar register which allows the RDMA NIC to issue DMA operations to it.
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Important to note is that no RDMA stack needs to be implemented for the FPGA but
only the PCIe bar memory mapping.

In this experiment, depicted in Figure 5.4, data producers on the storage are spread out
on 2 (CPU) nodes. The workload is based on TPC-H Query 1. The system’s performance
is assessed under two distinct scenarios: static partitioning and load balancing.

The input TPC-H table lineorder is partitioned into two equal sizes at both producer
nodes. In the scenario with static partitioning (Figure 5.4, upper part), the producers
send the data in equal portions to three consumers: an FPGA, a GPU, and a CPU. The
results show that the GPU completes its tasks more rapidly than the CPU, which is
faster than the FPGA as the slowest device. Overall, the FPGA takes a total of 3.2
seconds, which dominates the end-to-end latency of the query.

In contrast, with load balancing (Figure 5.4, lower part), the lineorder table is dy-
namically distributed to each consumer based on each device’s processing speed. This
arrangement enables the CPU, FPGA, and GPU to finish their tasks simultaneously, thus
reducing the total runtime of the query to 2.1 seconds and ensuring optimal utilization
with no idle time for either processing unit.

These results underscore the potential of load balancing in zero-sided RDMA: it
allows for optimal utilization of different processing units without the need for complex
partitioning or work-stealing schemes, leading to more simple query execution code.

5.6 Related Work
Addressing a similar problem as this line of work is Lynx [128] and FpgaNIC [136]. These
systems, however, take a different approach in that they rely on SmartNICs for driving
the communication on behalf of the accelerator (in these cases, GPUs).

However, such a decentralized SmartNIC-driven approach has several downsides. First,
realizing one-sided RDMA communication schemes is highly complex due to the dis-
tributed coordination for remote memory accesses. Adding to the fact that typical
CPU-based SmartNICs are too weak to saturate line-rate throughput for many scenarios
properly as seen in Chapter 3, SmartNIC-driven communication schemes are best realized
on more performance-efficient compute architectures such as FPGAs. This, in turn
further adds to the complexity when considering decentralized one-sided communication
schemes. Second, since a dedicated SmartNIC is needed per server, the hardware cost is
directly proportional to the number of servers. As the cost of a SmartNIC can be up to
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10× more expensive than a normal RDMA-enabled NIC for the same link speeds, the
added cost for a decentralized solution is non-negligible.

5.7 Summary
In this work, zero-sided RDMA was introduced as a way to enable direct RDMA-based
accelerator-to-accelerator communication, which does not require CPUs to coordinate
the communication because the communication scheme is executed by the network.
Moreover, zero-sided RDMA facilitates data shuffling between heterogeneous hardware
devices without the need to implement a complete RDMA stack on each heterogeneous
device. The evaluation showed that zero-sided RDMA flows provide useful and efficient
features such as replication and load balancing that do not introduce any complexity at
the processing units.
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6 Conclusion
In this thesis, multiple contributions were presented that aim to accelerate distributed
databases by bringing the benefits of modern networks within reach. In the following,
the thesis is summarized and reflected upon, and subsequently, an outlook on future
research directions is presented.

6.1 Summary
The goal of this thesis is to bridge the gap between databases and modern networks
in terms of understanding performance traits, proposing new accelerated distributed
operators, and suggesting abstractions to allow fast and efficient networking without
low-level complexities.

In Chapter 2, an interface was proposed that aimed to bring the benefits of fast networks
and RDMA to data processing systems by abstracting away the low-level details and
complexities of RDMA. The objective of the interface is to raise the level of abstraction
without trading off the achievable network performance. Four key design principles were
identified that are important for data processing systems, such as exposing declarative
optimization goals to the application for adapting to the needs of various application
demands, be it latency-sensitive or bandwidth-demanding workloads. The evaluation
showed that the interface can achieve comparable performance to a low-level RDMA API
while being able to heavily simplify the implementation of a distributed join use case.

Chapter 3 takes a step further into the network by evaluating the effectiveness of
in-network processing for DBMS use cases. The goal of this chapter is to achieve a deeper
understanding of where and when DBMSs can benefit from offloading processing into
the network. The first half of the chapter evaluates the performance of a CPU-based
SmartNIC in two DBMS-centric use cases; a remote B-tree and a remote sequencer. The
findings show that the embedded CPU is substantially weaker than traditional server
CPUs and as such two-sided RDMA degrades the overall system performance when
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too much workload is offloaded to the SmartNIC. However, in unison with the server,
speedups can be detected which underlines the fact that hardware characteristics must
be taken into close consideration when designing new in-network processing systems. In
one-sided RDMA workloads, the SmartNIC achieves a lower latency compared to the
main memory of the host which is due to its close proximity to the network. In the
second half of the chapter, a distributed database join is realized on an FPGA-based
switch to evaluate the potential performance benefits of memory-intensive operations in
the network.

Subsequently, in Chapter 4, fast RDMA-capable networks are combined with GPU
acceleration by implementing a distributed database join. An important discovery in this
work is that the high processing power of GPUs can be leveraged without any additional
data transfer cost as compared to CPU-based processing for data that already has to be
sent over the network. This is enabled by GPUDirect RDMA, by allowing the NIC to do
DMA directly to the GPU, and thus does not require relaying the network data over the
main memory. A pipelined execution scheme is derived as it avoids fully persisting the
database tables in the limited GPU memory and in addition reduces overall runtime by
processing the join during network shuffling. The evaluation showed that a performance
speedup can especially be seen for full queries where multiple operators can be pipelined
and executed on the GPU, essentially hiding the processing cost under the unavoidable
network shuffling.

Lastly, Chapter 5 suggests a network-driven communication scheme for various different
accelerators. The work is motivated by the challenges of achieving direct accelerator-to-
accelerator communication in heterogeneous systems without having to pay the cost of
interleaving the CPU as a central part of the control-flow. By offloading the communica-
tion scheme into the network on a programmable switch, accelerators can be passive in the
network communication since they do not have to rely on an RDMA-stack or implement
the communication scheme directly on the device. The intuition behind this contribution
is that by initiating one-sided RDMA from the switch, the accelerators are only on the
target side of the one-sided communication and as such are oblivious to the network
communication. Since both accelerator end-points of a network-driven communication
channel are passive, this communication scheme is termed zero-sided RDMA. In addition
to removing the communication burden from the accelerators, zero-sided RDMA also
provides a set of features for many-to-many connection flows. These features entail
replication, load balancing, and fine-grained quality of service which all are realized
without introducing any complexity or overhead on the accelerators. The key takeaway
is that by letting accelerators solely do data processing and driving the communication
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from the network, a separation of concerns can be achieved which both allows realizing
novel communication flows but also simplify the processing on accelerators.

6.2 Future Research Directions
In the following, the future research directions are discussed. First, the immediate future
directions for network-driven communication are presented, and afterward a general
discussion of modern networks.

6.2.1 Network-driven Communication

As a continuation of the work presented for network-driven communication, a future
direction is to build a full system capable of dynamically processing on different network-
attached accelerators. To achieve this, managing the complexity of realizing efficient
processing on many different types of compute devices is essential. Therefore, abstractions
for heterogeneous processing are needed which target typical data processing use cases.
An example of existing work is Tensor Query Processing [47] which leverages advances
in tensor processing on modern hardware from the ML community for analytical query
processing. In addition, Jungmair et al. [64] have proposed to break down data processing
operators into a set of unified sub-operators that can be compiled and optimized to
modern hardware. Therefore, a future direction is the integration of query processing
on heterogeneous modern hardware with network-driven communication to achieve the
vision of a distributed data processing system over heterogeneous hardware without
inefficient reliance on CPUs.

Another future direction is to conduct experiments on a larger scale that goes beyond a
single-rack with multiple programmable switches. Here, interesting challenges may arise
such as the effects of increased latency between the switch and connected accelerators
or the impact of network congestion. By incorporating multiple switches in network-
driven communication there exist also new opportunities such as the ability to provide
higher availability with a fail-over scheme in case of switch failures. This is possible
as the programmable switch driving the communication only duplicates the state from
the accelerator buffers. As such, when instructed, a new switch can take over the
responsibility of driving the communication flow.
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6.2.2 The Future of RDMA

As already stated, RDMA is on the rise in the cloud due to its many benefits such as
zero-copy, kernel by-pass, and very low CPU overhead [5]. RDMA is however mainly
only used by cloud providers for internal systems and is only exposed as a service in a
lesser regard, typically in the form of expensive HPC instances. An open question for the
future of RDMA networks in the cloud is in which capacity cloud tenant systems will be
able to leverage RDMA. Related to this question, there exist a few current issues with
InifiniBand-based RDMA (RoCE & InfiniBand) which might hinder the wider exposure
of RDMA in the cloud. An example is in the domain of security where it has been
shown that RDMA has several vulnerabilities [113]. In addition, Hoefler et al. argue
that RDMA over Ethernet inhibits scalability problems due to simple assumptions made
for load balancing, congestion control, and error handling [49].

To this end, other RDMA protocols have been developed to overcome some of the
challenges inherent to InifiniBand-based RDMA. Examples are 1RDMA [121] and EFA
[118] which both trade off ordering guarantees to support more flexible routing and only
provide a reduced set of primitives. For example, no atomic operations or RDMA writes
are supported directly by 1RDMA or EFA.

Whether a whole new high-performance networking technology is introduced or the
issues of RDMA are addressed, the demand for fast and efficient networking in the cloud
will only grow.

6.2.3 Hardware Evolution

The evolution of hardware continues to reshape the architecture and functionality of
DBMSs. This thesis already delved into the integration and optimization of DBMSs with
SmartNICs, programmable switches, GPUs, and FPGAs. However, as we look ahead, it
is crucial to consider the potential advancements of hardware and the transformative
influence they might have on DBMSs.
The Future of Networking Hardware. Networking hardware is consistently advanc-
ing, presenting opportunities for faster data transfers and optimized communication.
With the current interconnect speeds of 400 Gbps and 800 Gbps around the corner, a
major future challenge lies in designing networked systems. The goal is to fully utilize and
take full advantage of these high-speed networks. This is, however, already a challenge
with even 100 Gbps for many systems, e.g., CPU-driven data shuffling [85]. The reason
behind this is that when computation and communication are overlapped, it becomes
increasingly hard to issue data transfer requests at a rate fast enough to saturate the
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network. As such, moving forward, extra emphasis must be put on how to efficiently
make use of the ever-increasing network speeds.

In addition, this thesis explored the opportunities for leveraging programmable net-
working devices for DBMS tasks and data structures. This field is still very young and
there exist many open questions on how and where to best integrate modern networks for
DBMSs. As we strive to remove existing network-related bottlenecks, benchmarking and
new architectures will be integral to utilizing the full potential of the future’s networking
hardware.
The Role of the CPU in Future DBMSs. Traditionally, the CPU has been the heart
of computation. But as specialized hardware units like GPUs and FPGAs demonstrate
strong performance benefits, it raises a fundamental question: What is the future role of
the CPU in the DBMS landscape?

The current development of CPUs is going in the direction of embedding accelerator-
type processing capabilities into the CPU. We already see vectorized processing features
such as SIMD (Single Instruction, Multiple Data) embedded into CPUs, but Intel aims to
take this even further by introducing even more specialized accelerator components such
as Intel IAA (In-Memory Analytics Accelerator) [52] and Intel DSA (Data Streaming
Accelerator) [55]. With so many accelerators embedded into CPUs, it begs the question of
whether the CPU can continue to be competitive against a set of interconnected discrete
accelerators.

Recent research papers present another vision with entirely CPU-less servers [95, 129].
A radical approach that reimagines the roles and responsibilities of server hardware.
While the feasibility of such designs remains to be seen, they undeniably present an
interesting direction for future research.

In conclusion, the evolution of hardware promises transformative changes for DBMSs.
This introduces many interesting future research directions for DBMSs for reinventing the
traditional system design to pave the way for optimized, efficient, and versatile DBMS
architectures.
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7 DFI: The Data Flow
Interface for High-Speed
Networks

Abstract
In this paper, we propose the Data Flow Interface (DFI) as a way to make it easier for
data processing systems to exploit high-speed networks without the need to deal with
the complexity of RDMA. By lifting the level of abstraction, DFI factors out much of the
complexity of network communication and makes it easier for developers to declaratively
express how data should be efficiently routed to accomplish a given distributed data
processing task. As we show in our experiments, DFI is able to support a wide variety of
data-centric applications with high performance at a low complexity for the applications.
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7.1 Introduction

7.1 Introduction
Motivation. Scale-out data processing systems are the typical architecture used today
by many systems to process large data volumes since they allow applications to increase
compute and memory capacities by simply adding further processing nodes. However, a
typical bottleneck in scale-out systems is the network which often slows down the speed
of data processing if communication is in the critical path. For distributed in-memory
systems this might lead to degraded performance when adding more nodes [110].

However, this changed with the advent of high-speed networks such as InfiniBand.
Network bandwidth increased almost up to the speed of main memory and latencies
dropped by orders of magnitude [11], making scale-out solutions more competitive.
However, blindly upgrading to faster networks does often not directly translate into
performance gains, as there is a plenitude of aspects to consider to achieve a good
performance for distributed data processing systems.

One particular important aspect to efficiently use high-speed networks is to redesign
data processing systems to leverage remote direct memory access (RDMA) as a low
overhead communication protocol. RDMA provides kernel bypass and zero-copy making
data transfers less expensive than classical network stacks such as TCP/IP [37]. In
recent years, industry and academia have thus started to adapt scale-out data processing
systems in order to make use of RDMA. As a result, significant speed-ups have been
shown for a wide range of data processing systems ranging from key-value stores [69, 80,
91], over distributed DBMSs (for OLTP and OLAP) [11, 68, 138, 143, 147, 148] to Big
Data systems and Distributed Machine Learning [62, 87, 142].

However, using RDMA is complicated because it provides only low-level abstractions
(called RDMA verbs) for data processing [27]. Hence, redesigning data processing systems
for RDMA often requires significant efforts to take care of many low-level detail choices
[10, 11, 66, 68, 157] regarding remote memory and connection management as well as
other decisions such as which RDMA verbs to use for which type of workload.
Contribution. In this paper, we propose the Data Flow Interface (DFI) as a way to make
it easier for data processing systems to exploit high-speed networks. Accordingly, DFI
defines abstractions and interfaces suited to a broad class of data-intensive applications,
yet simple enough for practical implementation with predictable performance and low
overhead relative to “hand-tuned”, ad hoc alternatives. In designing a high-level interface
tailored to data processing, we adopt the approach taken by the high-performance
community for MPI [42] to provide a simple yet effective interface for high-speed networks.
However, since MPI has been designed for computation-intensive workloads such as large-
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scale simulations, it comes with many design choices that are not optimal for data-intensive
workloads [70]. Consequently, MPI has seen only very limited adoption for data processing
systems [9].

In brief, the main idea of DFI is that data movements are represented as flows. DFI
flows are an abstraction providing primitives for efficient network communication. These
primitives are intended to be used as a foundation for building data-intensive systems and
provide many benefits over MPI (e.g., thread-centricity, pipelined communication). By
lifting the level of abstraction, DFI flows not only hide much of the low-level complexity
of network communication but also allow developers to declaratively express how data
should be efficiently routed to accomplish a given distributed data processing task.
Moreover, DFI flows allow developers to specify optimization hints; e.g., to maximize
bandwidth-utilization or minimize network latency of transfers. By using flows as the
main abstraction, DFI supports a wide variety of data-centric applications ranging
from bandwidth-sensitive distributed OLAP to more latency-sensitive workloads such as
distributed OLTP or replication with consensus protocols.

Recently, the need for better interfaces to high-speed networks has also been discussed
in a vision paper [3]. We, however, are the first paper that provide a concrete suggestion
and a full implementation for an interface that can enable a broad class of data-centric
applications to make efficient use of modern networks. Moreover, there have also been
several other attempts to build libraries for data processing over high-speed networks [18,
28, 35]. For example, FaRM [28] and GAM [18] provide a programming model based on a
shared address space which focuses on supporting latency-sensitive workloads (e.g., such
as distributed transactions). Another example is L5 [35], which target the communication
between clients and servers to replace traditional client-centric communication libraries
such as ODBC. Different from those libraries, as mentioned before, DFI flows aim to
be a much more general abstraction that can support a broader class of data-centric
applications.

Finally, like MPI and different from the approaches mentioned before (such as FaRM,
GAM and L5), DFI only defines an interface for communication. Hence, different vendors
can provide an efficient implementation of DFI for their network technology. As a result,
this increases the compatibility and portability of data processing systems across different
networking technologies including RDMA-capable networks (such as InfiniBand as well
as RoCE).

In summary, this paper makes the following contributions:
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• First, we present the design of DFI based on the general abstraction of flows that
allow developers to declaratively specify the communication behavior of distributed
systems by defining its topology (1:1, N:1, 1:N and N:M) as well as providing other
properties for execution.

• Second, we provide a first implementation of DFI1 for an InfiniBand-based net-
working stack and discuss how the high-level abstractions of DFI are being mapped
to the low-level implementations using RDMA.

• Third, we provide an exhaustive evaluation of our DFI implementation and demon-
strate that DFI does not only provide many benefits over MPI for data processing
but also showcase that DFI can provide high performance for different data-centric
applications.

Outline. The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: In Section 7.2, we
first give an overview of two existing interfaces, RDMA verbs and MPI. Moreover, we
analyze MPI as the direction taken by the high-performance community to provide a
simple yet effective interface for high-speed networks and discuss the limitations of MPI
for distributed data processing. Afterwards, in Section 7.3 we present an overview of
DFI before we discuss details of the programming model in Section 7.4 as well as our
implementation for InfiniBand in Section 7.5. Finally, we conclude with our evaluation
in Section 7.6 and a summary in Section 7.7.

7.2 Existing Interfaces
In this section we aim to give an overview of existing interfaces namely the standard
RDMA verbs interface native to the InfiniBand network stack and the Message Passing
Interface (MPI), the de facto standard in the HPC community.

7.2.1 RDMA Verbs

The InfiniBand RDMA verb interface is a low-level interface providing low latency and
high bandwidth communication. The interface exposes one-sided verbs (write, read &
atomics) and two-sided verbs (send & receive) which refer to the involvement of end-points
(i.e., one-sided verbs only involves the CPU of the sender). The high performance of
RDMA is in general achieved by the asynchronous nature of RDMA, making it possible
to pipeline computation and communication such that the CPU is not busy idling during

1https://github.com/DataManagementLab/DFI-public
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network communication. To issue RDMA verbs (one- or two-sided), the application has
to register a memory region in which the RNIC can directly access memory, leaving
communication related memory-management a responsibility of the application. Moreover,
due to the RDMA verb interface’s very low abstraction level it provides also a huge
design space. This requires, however, that applications need to carefully explore this
design space and to optimally make use the available low-level options [35, 69, 156, 157].

7.2.2 Message Passing Interface

The Message Passing Interface (MPI) is widely used by the HPC community as a high-
level abstraction for high-speed networks, and has through many years of development
reached a mature and industrial-strength quality. One could now argue that MPI is
already good enough for data-centric applications as well. In the following, we first aim
to provide a better understanding of the programming and execution model of MPI and
next we discuss the shortcomings of MPI for data-centric applications.
Programming Model. For programming distributed applications, MPI provides
different primitives. These primitives can be categorized into point-to-point and collective
communication.

• Point-to-point communication: The MPI point-to-point primitives provide communi-
cation operations to exchange data between a sender and a receiver. Point-to-point
primitives, similar to native RDMA verbs, support two-sided communication with
send and receive, as well as one-sided primitives with put and get. For the two-sided
primitives, the send request has to be matched with a receive request, whereas
the one-sided primitives transfer data without involving the remote side into the
communication. While the point-to-point primitives offer high flexibly in how data
is exchanged between two nodes, they still leave many low-level details to the
application and thus only raise the level of abstraction minimally compared to
native RDMA verbs (RDMA read/write or RDMA send/receive). For example,
the remote memory management for the one-sided MPI primitives (put and get) is
still up to the application to handle, which in a setup with many writers, involves
considerable amounts of engineering efforts to coordinate the concurrent memory
accesses as shown in [9].

• Collective communication: Different from the point-to-point primitives, the so-
called MPI collectives targets many-to-many communication between multiple
(sender and receiver) nodes and provide a higher-level abstraction to exchange data
between nodes. Examples of MPI collectives are scatter, gather, broadcast or reduce
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and all to all that transfer bulks of data (i.e., vectors of elements) between multiple
nodes. Hence, collectives seem to be a perfect candidate for many data processing
tasks such as data shuffling or even to implement replication protocols. However,
while the collectives provide a convenient way to exchange data between multiple
nodes, all these primitives use a bulk synchronous (i.e., blocking) communication
model where all data needs to be available on the sender side before the collective
is being executed. This limits the efficiency of MPI collectives for data processing
[70] since it hinders overlapping of compute and communication.

Execution Model. MPI programs follow a process-centric execution model, where
parallelism is achieved by running the multiple processes of the same program in parallel
on multiple nodes. A new MPI program is started by running mpirun which launches
the same program on all specified processes spread across the specified cluster nodes.
Again, this process-centric parallelization model is not ideal for data processing systems
as we discuss next.

7.2.3 Shortcomings of MPI

In the following, we give a brief overview of the main limitations of MPI for distributed data
processing systems. Many of these shortcomings are evaluated further in Section 7.6.2.
Compute- and not Data-centric. MPI was designed towards supporting compute-
intensive applications such as distributed simulations. However, the communication
behavior in these types of distributed applications is very different from the needs of data-
intensive applications. While distributed simulations exchange data in a bulk synchronous
manner (i.e., after every iteration of a simulation), many data-centric applications are
often dominated by data transfers (i.e., data shuffling).

Hence, for many data-centric applications it is important that applications can overlap
computation and communication efficiently such that compute resources do not get idle
[10]. This also holds for more latency sensitive operations such as distributed transactions.
As shown in [137], overlapping does not only help to increase the overall throughput but
it also reduces the end-to-end latency of distributed transactions.

Therefore, various types of data-centric applications would benefit from a pipelined (i.e.,
overlapping) communication model that provides a more loose coupling between senders
and receivers. While a pipelined communication model is available for MPI’s point-to-
point primitives such as non-blocking send or one-sided put and get primitives, using
these primitives in a non-blocking manner often results in more complex application code
similar to using RDMA verbs directly [9]. In addition to point-to-point primitives, MPI
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collectives provide a higher-level of abstraction for communication between multiple nodes.
However, as mentioned before, MPI collectives use a bulk-synchronous communication
model. Extensions of MPI collectives to support pipelining [140] have unfortunately not
made their way into today’s MPI distributions. Hence collectives as they are available
today do not only lack the the support for overlapping of computation and communication
but also are thus sensitive to stragglers and skew which can both limit the performance
in data processing systems significantly [21, 133].
Process-centric and not Thread-centric. As mentioned before, MPI has been
designed for process-level parallelism. As such, the communication primitives of MPI
(point-to-point and collectives) were designed for single-threaded usage; i.e., only one
dedicated communication thread of an MPI process can call the communicating primitives.
This, however, is very different from designs of modern data-centric systems for high-speed
networks where multiple worker threads are often required to saturate the network [11,
147].

While recent papers [9] have shown that multi-process parallelism can be used in
MPI to saturate the network, it comes with other downsides.For example, when using
multi-process parallelism within a node, global data structures (e.g., an aggregation hash
table) need to be accessed by different processes through shared memory.

Finally, in the recent years, many MPI distributions have added multi-threading
support. However, as multi-threading support was only added as an afterthought, it
lacks an efficient implementation in MPI as we show in our evaluation.

7.3 DFI Overview
In this section, we first highlight the central design goals of DFI before we discuss the
flow-based programming model, as well as the high-level idea of the execution model
behind flows.

7.3.1 Key Design Principles

The aim of DFI is to provide a high-level abstraction that provides efficient support
for a broad set of data processing systems. In the following, we present the key design
principles of DFI to ideally support the needs of these systems:

(1) Pipelining: Different from MPI, which targets compute-centric applications such
as distributed simulations, many data-centric applications are often dominated by data
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transfers (i.e., data shuffling). For this reason, it is shown to be crucial that computation
and communication can be overlapped [10].

(2) Thread-centricity: Multi-threading is essential not only in achieving high degrees
of parallelism in modern data-centric architectures but also to saturate the network as
mentioned before. Hence, different from MPI, DFI should be designed from ground up
to enable a thread-centric execution and communication model.

(3) Low-overhead synchronization: Another important aspect that goes along with
thread-centricity is that DFI aims to provide low-overhead synchronization between
sender and receiver threads as well as between sender threads that target the same
receiver. By providing low-overhead synchronization, DFI thus should enable scalability
to a high number of sender and receiver threads.

(4) Declarative optimization: A last important goal is that DFI exposes parameters as
a handle for applications to declare what optimizations are desired. Examples of such
optimizations are whether applications are bandwidth or latency sensitive, but also other
guarantees such as global ordering of messages when data is send across flows (which is
important, for example, for data replication protocols).

7.3.2 Flow-based Programming Model

At the center of the abstraction are DFI’s flows. Flows encapsulate the movement of data
between end-points in a distributed application, by exposing sources and targets as data
entry and exit points on a per thread-level. This simple abstraction allows applications
to compose potentially complex communication topologies, including both point-to-point,
one-to-many, many-to-one and many-to-many communications between worker threads of
multiple nodes. As we show later in this section, the flow abstraction is powerful enough
to support a wide range of data processing use-cases such as distributed join algorithms,
but also consensus protocols.

In the following, we provide an example of a concrete many-to-many flow type in DFI,
which is one out of multiple other flow types as we discuss later. The most common
many-to-many communication in data processing systems is arguably key-based shuffling
of data across multiple sources and targets. An example of such a shuffle flow in DFI is
illustrated in Figure 7.1.

As we see in the example, before a flow can be used it first has to be initialized by
specifying a unique flow name identifier, location of source and target threads identified
with the node address and a thread ID in DFI_Nodes, the schema of tuples that are
transferred and on which key the tuples should be shuffled (see upper part of Figure 7.1).
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Source 1

Target 1

Target 2

sources targets shuffle key

Flow initialization

Flow execution

DFI_Nodes n({"192.168.0.1|0", ...});
DFI_Schema schema({"key", int},{"value", int});
DFI_Flow_init(name, {n[0]}, {n[1], n[2]}, schema, 0);

for(auto tuple : tuples)
   source.push(tuple);

target.consume(tuple); // {0,20}
target.consume(tuple); // {2,30}

target.consume(tuple); // {3,20}
target.consume(tuple); // {7,40}

Figure 7.1: DFI’s Programming and Execution Model. Example of flow initialization for
setting up a shuffle based flow. The flow execution exemplifies the tuple-based
push and consume primitives on DFI.

Note, it is also possible for applications to specify application-specific partition functions,
but as default a simple key-based hash function is used to partition the tuples across
receivers.

To make the flow available for other nodes, its metadata is published in a central
registry upon initialization (e.g., a master node in a distributed system). For using a
flow, sources and targets first need to retrieve the flow metadata from the central registry.
The source nodes can then use a flow by pushing tuples into the flow and the target to
consume tuples out of the flow by pulling from the flow (see lower part of Figure 7.1).

In addition to shuffle flows between N senders and M receivers, DFI provides many
other flow types (i.e., a combiner and a replicate flow) and topologies (i.e., 1:1, N:1, 1:N
and N:M) to support various data processing applications. More details about the full
programming model of DFI will be explained in Section 7.4.

7.3.3 High-level Flow Execution

Key to the execution model of DFI’s flows are the design principles discussed above. We
achieve these design principles by implementing an execution model where each thread
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with a source or target has a private send/receive buffer that not only decouples sender
from receiver threads but also uses a new memory layout for remote data transfer between
sender/receiver threads with only minimal synchronization overhead as we discuss next.

In the following, we present the high level execution of flows by following the example
of shuffling tuples shown in Figure 7.1. The push primitive on sources is asynchronous
and returns immediately after the tuple to be transferred is copied into the internal send
buffer. This non-blocking behavior allows applications to interleave the computation and
communication, i.e., pipeline, and thus utilize both CPU and network resources. Moreover,
internally the flow execution heavily uses the available one-sided RDMA primitives to
reduce the CPU involvement of the targets, and thus decouples the sources and targets
as much as possible. To enable one-sided network communication, as mentioned before,
a receive buffer must be in place in which the tuples of one or multiple sending threads
are written to. Details about the buffer design and their low-overhead synchronization
model are discussed further in Section 7.5.

Once a tuple has been pushed into the flow, a routing decision will be made by the
flow based on the provided shuffling key. Depending on the chosen optimization goal
(bandwidth or latency), the execution of the flow will transport tuples across the network.
For bandwidth optimization, flows batch tuples together destined for the same target in
order to achieve a better bandwidth utilization through larger messages. On the other
hand if a latency optimization is chosen, the flow execution will prioritize transferring
the tuple as soon as possible. The details of these optimizations are discussed further in
Section 7.5 as well.

7.4 Programming Model
In the following, we present a more detailed view on the programming model of DFI and
its main abstractions by detailing the opportunities for setting up various communication
flow types. In addition, the programming model will be demonstrated through a set of
concrete use cases.

7.4.1 DFI Tuples

To allow processing of application-specific tuples between different end-points (i.e.,
threads) of DFI flows, DFI receives the tuple types through the passed schema on flow
initialization. The schema can be constructed of various data types, that each mirrors
the size of C++ types, specifically the LP64 data model (default data model in most
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Flow type Communication topology Flow options
Shuffle flow 1:1, N:1, 1:N, N:M Bandwidth/latency
Replicate flow 1:N, N:M Bandwidth/latency + ordering guar-

antees
Combiner flow N:1 Bandwidth/latency + various aggre-

gations

Table 7.1: DFI flow types for a wide range of data-centric applications. Communication
topologies and flow options further allow applications to adjust the behavior
of flows based on application requirements.

Unix-based systems). The types, however, can be extended by the application to meet
the need for other user-defined types.

DFI’s type system enables efficient data processing: (1) Avoiding any type interpretation
overhead is key to high-speed networks since every additional overhead can significantly
reduce bandwidth or increase latency of the overall distributed algorithm [37, 112].
Tuple types are parameters of flows that are defined at flow initialization; i.e., no type
interpretation happens at flow execution. Instead, efficient offset computation can be
used to access attributes of a tuple (e.g., to make routing decisions). (2) The type
system of DFI also allows applications to push down the processing to devices in the
network, such that the interface is extensible towards leveraging the future generations
of SmartNICs and programmable switches. For example, data aggregation of a DFI
combiner flow (which is another DFI flow type) could be pushed into InfiniBand switches
as we discuss below.

7.4.2 DFI Flows

So far we have only presented a concrete example of constructing a flow for shuffling tuples
between a set of source and target threads. However, DFI defines flows with different
characteristics to support the wide demands of data processing systems. Table 7.1 shows
the three flow types in DFI, the communication topologies supported by the corresponding
flows, as well as their declarative flow options.

The flow abstraction also offers easy adaptability of application algorithms, since
different types of flows can be trivially exchanged to offer different behaviors. For
instance, to change a symmetric re-partition join algorithm into a fragment-and-replicate
join, instead of using a shuffle flow that routes tuples based on the join key, use a
replicate flow to replicate the inner table. Performing such algorithmic changes on typical
solutions leveraging the RDMA verb interface would infer a significant rewrite of the
communication relevant parts of the solution.
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In the following, we discuss the different flow types and their potential use in data
processing systems.

7.4.2.1 Shuffle Flow:

The shuffle flow is a central abstraction of DFI, where various different communication
patterns and routing options can be specified. The communication pattern is indirectly
defined by declaring the participating sources and targets in the flow initialization, and
can therefore follow 1:1, N:1, 1:N and N:M communication patterns between sending and
receiving threads.

The routing of tuples from sources to targets can be defined in three ways in a shuffle
flow: (1) The application specifies the shuffle key and let DFI handle the routing. (2)
A routing function can be supplied for more control, e.g., to realize different partition
functions such as range-partitioning or radix hash partitioning. (3) Lastly, it is also
possible to directly specify the node identifier of a target thread on each push into the
flow.

7.4.2.2 Replicate Flow:

Another flow type that DFI provides is a so called replicate flow, which targets data
processing tasks involving data duplication, such as replicated state machines, fragment-
and-replicate join operators or data duplication for stream processing.

The performance of a naive replication of tuples which uses multiple RDMA operations
(i.e., one for each target), will quickly become limited by the outgoing link-speed of the
source node; e.g., a replicate flow with 1 source and 8 targets, will have to divide the
available network bandwidth at the source, if messages are replicated to all 8 targets
on the source node. In DFI, we instead make use of RDMA multicast such that when
enabled, messages are replicated in the network as to prevent the outgoing link of the
source(s) from becoming a bottleneck.

For some applications using replication, ordering of messages plays an important role.
An example of this is state machine replication, where the correctness depends on all
replicas processing the incoming operations in the same order. Since many networks
(including InfiniBand) do not provide this guarantee if multiple receivers are involved
[82] (even not for simple networks with only one switch), replicate flows can be initialized
to provide global ordering guarantees, such that all targets consume tuples out of the
flow in the same order. Details on how global ordering is implemented for replicate flows
in DFI are explained in Section 7.5.
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Inner relation

worker worker worker worker

N:M Shuffle Flow (f1)

Part 1 Part 2 Part 3 Part 4 Part N...

N:M Shuffle Flow (f2)

Outer relation

Network Partition

Network Partition

Build and Probe

worker worker worker worker

while(f2_target.consume(tuple) != FLOW_END)
   hashTable.probe(tuple);

for(auto tuple : relation)
   f1_source.push(tuple);

while(f1_target.consume(tuple) != FLOW_END)
   hashTable.insert(tuple);

for(auto tuple : relation)
   f2_source.push(tuple);

Figure 7.2: Distributed Radix Hash Join with DFI flows. Two shuffle flows are used to
partition tuples across network, one for each relation.

7.4.2.3 Combiner Flow:

The third flow type supported by DFI is the combiner flow. The focus of the combiner flow
is many-to-one communication patterns which is typically used in aggregation scenarios,
such as a SQL aggregation or a parameter server [83] for distributed machine learning.
The combiner flow supports various different aggregations (e.g., SUM, COUNT, MIN,
MAX) to be performed on the tuples.

Again while a naive implementation would implement the reduction at the target node,
the network can be used to accelerate the reduction. For example, InfiniBand offers the
SHARP protocol [41], that enables in-network aggregations for high-speed InfiniBand
networks and thus could help to mitigate when the in-bound network of the receiver
becomes a bottleneck.

7.4.3 Use Cases

In the following we present two distributed data processing use cases and how they are
realized through DFI: First, we discuss distributed joins for OLAP where the aim is to
reduce the runtime by making efficient use of the available network bandwidth. Second,
we present a distributed consensus use case where the performance criteria is low latency
and high message throughput.
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7.4.3.1 Distributed Radix Join:

The distributed radix hash join is a popular join operator due to its dominating perfor-
mance [9, 10]. The idea behind the radix hash join is to partition the input relations into
such small partitions that the resulting hash tables fit into the CPU caches to reduce
cache-misses.

In its original form the distributed radix join has a high level of complexity since multiple
sender and receiver threads need to coordinate. For example, in [9, 10], histograms of
buckets are pre-computed in a first pass on each input table to allocate private memory
buffers for each thread on the receiver node and then use coordination-free one-sided
communication in a second pass to shuffle the data of each input table.

We argue that with DFI, the design of a distributed radix join is simpler while the
performance is on par (and sometimes even better) with the latest distributed radix join
implementations (as will be shown in Section 7.6.3). To realize the join with DFI, two
bandwidth optimized shuffle flows are used as shown in Figure 7.2, one for shuffling each
relation. Figure 7.2 also shows the pseudo-code how tuples can be pushed into the flows
during network partitioning, and consumed at the target (i.e., receiver node) out of the
flows for the relations to either build the hash table (for the inner relation) or probe the
hash table (for the outer relation).

The shuffle flows for the join are initialized with one source per sender thread and
one target per output partition. That way the flow can used for achieving the desired
partition fan-out. The routing of tuples to the partition-specific targets is done on a per
thread level by passing a radix hash function to DFI as the routing function. This also
leads to a noticeable reduction of complexity of the DFI join compared to the original
RDMA-based distributed radix join since the histogram computation can be completely
omitted. Moreover, the memory management of local and remote buffers is handled in
DFI.

7.4.3.2 Distributed Consensus:

Consensus in a distributed system describes the agreement of multiple (often asyn-
chronous) participants on a single value, or a sequence of values, while tolerating the
presence of faulty participants. It is a fundamental primitive in distributed computing
which is needed, for example, for the reliable implementation of replicated state machines,
leader election, or system reconfiguration.

Classical consensus protocols [74, 105] are centered around a centralized coordinator,
called leader. The leader orders concurrently arriving requests of participants (i.e., clients)
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Client Client Client Client

N:1 Shuffle Flow (f1)

submit
request

auto tuple = newRequest();
f1_source.push(tuple);

while(f1_target.consume(tuple) != FLOW_END)
   auto tuple2 = constructProposal(tuple)
   f2_source.push(tuple2);

Leaderpropose
request

Replicate Flow (f2)

Follower Follower Follower

N:1 Shuffle Flow (f3)

while(f2_target.consume(tuple) != FLOW_END)
   appendToLog(tuple);
   f3_source.push({tuple.reqid, ACK});

......

Leader

vote for
request

execute request
on vote majority

1:N Shuffle Flow (f4)

Client Client Client Client

while(f3_target.consume(tuple) != FLOW_END)
   votes[tuple.reqid]++;
   if(votes[tuple.reqid] == majority())
      executeRequest(tuple);
      f4_source.push({tuple.reqid, ACK});

Figure 7.3: Leader-based consensus with DFI flows. Four flows are used to realize
consensus between replicas.

and forwards them to a set of so called followers. The followers vote for requests that they
receive from the leader. Once the leader has received a majority of votes (itself included),
the leader can notify the corresponding client that its request was agreed-upon. The
high-level message flow of a leader-based consensus implementation using DFI can be
modeled directly with the flows provided by DFI and is depicted in Figure 7.3. Figure 7.3
additionally shows pseudo-code of how these flows are used for the communication which
we explain in the following.

Clients initially send their vote with an N:1 shuffle flow to the leader. The replicate
flow is ideal to handle the communication from the leader to its followers, as all followers
receive identical messages. The use of the RDMA multicast verbs built into DFI alleviates
load placed on the leader compared to the naive replication of messages. This is an
interesting optimization, as the leader is typically a major bottleneck in consensus-based
systems. Once followers received the request and voted for a result, they send the outcome
back to the leader, again using a shuffle flow. In a last step the leader distributes the
consensus-outcome to the client using the client IDs as the shuffle key.

An interesting optimization that DFI provides is to use the optimization option for
global ordered multicast (also referred to as ordered unreliable multicast - OUM). In
particular, Li et al. [82] propose a single round-trip consensus protocol based on OUM.
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Network

Target

Source 1

Source 2

RDMA Target-side
buffer

Flow 
push

Flow 
consume

Source-side
buffer

push (tuple)
   curSegment = sendRing.curSegment;
   curSegment.append(tuple)
   if (curSegment.isFull())
      curSegment.setConsumable();
      transferByRdmaWrite(curSegment); //async
      sendRing.advanceSegment();

consume (&tuples)
   while (!curSegment.isConsumable())
      curRing = nextRing();
      curSegment = curRing.curSegment;
   tuples = curSegment.payload;
   curRing.advanceSegment();

Figure 7.4: DFI flow implementation using ring buffers. In DFI flows, each source
allocates a private target-side ring buffer to minimize coordination overhead.

While this work focuses on Ethernet-based systems, to our knowledge, DFI is the first
system that can provide these semantics in the context of InfiniBand.

As we show in Section 7.6.3.2, using the ordered multicast significantly improves both
throughput and latency compared to conventional consensus protocol designs using native
RDMA that follow more classical consensus designs.

7.5 Flow Implementation
In this section, we discuss our implementation of DFI for a recent RDMA-capable
InfiniBand EDR hardware stack to showcase the design choices of how to enable the key
design principles discussed in Section 7.3. In future, we envision that different vendors
can provide an efficient implementation of DFI for their network technology.

7.5.1 Flow Execution

The key design principles listed in Section 7.3 impose challenges for how the data
transfer between the sources and targets is realized which are pivotal for distributed data
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processing. In the following, we give an overview of the flow execution (Section 7.5.1) and
the buffer design (Section 7.5.2) for bandwidth optimized shuffle flows. Optimizations for
latency-optimized flows and other flow types will be discussed at the end of this section.

On a high-level, to achieve the design goals listed in Section 7.3 for shuffle flows, DFI
uses a private send/receive buffer for each pair of source and target threads as illustrated
in Figure 7.4. The design of source- and target-side buffers follows a ring-based design
where each ring is composed of a configurable number of segments and is allocated as
one consecutive region in memory. The segment itself can be sized to contain a single
tuple up to a batch of tuples. Therefore, the segment size is a tuning parameter that
allows DFI to either optimize for bandwidth or latency independent of the tuple sizes
used by the application.

One key question is how such a segmented ring design enables pipelining of tuples
with low-overhead synchronization. In order to achieve pipelined data transfer between
buffers (i.e., a decoupling of senders and receivers), one-sided RDMA writes are used to
copy data asynchronously from sources to targets. This asynchronous data transfer using
RDMA writes is implemented by the transferByRdmaWrite call in Figure 7.4. This
method also implements the synchronization with the target buffer to not overwrite any
segments that has not been consumed yet. The synchronization is based on the metadata
of each segment as we discuss next in Section 7.5.2. For latency-optimized flows (see
Section 7.5.3), we instead use a credit-based approach to further reduce the overhead.

In setups with a very high number of sources and targets, a design with private buffers
for each source / target combination can by first sight lead to high memory consumption.
In DFI, however, applications can effectively reduce the memory consumption by reducing
the number of segments per ring, since only a few segments are needed to achieve good
pipelining and source / target decoupling. As we show in our evaluation, this can
efficiently reduce the memory overhead while only affecting performance minimally.

Other approaches also employ a circular buffer for communication over RDMA, e.g.,
such as FaRM [28, 29]. While our buffer design shares some similarities with the buffer
design of FaRM (e.g., using one-sided writes for data transfer), there are noticeable
differences: (1) The aim of the FaRM design is only latency sensitive message-passing and
hence does not provide a bandwidth optimized communication primitive. (2) The buffer
design of FaRM targets only shuffle flows but no other flow types such as replication flows
or combiner flows, which require additional optimizations as we discuss in Section 7.5.4.
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Figure 7.5: Target-side buffer structure. The segment ring data structure is a densely
allocated memory region split up into segments. Segments are appended with
small footers to handle coordination and fill grade of each segment.

7.5.2 Buffer Design

In the following we present further details of the buffer design for the bandwidth optimized
setting. We first explain the design of the outgoing buffer on the source side before we
then discuss the design of target-side buffers.
Source-side Buffer. The main difference is that source-side buffers use much fewer
segments than target-side buffers to reduce the memory overhead of buffers. Smaller
send buffers do not violate our goal to decouple sources and targets since data is sent
directly once it is available. However, since data out of source buffers is transferred
asynchronously we need more than one segment. For this reason, we need to ensure that
an RDMA write of a segment has been carried out before the segment can be reused to
avoid data loss. For achieving this, the source-side buffers use signaled RDMA writes,
a technique to check if the asynchronous transfer is completed. However, in order to
reduce the number of these checks, as they are quite expensive, the source only issues a
signaled write once it wraps around the buffer.
Target-side Buffer. Target-side buffers use a slightly different design since sources and
targets need to synchronize; i.e., targets need to decide which segments are ready to be
read while sources must decide whether a remote segment was consumed already and
thus can be reused by the source. For the synchronization each segment defines a footer
which holds metadata about the segment as shown in Figure 7.5. The flags in the footer
indicate whether a segment is writable or consumable. In a writeable state, a segment
is free to be written by the source and consumable state indicates that the target can
consume the tuples stored in the segment.
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Unfortunately, an RDMA write of one segment is not guaranteed to be persisted
atomically into remote memory since the segment might be split into multiple DMAs
by the remote NIC. In order to avoid a checksum per segment, we make use of the fact
that DMAs of the remote NIC are guaranteed to be written in an increasing memory
order [28, 86]. Therefore, DFI places the metadata which indicates the state whether
the segment is consumable or not after the payload of the segment. This ensures that
when the target has detected a change of segment state, the payload of the segment is
completely written.

From a target perspective, the footer is read when the target thread calls the consume
function, which returns a pointer to the payload if the state is consumable and sets
the state to writable on subsequent consume calls. Thereby allowing the application to
process the returned tuples directly without memory copy. To write new segments to the
target-side buffer the source first needs to verify if the current target segment is free and
ready to reuse. Therefore, the source reads the footer of the remote target segment with
RDMA reads to check if the state is writeable.

To efficiently read the remote segment states we pipeline the write of the current
segment with the read of the footer of the next segment. In other words, while we transfer
a source-side segment to the target-segment n we immediately read the footer of the
target segment n + 1. Therefore, upon the next push call on the source, if the remote
segment is detected to be writeable, the RDMA write can be executed directly without
waiting. The RDMA write of the source includes the update of the footer for the target
(i.e., setting its state back to consumable). If the remote segment is detected to be not
writeable, the source periodically polls the segment footer that should be written next
with a small random backoff, to avoid overloading the network with read requests.

Optimizations. For the buffer design, we use various optimizations for efficient RDMA.
For instance, our design increases the chance to exploit DDIO which allows DMA data to
be directly written to CPU caches. Additionally, we use common RDMA optimizations
like inlining small messages and selective signaling. Moreover, in both buffers (source- and
target-side), we additionally enable two performance-relevant settings in the InfiniBand
stack: (1) We disable expensive spin locks in the RDMA library when using private
buffers. (2) We use huge-pages for RDMA to avoid the high costs of TLB misses in the
RDMA NIC.
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7.5.3 Latency Optimization

The previously presented flow implementation is centered around maximizing bandwidth
utilization. However, for some classes of distributed data processing systems (e.g., for
OLTP or consensus) achieving low latency for data transfer is crucial. Hence DFI provides
an optimization option for latency. This requires several changes in the buffer design and
the overall execution flow.

A naive way to support low latency would be to simply reduce the segment size of
buffers to the size of an individual tuple and rely on the same synchronization protocol
between sources and targets. However, this implies that sources would need to check
the footer of the next segment before every RDMA write to make sure that the segment
is writable. In contrast to the bandwidth optimized version in which the cost of the
additional read is amortized by the batch of tuples an additional read for each tuple
transferred incurs high overhead. Hence, we use a different design to support low-latency
data transfer with low overhead.

While the footer is still used by the target to decide if a segment is consumable,
we use a credit system to decide how many segments a source can write without any
synchronization. Therefore, a credit counter on the target side is used which is initialized
to the number of segments in the ring, to reflect the number of tuples a source can write
without overwriting tuples that haven’t been consumed by the target yet. The credit
counter is incremented by the target each time a tuple is consumed. The source thread
holds a copy of the remote credit counter which is decremented on every RDMA write of
a segment. Moreover, the remote credit is read once the local credit counter reaches a
certain threshold.

7.5.4 Other Flow Types

The replicate and combiner flows employ similar buffer structures as the shuffle flow but
introduce important optimizations.
Replicate Flow (no ordering). The replicate flow sends a tuple to a group of targets.
In order to avoid that the outgoing network link of the source becomes a bottleneck,
we exploit RDMA multicast which replicates tuples in the switch. However, RDMA
multicast relies on two-sided communication over unreliable transport, which leads to
changes in the buffer design and the control flow. Instead of detecting incoming messages
on the target side by polling directly in main-memory, for two-sided RDMA primitives
the target has to poll a completion queue. To avoid high overhead of coordinating for
each RDMA send, we implemented a credit score for sources (similar as the one we used
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Figure 7.6: Ordering example for replicate flows: Receive requests (R) are initially posted
and stored in the receive list. Subsequent consume calls detect incoming
segments and insert segments into the next list in order. Messages are returned
in order from next list.

for latency-sensitive flows) to know for all targets of a replicate flow, how many messages
can be sent without coordination. For this, we initially pre-populate the receive queues
on the target sides with as many receive requests as given by the credit score and as soon
as a segment has been written into the target-side buffer a new receive request will be
added to the receive queue once the consume call on the target-side buffer has returned
the payload.

For coordinating credits at the source side we employ a back-flow from targets to
source. This back-flow is used by targets to inform sources how many messages have been
received which allows the sender to increase its credit score accordingly. Moreover, we
add a sequence number to each segment such that targets can report missing segments to
sources together with the credit back-flow. Lost segments are requested if a configurable
timeout is reached. One important issue is that segments might arrive late (which were
reported as lost by the target). In DFI this is handled by the target which filters out
duplicate segments.
Replicate Flows (globally-ordered).

DFI can also provide global ordering guarantees on replicate flows. Global ordering is a
common primitive for distributed systems which, however, often needs to be implemented
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Figure 7.7: Shuffle flow performance. DFI achieves max. bandwidth and low latency for
various scenarios.

on the application layer. For instance, distributed consensus requires a global ordering
as described in Section 7.4.3.2. DFI guarantees global ordering by implementing a
so-called tuple sequencer, in which sources append sequence numbers to segments using
an RDMA fetch-and-add on a global counter. With the advent of programmable switches,
a tuple sequencer can instead be implemented in the network as shown in [82] to avoid
the additional round-trip for the RDMA fetch-and-add. However, as we see in our
experiments in Section 7.6.3, already the naive solution with a global counter can provide
benefits for consensus over solutions which rely on flows without ordering guarantees.

While a tuple sequencer adds global sequence numbers to segments, they can still
arrive out-of-order at the different targets. On the target-side we thus have to ensure
that segments arrive in the same order by reordering the incoming potential out-of-order
segments. Figure 7.6 exemplifies how reordering is implemented on the target side. For
reordering, two linked lists are used: a receive list for storing incoming segments in the
arrival order and a next list for ensuring ordering.

In the example in Figure 7.6, on the first consume call, segments with sequence number
3 and 1 have been received. The head of the receive list (i.e., 3) is "moved" to the next
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list which involves no data copy but only pointer updates and the segment with number
1 is returned. For the second consume call, in the example, the segment with number 2
has arrived and is directly returned while the segment 3 is kept in the next list which is
then returned for the last consume call. Losses in this protocol are detected (as before)
through gaps in sequence numbers (in case a configurable timeout is reached). Optionally,
we only notify the application on a consume call of gaps and its left up to the application
to handle re-transmission (which is a feature we use for our consensus implementation).
Combiner Flows. A last flow type supported in DFI is the combiner flow. The flow
directly follows the design of a shuffle flow (using a N:1 topology) but adds functionality to
aggregate tuples in the target buffer using an aggregate function/ group-by specification
as explained in Section 7.4. An interesting optimization is to use in-network-processing
capabilities such as the SHARP protocol that enables in-network-aggregation in a switch
to avoid incast congestion on the in-going link to the target of a combiner flow. However,
implementing this is an interesting avenue of future work.

7.6 Experimental Evaluation
We evaluated DFI on three different levels. First we look at the efficiency of DFI in terms
of how well the high-level interface utilizes the network compared to low-level RDMA
verbs. Next, we provide a detailed comparison of DFI and MPI and argue that MPI
is the wrong abstraction for data processing systems. Lastly, we evaluate DFI for two
typical use cases in data processing systems and compare the implementations to existing
state-of-the-art solutions.

In all experiments we use the notation (N:M) to indicate the number of servers
involved in a flow topology. The number of threads per server is reported separately per
experiment.
Evaluation Environment. All experiments were conducted on an 8 node cluster where
6 of the nodes are equipped with two Intel(R) Xeon(R) Gold 5120 CPUs (14 cores) and
512 GB main-memory, and 2 nodes equipped with two Intel(R) Xeon(R) Gold 5220 CPUs
(18 cores). Hyper-threading is disabled for all nodes. Each node is equipped with two
Mellanox ConnectX-5 MT27800 NICs (InfiniBand EDR 4x NICs, 100 Gbps), connected
to one SB7890 InfiniBand switch. The operating system is Ubuntu 18.04.1 LTS, with
Linux 4.15.0-47 kernel on all nodes. DFI is implemented with C++17 and compiled with
gcc-7.3.0.
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7.6.1 Experiment 1: Efficiency of DFI

The first experiment shows the efficiency of DFI compared to low-level RDMA verbs.

7.6.1.1 Shuffle Flows:

In the following, shuffle flows are evaluated with bandwidth and latency optimization
and lastly, a scale-out experiment is presented.
Bandwidth-Optimized. Our first experiment evaluates performance for the shuffle
flow from 1 server to 8 servers with varying tuple sizes. Further, we vary the number
of sources (threads) pushing tuples into the flow. The batch size for the bandwidth
optimized version in our experiments is 8 KiB. We choose a batch size of 8 KiB as this
offers a good tradeoff between network bandwidth and time until the batch is filled.

Figure 7.7a reports results for the bandwidth-optimized flow. As we see, in most
settings we achieve the full network bandwidth. Only, the single-threaded scenario
shows some overhead since batches must first be filled on the source side with individual
tuples before they can be transferred to the target. This overhead can, however, be
amortized by using more threads per server as shown in Figure 7.7a. Due to the efficient
multi-threading support of DFI, we see that from two source threads on, the bandwidth
is limited by the speed of the outgoing link (100 Gbps / 11,64 GiB/s - red line) for
tuple sizes larger than 128 B. Moreover, when using 4 threads the maximal bandwidth is
achieved independent of tuple sizes.
Latency-Optimized. We additionally evaluated the shuffle flow that implements latency
optimizations. For measuring latency, two shuffle flows are used to implement a request
and response pattern to measure the round-trip time between two nodes. To show that
DFI’s buffer design only adds minimal latency overhead, we compare the latency of DFI
to ib_write_lat2 which is a standard tool for performance testing that uses low-level
verbs to implement a round-trip between a sender and a receiver node. For DFI, we
additionally used a varying number of receiving servers (1, 4, and 8) to observe the effect
on latency when shuffling to various destinations.

As we see in Figure 7.7b, the median latency of DFI for one full round-trip only adds
minimal overhead when compared to ib_write_lat which is due to buffer. Moreover, keep
in mind that DFI provides a high-level abstraction and thus not only reduces application
complexity but also provides several optimizations to applications. This includes an
efficient overlapping of compute and communication as well as many other optimizations
such as efficient replication and ordering guarantees. As we show in Section 7.6.3, this

2https://github.com/linux-rdma/perftest.
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Figure 7.8: Replicate flow performance. DFI achieves max. bandwidth and low latency
for various scenarios.

enables DFI to provide superior performance in different use cases when compared to
existing approaches that are using other interfaces (low-level RDMA verbs or MPI).

Moreover, the advantage of DFI compared to plain RDMA is the encapsulated memory
management, which allows applications to use RDMA transparently without hand-tuned
memory management while still achieving optimal performance. The experiment shows
that this abstraction hardly incurs any overhead compared to ib_write_lat. For multiple
targets the latency of DFI is only slightly higher due to the internal routing in the shuffle
flow. Multiple targets are not supported by ib_write_lat though (i.e., ib_write_lat uses
only one target in this experiment).

Scale-out. Since data processing systems often need to scale out to many nodes, we
conducted a scale-out experiment for the shuffle flow, increasing the number of source
and target servers. Moreover, we use 14 sources and targets on all nodes which in total
gives 12544 unique source/target connections for the maximal number of nodes used.
As shown in Figure 7.7c, DFI scales linearly with the number of nodes (as indicated by
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the x-axis), effectively increasing the aggregated bandwidth with the link-speed of each
added node.

7.6.1.2 Replicate Flows:

Next we benchmarked the replicate flow in terms of achievable bandwidth, with and
without multicast and finally the latency behavior.
Bandwidth and Multicast Optimization. We tested the replicate flow bandwidth
for two optimization settings, naive one-sided replication and multicast. The evaluation
was conducted by replicating data from 1 node to 8 nodes. In Figure 7.8a, the reported
bandwidth already achieves the practical network limit of the sender with 1 thread and
tuples bigger than 64 B. In comparison to the shuffle flow bandwidth in Figure 7.7a, the
replicate performance reaches max. bandwidth earlier due to network messages being
replicated with one-sided writes that are issued in parallel by the NIC, reducing the
per-tuple overhead.

As we see in Figure 7.8a, the naive replication is limited by the network speed of the
sender. However, the replicate flow also provides a multicast optimization that replicates
messages in the switch. With the multicast optimization (Figure 7.8b) the bandwidth
goes beyond the 100 Gbps (11,64 GiB/s) limit of the outgoing sender link and reaches
up to 64 GiB/s. Using more source-threads on the sender node, however, does not yield
better performance as the NIC inhibits bad multi-thread scalability within same multicast
group.
Latency Optimization. For evaluating the latency for the replicate flow, we conducted
an experiment where a source replicates a request to 8 targets and measures the time
for it to get replies from all. The reported latency for naive and multicast replication is
shown in Figure 7.8c. The naive (one-sided) replication achieves the lowest latency with
only 1 target, but increases with more targets. For multicast, though, the increase in
latency from 1 to 8 targets is much smaller and outperforms the naive implementation.

7.6.1.3 Combiner Flows:

The last flow evaluated in this experiment is the combiner flow. Figure 7.9 reports the
aggregated sender bandwidth for a combiner flow with a sum aggregation. As seen for 2
and 4 threads, the bandwidth becomes limited by the in-going link to the target node.
As an avenue of future work, the advent of in-network processing such as SHARP [41]
could be used to further speed up the aggregation beyond the limits of the in-going link.
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Figure 7.9: Combiner flow with sum aggregation (8:1). Aggregated sender bandwidth for
various scenarios.

7.6.1.4 Memory Consumption:

In order to provide insight to the degree of memory consumed through DFI, we observed
the memory allocated in the scale-out experiment of the shuffle flow in Figure 7.7c. This
setup is the most memory consuming one since each pair of source/target threads uses a
private send/receive buffer.

For the smallest setup with only 4 source and 4 target threads per node in a cluster
with two nodes in total, DFI consumes just 16 MiB per node3. Moreover, when increasing
the setup to 8 nodes where each node has again 4 source and 4 target threads, the
memory consumption grows only to 64 MiB. For the largest setup in Figure 7.7c (14
source & target threads and 8 servers in total) DFI consumes 785.5 MiB in total on each
node.

However, as discussed in our experiments before, 4 source/target threads per node
are sufficient at the moment to saturate the high bandwidth provided by the InfiniBand
network in our setup. Moreover, the size of buffers in DFI are configurable. Hence, even
smaller memory footprints can be achieved. As an example reducing the number of
segments to 50% (i.e., 16 per buffer) the performance on 8 nodes just decreases by 2.7%,
and further reducing the size to 25% (i.e., 8 per buffer) decreases performance by 8%.

Key Insights (Exp. 1): Our results show, that DFI flows can provide a high-level
abstraction with no or only negligible overhead compared to low-level RDMA verbs.

3In DFI, each buffer uses 32 segments each having a 8 KiB size in its default configuration.
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Figure 7.10: MPI vs. DFI - point-to-point runtime

7.6.2 Experiment 2: DFI vs. MPI

In the following experiment we evaluate the performance of MPI and DFI in various
settings. First we will show point-to-point performance for single-threaded and multi-
threaded setups. Next we look at the collective functions provided by MPI and compare
their usage for a typical shuffle scenario. For MPI we use the latest version (4.0.3rc4)
shipped with HPC-X (2.6.0) for our InfiniBand hardware. MPI is therefore highly
optimized to make use of the RDMA primitives offered by the network.

7.6.2.1 Point-to-Point Primitives:

As described in Section 7.2, MPI is process-centric, meaning it achieves parallelism by
executing parts of the program in multiple processes on the same server. We therefore first
compare MPI and DFI in a single-threaded setup before we then study the multi-threaded
extensions provided by the MPI version of our InfiniBand deployment.
Single-threaded. Figure 7.10a reports the runtime for transferring a fixed table size (16
GiB). The MPI_Send and MPI_Recv primitives are used for sending the various tuple
sizes, thereby using both MPI and DFI on a tuple-basis. Since MPI does not support
any bandwidth/batching optimizations, the runtime is high for lower tuple-sizes since
the network is inefficiently used. The bandwidth optimization for DFI makes efficient
use of the network and therefore achieves a small runtime already for small tuple sizes.
Multi-threaded. Data processing systems typically use multi-threading (and not multi-
process) to achieve parallelism while being able to share data between threads within
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Figure 7.11: MPI vs DFI - collective shuffling (8:8)

the same virtual memory space. As such we evaluate the multi-threaded performance
for DFI and MPI (using MPI_THREAD_MULTIPLE where multiple threads may call
MPI primitives at once with no restrictions).

Figure 7.10b reports the runtime with an increasing number of threads. While DFI
scales with the number of threads, the performance for multi-threaded MPI gets worse
(red line). We analyzed this behavior and found that for data-heavy transfers (which
MPI was not designed for), even a few threads lead to high internal contention on latches
of MPI which causes the significant drop in performance.

The alternative in MPI for achieving parallelism per node is to use multiple processes
instead of multiple threads per server. As we show in Figure 7.10b (green line) this leads
to a better scalability than the multi-threaded MPI. However, multi-process solutions
come at the cost that common data structures need to be accessed via (more expensive)
shared memory.

7.6.2.2 Collective Primitives:

MPI also offers primitives that encapsulates communication between multiple nodes.
Since MPI provides a rich library of collectives and we cannot provide an analysis in
this paper which covers all collectives, we focus on the MPI_Alltoall collective since it
resembles in a closest manner the semantics of an N:M shuffle flow of DFI.
Shuffle (Pipelined). We first look at the shuffle performance when using MPI in a
streaming-based manner (i.e., we shuffle data in mini-batches with a size of 8 tuples
- on average one tuple per target). In this experiment, only one thread per node is
used (for MPI and DFI) which scans a table and shuffles the tuples based on their keys.
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Multi-threading in MPI does not provide any benefit as we have seen before. For shuffling,
we are using MPI_Alltoall (position-based) which uses a send buffer of the size of all
nodes. As Figure 7.11 shows, the runtime of MPI for smaller tuple sizes is very high since
the network is not utilized efficiently. However, as the tuple size increases, the bandwidth
approximates that of DFI.
Shuffle (Batched).

To increase the network efficiency for MPI, we locally pre-shuffle the table on the shuffle
key and invoke a MPI_Alltoall function for the complete batch. While this improves the
bandwidth, collective functions are then susceptible to straggling behavior.

We evaluated the performance impact of MPI and DFI with one straggling node. To
simulate a straggler, we decrease the CPU frequency of one of the nodes. The result is
shown in Figure 7.12, where both the table sizes and straggling are varied. The increase of
runtime for MPI with a straggling node (i.e., s = 0.5) comes from the fact that collective
functions are blocking until all data is ready to be sent, and therefore limits the pipelining
possibilities.

This is different for DFI. While DFI is also affected by straggling, it can constantly
send data while the MPI implementation only starts the transfer once all data is available.
Hence, DFI better overlaps the communication with the computation and therefore the
straggling effect is less severe.
Key Insights (Exp. 2): In this experiment, we compared DFI to MPI. The experiments
confirmed our speculations: (1) MPI neither provides efficient multi-threading, (2) nor
does MPI allow to efficiently overlap compute and computation and hence support
efficient pipelining.

7.6.3 Experiment 3: Use Cases

In the last experiments we evaluate DFI by implementing the two use cases we discussed
in Section 7.4.3.

7.6.3.1 Distributed Joins:

Distributed joins are crucial operators in OLAP due to large amounts of data having to
be transferred across the network, and therefore a good candidate to evaluate bandwidth-
optimized flows of DFI.
Radix Join. We implemented a distributed radix hash join on DFI and compared
its performance to a state-of-the-art implementation for RDMA using MPI [9]. Both
implementations employ the same optimizations (e.g., write-combine buffer in partitioning
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phase and tuple compression). However, the MPI join of [9] uses multi-process parallelism
while our join uses multi-threading instead. Figure 7.13 shows the average runtime of
the two joins for all 8 nodes.

The DFI radix join achieves the best runtime mainly due to two design choices of DFI.
At first, the DFI radix join does not need to first compute a global histogram of the
partition buckets. The MPI radix join in [9] makes use of one-sided MPI_Put primitives.
In order to achieve coordination free writes, it thus has to compute exclusive writing
offsets for each partition using one additional pass. Different from this, DFI encapsulates
the memory management through our buffer design which makes the additional pass
superfluous.

The other reason for the runtime gap is due to the synchronization barrier needed in
the MPI radix join after the network partition phase. Here, the join algorithm needs to
make sure that all data has arrived before starting to process the local partitioning. While
the data in this experiment is uniformly distributed, some runtime variance between
multiple parallel workers still exists and is more pronounced in high-speed networks. This
synchronization is not needed with DFI, since incoming tuples can already be processed
when they arrive in a streaming-wise fashion.
Join Adaptability. Flows in DFI offer a high-level abstraction which encapsulates
the data transfer of applications. As a result, it is trivial to adapt algorithms to use
a different communication pattern. To demonstrate this, we adapted our radix hash
join implementation to a fragment-and-replicate join variant which uses one replicate
flow that replicates the inner table on all nodes. Figure 7.14 shows the runtimes of the
three different join implementations with a smaller inner table (1000× smaller than the
outer table). The replication of the small inner table is comparably cheap compared to
shuffling the big outer table over the network. Overall, for this setup this helps to further
reduce the overall runtime by another 20%,

7.6.3.2 State Machine Replication:

In this experiment, we implemented a simple key-value store that replicates data using
a consensus protocol. For the experiment, we used two different consensus protocols,
classical Multi-Paxos [74] and NOPaxos [82]. We modeled the normal, failure-free
operation of Multi-Paxos as depicted in Figure 7.3. For NOPaxos, we implemented its
normal operation protocol, which relies on the OUM primitive that can be provided by
DFI’s replicate flow, as well as its gap agreement protocol to detect lost messages. We
compare both implementations with DARE [108], a state-of-the-art replicated key-value
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store that is based on a hand-crafted consensus protocol and heavily relies on one-sided
RDMA.

We deployed all approaches with five replicas (a leader and four followers). Load was
generated by six clients distributed across three separate nodes. Clients submitted 64
byte sized requests using YCSB’s read-dominated workload [22] (95% reads and 5%
writes). The results are shown in Figure 7.15.

The two DFI-based implementations consistently outperform DARE in our settings
in both achieved throughput and latency. This is caused mainly by DARE’s sequential
design. First, each DARE client cannot submit a new request until it has received the
result from its previous request, which limits its achievable throughput.

Second, DARE’s write protocol serializes requests. While this limitation is mitigated
by separately batching reads and writes, a mix of both request types frequently interrupts
batches [134]. This is confirmed by DARE’s own evaluation [108].

Our Multi-Paxos and NOPaxos implementation exhibit near-identical response latencies
as long as they are not saturated. This appears counter-intuitive at first, as Multi-Paxos
requires four message delays to respond to a client, whereas two messages delays suffices
for NOPaxos as long as no messages are lost. However, fetching a global sequence number
from the tuple sequencer of the ordered replicate flow incurs an additional two message
delays.

For a load higher than 700k requests/s, we see benefits of our NOPaxos over our Multi-
Paxos implementation. Under this load, the leader in Multi-Paxos becomes saturated as
it has to repeatedly collect responses from a majority of replicas. In contrast, in NOPaxos
the clients themselves collect these responses. This alleviates the burden placed on the
leader in Multi-Paxos, which leads to stable response latencies in DFI’s NOPaxos up to
even higher request rates of almost 1.5M (95th percentile).
Key Insights (Exp. 3): In summary, DFI does not only achieve a better performance
for distributed joins and consensus than state-of-the-art, but also offers an ease-of-use
high-level abstraction to implement efficient solutions with a low code complexity.

7.7 Conclusions
In this paper, we presented DFI, a new data-centric interface for fast networks. With
our implementation for InfiniBand we have shown that DFI adds only minor overhead
compared to low-level abstractions such as RDMA verbs. Moreover, by implementing
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two use cases, we demonstrated that DFI can efficiently support data-centric applications
with different requirements (high-bandwidth vs. low-latency) at high performance.

In future, we plan to integrate further useful extensions into DFI flows such as fault-
tolerance as well as elasticity of flows to add/remove nodes at runtime. Furthermore,
by open-sourcing our implementation, we hope to stimulate not only follow-up research
but also allow that commercial vendors will provide a DFI implementation also for other
high-speed network stacks.
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8 A DBMS-centric Evaluation
of BlueField DPUs on Fast
Networks

Abstract
Modern networks have evolved significantly in the last years. First, network speed has
increased considerably and thus the use of low-overhead techniques such as RDMA has
become more and more important to design efficient distributed DBMSs. Second, a recent
trend in modern networks is that in addition to high-speed data transfer using RDMA,
network components such as switches and NICs become programmable by providing
additional computation on the device, such as DPUs (Data Processing Units). Such
devices enable processing or manipulation of data as it is traversing the network and that
way allow distributed systems to offload computation. While for the recent generation
of RDMA-based DPU cards, there is no study that shows the offloading capabilities of
DBMS tasks to such RDMA-enabled DPUs.

Therefore, in this paper, we aim to provide a first systematic study to evaluate the
basic performance characteristics of the BlueField network cards in the context of typical
DBMS operations. For the evaluation, we analyze the offload potential of using BlueField
as a RDMA-enabled DPU for two important use cases: (1) a remote B-tree and (2) an end-
host sequencer (i.e., remote counter). We chose these two use cases since they represent
core tasks where RDMA has shown benefits. As a result, in our evaluation, we show
that the recent generation of RDMA-based Bluefield DPUs can provide several benefits
and can not only reduce access latencies but also improve the throughput. However,
offloading computation to the DPU needs a careful design and naively offloading all
computation to the DPU often leads to performance degradation.
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8.1 Introduction

8.1 Introduction
Motivation. In-memory DBMSs have become ubiquitous in academia and industry and
many commercial offers are available today [13, 32, 34]. This is not surprising as the
performance they offer is still unmatched compared to disk-based systems. However, a
major challenge of in-memory DBMSs is that large data sets often do not fit into the
memory of a single machine or the processing capabilities of one machine are insufficient.
To that end, scale-out DBMSs are becoming the predominant solution to handle ever-
increasing data set sizes and leverage more processing by utilizing more networked
machines. Especially, DBMSs which are purpose-built for the cloud and can scale out or
in on-demand are highly requested. As a core architecture for modern scale-out cloud
DBMSs, disaggregated architectures have been crystallized which separate compute and
storage. A prominent example of this architecture is Snowflake [24] but there are also
other DBMS such as FoundationDB which take a more radical approach to separate not
only storage and compute but also other database components in the pursuit to scale
them independently [152].

However, with such disaggregated solutions, the network is increasingly on the hot
path since data more often has to be fetched over the network. To keep up with this
paradigm shift, networks are becoming faster with link speeds in the hundreds of gigabits,
but also bringing rise to more powerful low-overhead networking technologies such as
RDMA (Remote Direct Memory Access) which has influenced DBMS developments in
academia and industry alike [69, 80, 87, 91]. The key driver for RDMA’s success is that
it offers low latencies in the single digit microsecond range as well as high throughput
and thus has shown major gains for very different DBMS workloads.

A recent trend in modern networks is that in addition to high-speed data transfer
using RDMA, network components such as switches and NICs become programmable
by providing additional computation on the device, such as DPUs (Data Processing
Units). Such devices thus enable processing or manipulation of data as it is traversing the
network and that way allow distributed systems to offload computation [36, 60, 153]. The
DPUs that are available today span far in terms of compute architectures, such as ASICs,
FPGAs and general CPU cores, and therefore come with trade-offs in programmability
and performance.

For the recent generation of RDMA-based network cards, DPUs are also becoming
available. One of these devices which can be combined with RDMA is the BlueField
Network Interface Card [102]. The BlueField card provides very flexible programmability
due to its general-purpose ARM CPU cores that are available as compute resources on the
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DPU. Moreover, specialized ASICs for tasks such as data encryption and decryption are
available. While evaluations have shown that security-related tasks or tasks to provide
tenant-isolation in data centers [20] can be provided in an efficient manner, there is
no study that shows the offloading capabilities of DBMS tasks to such RDMA-enabled
DPUs.
Contributions. Therefore, in this paper we aim to provide a first systematic study
to evaluate the basic performance characteristics of the BlueField network cards in
the context of typical DBMS operations. For the evaluation, we analyze the offload
potential of using BlueField as an RDMA-enabled DPU for two important use cases: (1)
a remote B-tree and (2) end-host sequencer (i.e., remote counter). We chose the remote
B-tree because it is a frequently used data structure for DBMSs and it is also used in
disaggregated architectures to avoid transferring all data across the network [135, 157].
On the other hand, the end-host sequencer is a commonly used building block for many
distributed system tasks such as global ordering [82], for coordinating write access to
shared memory [11], or to implement optimistic concurrency control [146].

For these two scenarios, we compare baselines that rely on existing one-sided and
two-sided RDMA primitives with a solution that can use the DPU as an offload engine.
For example, for an RDMA-based B-tree such as [157], the DPU could implement the
tree traversal natively on the DPU. As such B-tree operations can be implemented in
one round-trip from the compute layer to the storage layer without involving the CPU of
the storage nodes. Moreover, in addition to compute resources DPUs often come with
their own memory which allows them to store the B-tree in the DPU instead of using
the CPU memory. Based on these observations, we thus aim to analyze whether a better
performance can be observed for the two use cases above.

As a result, in our evaluation, we show that the recent generation of RDMA-based
BlueField DPUs can provide several benefits. First, we show that we can reduce the
network latency by avoiding the PCIe path from the NIC to the host which adds a
non-negligible overhead to the overall latency [94]. Second, if DPUs are used as additional
compute resources to the remote CPUs, we show that also overall gains in throughput
can be achieved. However, offloading computation to the DPU needs a careful design and
naively offloading all computation to the DPU often leads to performance degradations
since the computational resources on the DPUs are often less powerful than the CPU in
the remote host.
Outline. We first cover the background of the BlueField DPU and RDMA in Section 8.2
and next provide an overview of the experimental setup in Section 8.3. We then present
the benchmarking of the before-mentioned use cases in Sections 8.4 to 8.6. Finally, we
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then present our conclusion on the evaluation to outline the pros and cons of offloading
typical DBMS tasks to the BlueField DPU.

8.2 Background
In this section, we provide the relevant background on RDMA and the BlueField DPU.

8.2.1 Remote Direct Memory Access (RDMA)

RDMA has come to be an established state-of-the-art communication method for dis-
tributed data-processing systems [11, 68, 138, 146, 148, 157], since it overcomes the
overhead of traditional kernel-space network stacks such as TCP/IP. To leverage RDMA,
an application can make use of different communication schemes that can be categorized
as one-sided (READ / WRITE) or two-sided (SEND / RECEIVE) operations, which
refers to the involvement of the sender- & receiver-CPU in the communication. For
one-sided operations, only the sender-CPU is actively involved, but as a consequence,
the sender also has to decide where on the remote node the data should be written
or read. With two-sided operations, the receiver-CPU is also actively involved in the
communication since it needs to issue RECEIVE requests before SEND requests can be
issued on the sender side, and it can thus also decide where to place data which simplifies
the remote memory management.

Especially the one-sided RDMA operations have seen high adoption in distributed data
processing systems since they allow sender nodes to write into remote memory directly
without involving additional CPU cores of the receiving nodes. In a distributed DBMS,
this reduces the overall CPU resources involved in data transfer and can thus lead to less
resource consumption as well as overall lower latencies in many cases [35, 156]. Moreover,
one-sided RDMA is thus, in particular, beneficial for disaggregated DBMS architectures
in which the storage servers have limited or sometimes even near-zero computational
resources [135, 149, 151]. On the other hand, the applications of two-sided RDMA
is typically within RPC-style applications where the receiver node has to be actively
involved in the communication.

8.2.2 Data Processing Units

We next provide the relevant background on the Data Processing Units (DPUs) that we
use for our evaluation. Many of the major network hardware vendors are including DPUs
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Figure 8.1: Functional diagram of the BlueField DPU [96].

to their product offerings, with examples like the Intel IPU, Broadcom Stingray, AMD
Pensando or the Nvidia BlueField. DPUs come with different compute architectures
ranging from P4 programmable ASICs to general-purpose CPU cores. In our evaluation,
we focus on the BlueField cards from Nvidia. The BlueField cards are equipped with
general-purpose ARM cores which are capable of executing any program logic in contrast
to the more rigid ASIC architectures. The DPU runs its own OS (e.g., Ubuntu) and
as such resembles another independent server with an added set of networking features.
Internally, as illustrated in Figure 8.1, the DPU consists of the networking component
(ConnectX) which provides hardware-offload of the network stack for more efficient (i.e.,
less CPU intensive) networking. Moreover, the ARM cores which act as computational
resources on the DPU are equipped with DDR4 memory and are connected to the
ConnectX over an internal PCIe switch. The BlueField (from the second generation
on) is additionally equipped with hardware accelerators for compression/decompression,
encryption and regex pattern matching.

The BlueField DPUs themselves are attached to the host CPU via PCIe. For controlling
and routing the network traffic to the host, the DPUs have different modes of operation.
There is a Separated Host mode, where the ARM subsystem will appear as an additional
computer on the network. When the remote machine uses this setup, a client can decide
where data should be transferred to, either the ARM subsystem or the host. Another
mode is the Embedded Mode, where the ARM subsystem manages the network on behalf
of the host and controls the physical ports of the network card. With that, the traffic
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from or to the host always goes through the ARM subsystem. The Embedded Mode can
be further specialized, such that the host does not have access to the DPU directly. This
mode allows cloud providers to provide isolation and offloading of cloud management
tasks to the DPU.

To control the network communication in the Embedded Mode and forward traffic with
low latency, the ConnectX subsystem of the BlueField offers a component called eSwitch.
While the DPU controls the physical network ports in the Embedded Mode, the host as
well as the DPU can have additional virtual interfaces which are then available in the
DPU for further network flow control. By default, an OpenVSwitch process is running on
the BlueField, which controls the communication between physical and virtual network
ports. Flow rules controlling the flow of packets will be configured in the OpenVSwitch,
and, if possible, offloaded to the eSwitch. In a typical network flow for RoCE (RDMA
over Converged Ethernet), the network packets are processed by the eSwitch, which
forwards the packet to the host or DPU based on the MAC addresses. However, the
eSwitch is limited to specific network headers, like MAC or IP addresses, VLAN tags or
TCP/UDP ports. As a result, processing or manipulation of RDMA packet headers is
not possible in the eSwitch. Controlling traffic unsupported by the eSwitch means that
the packets need to be processed by the BlueField’s ARM cores.

Overall, the host CPUs, the BlueField DPU and the ConnectX subsystem are connected
by a PCIe switch. In contrast to other vendors, BlueField DPUs do not have a dedicated
DMA engine to access the memory of the host. However, RDMA operations can be used
for the communication between DPU and host CPU. The RDMA API then generates
normal requests through the ConnectX subsystem, which can then access both the host’s
as well as the DPU’s memory. In this way, not only can the DPU make DMA requests
to the host’s memory, but the host can also access the DPU’s memory.

8.3 Use Cases & Experimental Setup
Use Cases. As mentioned before, in our evaluation we consider two use cases to evaluate
the performance of the BlueField cards. In the first use case, we focus on a remote
B-tree, which has already been studied in the context of RDMA in previous work [157].
We choose to evaluate and implement two remote B-tree strategies, either with RPC
over two-sided RDMA in Section 8.4 or completely one-sided RDMA (i.e., no RPC) in
Section 8.5. In the last use case we evaluate an end-host sequencer, which is a common
building block in distributed systems, to e.g., assert a global order or coordinate access to
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BlueField-1
BF1M332A

BlueField-2
BF2H332A

CPU 8× ARMv8 A-72
model 0 @ 800MHz

8× ARMv8 A-72
model 3 @ 2.5GHz

Memory 1× 16 GB DDR4-2400 1× 16GB DDR4-3200

Caches
L1: 32 KB / core
L2: 1 MB / 2 cores
L3: 12 MB (shared)

L1: 32 KB / core
L2: 1 MB / 2 cores
L3: 6 MB (shared)

Network ConnectX-5 ConnectX-6
Interfaces 2× 25 Gbps 2× 25Gbps
PCIe Host PCIe 4.0 ×8 PCIe 4.0 ×8
PCIe ARM PCIe 4.0 ×16 PCIe 4.0 ×16
OS Ubuntu 18.04 Ubuntu 20.04

Table 8.1: Comparison of BlueField-1 and BlueField-2.

shared memory [11, 67]. We take a look at a sequencer implemented only with one-sided
RDMA or with RPC two-sided RDMA.

Experiment Setup. We evaluate both available generations of the BlueField DPUs —
the BlueField 1 and BlueField 2 — which mostly differ in their processing power; i.e.,
the BlueField 1 only runs at a clock frequency of 800 MHz whereas the BlueField 2 runs
at 2.5 GHz (details outlined in Table 8.1). In our experimental setup, we are mirroring a
typical disaggregated storage and compute setup. The storage node is equipped with
a BlueField 1 as well as BlueField 2 card to compare both DPUs. The storage server
is running with 2× Intel Xeon Gold 6326 CPUs, 512 GB DDR4 memory and PCIe 4.0.
The compute node uses a non-programmable RDMA ConnectX-5 NIC and is equipped
with 2× Intel Xeon Gold 5220 CPUs with 512 GB DDR4 memory (Table 8.2). For both
servers, we only use one NUMA socket so as to not involve any cross-NUMA traffic
effects. Both servers are connected with RDMA over Converged Ethernet (RoCE) v2.
Note that the BlueField cards used in our setup only provide maximum 25 Gbps per
network link. However, since the BlueFields NICs are equipped with two links, we can in
total use a 50 Gbps connection between the compute and storage server by splitting the
traffic over the two links.

We configure the BlueField cards in the Embedded Mode, and configure two virtual
interfaces which route to either the ARM subsystem or the host. The routing is offloaded
into the eSwitch and does therefore not introduce measurable overhead on the ARM
subsystem.
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Storage node Compute node

CPU 2× Intel Xeon Gold
6326 @ 2.9 - 3.5 GHz

2× Intel Xeon Gold
5220 @ 2.2 - 3.9 GHz

Caches
L1: 48 KB / core
L2: 1.25 MB / core
L3: 24 MB (shared)

L1: 32 KB / core
L2: 1 MB / core
L3: 24.75 MB (shared)

Network BlueField-1
BlueField-2 ConnectX-5

Memory 16× 32GB DDR4-3200 8× 64GB DDR4-2666
OS Ubuntu 20.04 Ubuntu 18.04

Table 8.2: Server nodes used in the experimental setup.

8.4 Use case 1: Remote B-Tree with RPC

For the first use case we use a remote B-tree which is accessed via RPC calls. To realize
the RPC framework, we use two-sided RDMA SEND/RECEIVE verbs with existing
optimization such as door-bell batching on both client- and server-side and inlining for
reducing PCIe overhead [67]. For our B-tree, we use an OLC (optimistic lock-coupling)
synchronization protocol to allow scalable reads [78]. For keys and values, we use 8 byte
integers. We use either a mix of 50/50 read-write or read-only workloads as evaluation.

For all experiments in this use case (unless otherwise stated) we use 8 threads (maximum
number) on the BlueFields and on the CPUs of the storage server respectively to achieve
a comparable setup. This is important for Section 8.4.1.2 when we show the offload
potential by varying the percentage of requests handled by the NIC. Additionally, using
8 threads on the storage better reflects a typical storage node with weaker CPUs than
compute nodes [151, 159]. On the compute server, we use 16 threads to attribute to the
fact that compute servers are typically equipped with more computational resources and
thus be able to generate sufficient workload in our evaluation.

The evaluation of this use case is structured as follows: we first report the throughput
characteristics by first contrasting the two BlueField generations and next dive further
into using the BlueField-2 in union with the host server. Subsequently, we evaluate the
latency characteristics to determine whether any latency benefits can be observed for the
BlueField DPU.
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Figure 8.2: Remote B-tree on BlueField-1 or BlueField-2 with RPC.

8.4.1 Throughput Characteristics

8.4.1.1 BlueField-1 vs BlueField-2

The BlueField-1 was already launched in 2017, and has in recent years been preceded
by the BlueField-2. We first aim to evaluate the performance improvement between
the two generations and their individual ability to handle B-tree RPC requests. We
initialize B-trees of different sizes in the local memory of either the BlueField-1 or 2. Due
to the very low clock frequency of the BlueField-1 ARM cores (over 3× less than the
BlueField-2) and the fact that the RPC handling is typically very CPU intensive, we
expect to see a significant performance difference between the two generations.

In Figure 8.2 we observe the achieved throughput for a (a) read-only or (b) 50/50
read-write workload. For the smallest tree with 1 million (M) keys (tree size between 16
& 32 MB), the BlueField-2 outperforms the first generation by 2.4× for 50/50 read-write
which can be attributed to the difference in clock frequency (800 MHz & 2.5 GHz).
Coupled with the fact that most of the tree can reside in the CPU caches, this indicates
they are both CPU bound. However, with larger tree sizes, the BlueField-2 becomes
increasingly memory bound and the relative performance difference is decreasing.

Between the two workloads (read-only and 50/50) we can only observe a slight difference
in performance for the small tree with 1 M keys. The reason why barely any difference in
performance is observed for 16 M and 256 M is due to more sparse reads and writes, and
the reduction in throughput (i.e., a read has a smaller chance of conflicting with a write).
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Figure 8.3: No-Op RPC BlueField-1 vs BlueField-2.

To isolate the performance difference between the two BlueField generations further,
we now take a look at the pure RPC handling capabilities. We issue RPC calls from
the compute node which does not contain any operation to be performed, i.e., a No-Op.
In Figure 8.3 we scale the number of threads on the BlueFields that handle the RPC
requests. We observe that the BlueField-2 has very good scalability, i.e., almost linear,
whereas the BlueField-1 only increases the throughput with 1.9× from 2 to 8 threads.
Note, since we use both available interfaces of the BlueFields, we run with a minimum of
2 threads.

Based on these findings it is clear that the second BlueField generation already provides
a substantial performance boost over the first generation. The suboptimal performance of
the BlueField-1 renders it hard to integrate into any performance-critical data-intensive
use cases. We argue that the performance difference mainly stems from the very low
clock frequency of the BlueField-1 ARM cores, as this is the main differentiator. In the
remainder of the paper, we thus focus on the performance of the BlueField-2.
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Figure 8.4: Remote B-tree with increasing offload on BlueField-2 for various B-tree sizes.
RPC requests with read-only or 50/50 read-write.

8.4.1.2 BlueField-2 Offloading

We now evaluate the offloading potential of the BlueField-2 DPU by utilizing the DPU
together with the host CPUs of the storage server. We use all 8 CPU cores on the DPU
and also use 8 CPU cores of the host, which we keep fixed regardless of the partition sizes
to the host or DPU. To use both compute resources, we range-partition the B-tree between
the host memory and the DPU memory and observe the achieved overall throughput.
For partitioning, we use different setups ranging from 0-100% of the B-tree being stored
on the DPU. Moreover, we create the index requests uniformly in the whole key range
such that the relative partition sizes of the tree also match the workload generated to
each compute device (i.e., the host CPU or the BlueField-2 DPU).

In Figure 8.4, we see the results when we gradually increase the range partition of
the B-tree on the DPU and decrease it on the host, indicated by the x-axis. With 0%
DPU offload, the host contains the full B-tree and as such all requests are handled by
the host and the DPU is not processing any requests. Instead, with 25% offload, 3/4 of
the B-tree is on the host and 1/4 is on the DPU. Overall, in Figure 8.4 we initially see a
steady increase in throughput as more requests are routed to the DPU up until around
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25% whereas for the tree with 1M keys, the overall throughput increases by 47%. For
larger tree sizes, the observed throughput increase is slightly less, with around 30% for
the B-tree with 256 M keys.

However, offloading more than about 25% of the B-tree to the DPU is detrimental
to the throughput since the DPU is then overloaded and the performance degrades to
DPU-only throughput as reported in Figure 8.2 already. This degradation of throughput
is not surprising as both the CPU on the DPU is weaker and the main-memory is slower
than that of the storage host as reported in Table 8.1 and Table 8.2. Moreover, the
read-only and 50/50 read-write workload only differs slightly for the higher throughput
and smaller B-tree cases for the same reasons as discussed before.

These results indicate that while the BlueField-2 is not powerful enough to achieve high
throughput in comparison to the host, it yields a significant speedup by using the DPU
resources in addition to the host CPU. However, this imposes challenges for real-world
use cases, as the optimal partitioning of the B-tree is dependent on the workload (i.e.,
potential access skew) and the performance of the host server in relation to the DPU.
As such, more sophisticated adaptive solutions could come into play, which re-balances
and re-partitions the B-tree between host and DPU based on utilization metrics, to
automatically adapt to the most optimal partitioning between the host and DPU. Such a
design is, however, out of scope of this paper.

8.4.1.3 Local B-tree - Throughput

To compare the achieved performance for the remote B-tree with RPC, we locally execute
lookup and update operations on the B-tree on either the storage host or BlueField-2,
ultimately determining whether the RPC-handling or the B-tree is the bottleneck.

In Figure 8.5 we execute local updates (a) or lookups (b) on different sized trees. If we
compare the lookup performance to the 100% offloaded B-tree scenario in Figure 8.4, for
the smallest tree the RPC lookup (read-only) throughput is 4.7 MOps and 9.9 MOps for
the local B-tree. This indicates that half of the throughput is lost to RPC networking
overhead for the smaller tree. For the largest tree of 256M keys, the difference is much
less pronounced where the RPC lookup throughput on the DPU is 2 MOps and 2.5
MOps without RPC overhead. The reason behind this is that for the largest tree, the
bottleneck is increasingly the cache misses going to the main-memory. The CPU cache
and instruction overhead introduced by the RPC handling does therefore not affect the
performance as much relative to the smaller tree. The same trend is also observed for
the host.
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Figure 8.5: Throughput of local B-tree update and lookup operations on 8 threads.

Overall, these findings also confirm our previous results in Figure 8.4 since the benefits
of the offloading stem from the lookup requests that the DPU can provide additionally
to the host CPUs.

8.4.2 B-tree Latency Characteristics

We now evaluate the latency characteristics of the B-tree with RPC.

8.4.2.1 BlueField-2 Offloading

Since the CPU cores of the DPU are co-located with the ConnectX networking chip
on the same device, we want to evaluate whether any latency improvements can be
observed by using the DPU in contrast to the host. We again evaluate the performance
by offloading different partition sizes of the B-tree to the DPU. To not overload the host
or DPU we let only 1 client thread on the compute node issue requests.

In Figure 8.6 we report the median latency for read-only RPC requests. We observe
that the best latency is achieved with the complete B-tree located on the host (i.e., 0%
offload). The latency increases slightly (between 14 and 20%) with more RPC requests
being routed to the DPU. This is in contrast to our initial expectations, as having the
CPU cores and memory situated on the same device should result in lower network
latency. However, two factors might be at play here which render the achieved latency
of the BlueField-2 DPU worse than the host; (a) since the DPU CPU cores are in fact
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Figure 8.6: Remote B-tree latency with increasing offload on BlueField-2. RPC requests
with read-only.

also separated from the networking hardware (ConnectX) over PCIe, this potentially
diminishes the latency benefit and (b) memory access latencies might be worse on the
DPU for B-tree lookup in comparison to the host.

In the following, we evaluate these two aspects independently to account for the latency
increase observed in Figure 8.6.

8.4.2.2 RDMA Send Latency

To isolate the latency characteristics of the network we execute the PerfTest1, which is a
standard RDMA benchmarking tool.

In this experiment, the compute server issues SEND requests to either the storage host
or the BlueField-2 DPU using PerfTest’s ib_send_lat. It is important to note that the
ib_send_lat test from PerfTest implements a ping-pong and reports half of the round-trip
as latency. In this benchmark, the SEND performance of the storage server’s host CPU
or DPU is therefore also included. We execute the benchmark both with and without
data inlining. If the payload of an RDMA send operation is less than the maximum

1https://github.com/linux-rdma/perftest
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Figure 8.7: RDMA Send latency measured with ib_send_lat from the compute server to
the storage server (host) or BlueField-2, with or without inlining of data up
to 236 B.

possible inlinable size, a PCIe round-trip to the NIC can be saved. The inlining size limit
for our hardware is 236 bytes and enabled by default.

Running the ib_send_lat benchmark for different message sizes in Figure 8.7 shows
that with inlining enabled (up to 237 bytes), the latency is almost the same. However,
without inlining (dotted lines or above 237 bytes) we see a latency improvement for
the DPU around 0.4 µs. The experiment shows that while there can be a real latency
improvement for the DPU, for small message sizes (e.g., 32 bytes as used in our RPC
framework), inlining reduces the additional PCIe overhead present for the host versus
the DPU.

8.4.2.3 Local Memory Latency

As such, we next speculate that the reason why the observed RPC B-tree latency is not
lower on the DPU versus the storage host might be due to worse memory access latency.
We test this by measuring the latency for random memory access over different memory
block sizes. With smaller memory sizes, the CPU will be able to cache most requests,
but with larger sizes, more cache-misses will occur. We compare the latencies of the
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Figure 8.8: Memory read latencies for increasing memory block sizes. Data obtained
through tinymembench2.

storage host and the DPU to evaluate both their ability to cache reads and the cost of
cache-misses.

In Figure 8.8, we report the local memory access latency for the host and BlueField-2.
Already at around 1 MiB, the BlueField-2 memory accesses become relatively more
expensive which can be attributed to the smaller cache sizes for the DPU. As the last-
level cache of the BlueField-2 is only 6 MiB, the data spills out of the caches and memory
accesses can to a smaller degree be cached. In comparison to the host with 48 MiB
last-level cache, access latencies are much smaller and stable. We also report the effect of
huge-pages where the increasing cost of TLB-misses already gets visible for the BlueField
at around 64 MiB. For the B-tree RPC experiments, we do not utilize huge-pages.

Overall, the memory access latency is substantially higher on the DPU which contributes
to the fact that we do not experience any latency benefit for the RPC B-tree use case.

2https://github.com/ssvb/tinymembench
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8.4.3 Discussion

We now summarize the main findings for evaluating the BlueFields in a remote RPC
B-tree use case. In conclusion, there is both potential for integrating the DPU, but also
downsides.

A goal of our evaluation of the BlueField is to test whether any latency improvements
can be observed. While there is in fact a detectable latency increase for networking
messages on the BlueField, several factors render the remote B-tree access slightly slower
than the host. These factors are slow local memory, smaller caches and smaller benefit of
inlining small message sizes.

The CPU cores and the local memory on the DPU are substantially slower than a
typical server-grade machine and as such blindly offloading data-intensive operations onto
the DPU severely impacts the achievable performance. We instead argue that the DPU
must be carefully integrated such that the workload offloaded to the DPU corresponds
to the processing capabilities.

8.5 Use case 1: Remote B-Tree with
One-sided RDMA

More and more designs are utilizing one-sided RDMA to access remote data structures
in disaggregated memory setups [2, 135, 157, 159]. The reason for this is that one-sided
operations help to remove the load on the (potentially weak) remote memory servers.
Since we already saw that the BlueField-2 struggles to achieve good RPC performance
due to the relatively slow memory and CPU cores, one-sided access is a promising use
case as it does not incur any CPU overhead on the DPU.

In this use case, we therefore evaluate a remote B-tree accessed only over one-sided
RDMA read operations. The way a remote B-tree lookup works for one-sided operations
is that clients are first issuing a read on the root node and locally performing a binary
search to determine the next child node. This is repeated until the leaf level. As such,
an RDMA read request is issued for each level of the B-tree and since the reads are
interdependent (i.e., the location of one read depends on the previous) they cannot be
overlapped.

We first evaluate the throughput characteristics and subsequently look at the latency.
Last, we discuss the findings holistically.
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8.5.1 Throughput Characteristics

One-sided remote data structures often come with a lower throughput than their RPC
counterparts since a network round-trip is necessary for each data-dependent read.
However, a unique possibility with one-sided accesses is that the data structure can
easily be distributed out on multiple storage nodes to spread out load and achieve higher
throughput [135, 157]. This is possible since each read is anyway a remote access and
can therefore be directed to any storage server.

In our B-tree benchmark, we however focus on just one storage server and compare the
throughput while gradually offloading the B-tree to the DPU. We see in Figure 8.9 that
the throughput stays stable with more of the B-tree being partitioned to the DPU. As
such, there is no real difference in terms of throughput performance whether the B-tree
is offloaded to the DPU or not. The DPU is therefore a good candidate for offloading
one-sided accesses since it alleviates load on the main-memory of the host system of the
storage server.

We also evaluate the impact on different node sizes of the tree, i.e., the size of each
RDMA read, and observe that for the tested tree sizes, 2048 B node sizes provide the
best throughput at 0.8 MOps. The reason behind this is that even though an RDMA
read of 2048 B is more expensive in terms of throughput and latency than 512 B, larger
nodes result in a bigger fanout and a shallower tree requiring fewer network round-trips.
As previously mentioned, while the absolute throughput is much lower compared to an
RPC solution, the contention on the remote NIC can be spread out to achieve higher
throughput.

8.5.2 Latency Characteristics

While we did not see any latency improvement for offloading RPC B-tree lookups to the
DPU due to the smaller caches and slower CPU, these factors are not as influential for
one-sided accesses. We, therefore, expect to see a reduced latency as more lookups are
offloaded to the DPU, due to the close proximity of the DPU cores to the network. In
Figure 8.10 we execute the B-tree lookups with different partition sizes offloaded to the
DPU. A clear trend is shown here that the DPU provides faster lookups than the host.
For the different tree sizes and node sizes, the improvement is around 11-13%.

The difference in latency observed for the evaluated tree sizes and node sizes is due
to the different latency of the RDMA read and the depth of the tree. As an example,
a node size of 512 B has a fanout of 512B/16B = 32 (with 16 B used as key and child
pointer), so for a tree with 256 M keys, the depth will be dlog32(256M)e = 6, whereas
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Figure 8.9: Remote B-tree throughput with increasing offload on BlueField-2. Read-only
with one-sided RDMA.

a node size of 2048 B only has a depth of 5 and therefore one less RDMA read. The
experiment shows that the lower latency of a 512 B read with respect to a 2048 B read
does not amortize the cost of an extra read in the B-tree.

8.5.3 Discussion

In conclusion, since the relatively weak CPU cores of the BlueField-2 are not engaged
with one-sided access, the DPU has better offloading potential. The strongest benefit
comes with lower access latency due to the co-location of the CPU cores and the network
on the same physical board.

Another interesting benefit given by offloading the one-sided accesses to the DPU is
that read or write pressure on the local main-memory of the host is alleviated, which
might benefit concurrent memory-intensive applications. This is even more noticeable
with faster networks such as the BlueField-2 model with 200 Gbps.
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Figure 8.10: Remote B-tree latency with increasing offload on BlueField-2. Read-only
with one-sided RDMA.

8.6 Use case 2: Remote Sequencer
A common building block in distributed systems is global counters. They are among
others used for global timestamps, asserting message ordering or coordinating access
to shared memory [67]. There has already been work that incorporates counters in the
network such as a programmable switch [82] or directly in the SRAM of an RDMA-NIC
[135], we, however, aim to evaluate the more traditional setup of placing a counter in
remote DRAM main-memory. We evaluate the performance differences between the
storage host and the BlueField-2 DPU with both one-sided RDMA atomic operations
and with RPC with local atomic operations.

8.6.1 One-sided RDMA Atomics

Atomic operations are already provided in the collection of RDMA primitives such that
multiple clients can perform fetch-and-add or compare-and-swap operations over the
network without any additional coordination. In general, this can facilitate one-sided
access to remote data structures without any locking. For this use case, we evaluate a
remote counter (i.e., sequencer) accessed with one-sided RDMA fetch-and-add operations.
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Figure 8.11: Throughput and latency of one-sided RDMA fetch-and-add on either the
storage host or the BlueField-2 DPU.

In Figure 8.11 we report the throughput and latency with an increasing number of
client threads on the compute node accessing the same counter. In this use case we see
a substantial benefit of the DPU in terms of achieved throughput. Placing the atomic
counter on the DPU achieves an almost 50% throughput speedup. This is also reflected
in the number of clients needed to saturate the remote server where the throughput of
the DPU is saturated by around 8 clients whereas the storage host only can scale up to
around 6 clients.

The latency is almost identical with a slight benefit on the DPU. Beyond the saturation
point, the latencies increase linearly with more clients added as contention is created and
requests are increasingly queued.

8.6.2 RPC with Local Atomics

The alternative to realizing a global sequencer with one-sided primitives is to use a two-
sided approach with RPC requests which access the counter with local atomic operations.
Such a design involves the remote side and therefore the CPU and memory resources have
a bigger impact on the performance as already established previously. For completeness
and point-of-comparison we include the achieved performance with a global sequencer
realized on either the host CPU or the DPU.
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Figure 8.12: Throughput of RPC sequencer on either the storage host or the BlueField-2
DPU.

In Figure 8.12 we report the achieved throughput with an RPC implementation. Similar
behavior as the B-tree RPC experiment can also be observed here, namely the relatively
powerful CPU of the host results in substantially higher throughput than the DPU. The
performance difference is however only up to 2× in this use case versus roughly 3× in
the B-tree. The reason for this is that the counter is less memory-intensive and despite
the smaller caches, the DPU can cache the atomic counter.

8.6.3 Discussion

Based on our experiments, the sequencer shows itself as an interesting use case to offload
to the DPU, especially when utilizing one-sided atomic accesses. The closer proximity
of the memory of the DPU to the network in comparison to the host results in a 50%
throughput increase. While one-sided accesses achieve worse throughput than an RPC
implementation, they are still often applied due to the fact that no CPU load is introduced
on the storage server and that a throughput of 2 MOps is sufficient for many use cases
[124].
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8.7 Conclusion and Future Work
We now conclude our findings by summarizing in which scenarios the BlueField DPUs
show an acceleration potential and in which scenarios they do not. Moreover, we discuss
some avenues for future work.
Summary. The BlueField-2 DPU is naturally no replacement for a general server-grade
CPU and memory. It is instead marketed as an accelerator for networking-related
tasks, due to its set of network-oriented hardware accelerators. The majority of these
accelerators are however not applicable to our evaluated use cases as they are mostly
concerned with security tasks or virtualization.

In conclusion, we evaluated the BlueField DPUs with respect to typical DBMS tasks
such as remote B-trees or a global sequencer. The main findings are that an acceleration
potential exists for one-sided accesses both in terms of latency and throughput whereas
two-sided accesses easily overload the DPU. However, using the DPU in combination with
the host CPU of the storage server can yield promising performance benefits provided that
the workload is carefully distributed with regard to the relative performance difference.
Future Work. We see that BlueField DPUs are under active development with a new
generation BlueField-3 around the corner which shows even more and faster CPU cores
and memory. We speculate that the BlueField-3 is therefore a promising platform for
also accelerating two-sided data-intensive tasks.

Moreover, we did not cover tasks where BlueField cards provide ASIC-based accelerators
such as engines for compression/decompression, encryption/decryption, regex pattern
matching and NVMe. While we did not cover such engines in our evaluation, they are
also interesting for DBMS workloads and are thus worth to be studied in future work.

Finally, while B-trees and global sequencers are important and interesting use cases
for DBMS, there are many other use cases that are worth studying in the future. For
example, if the DPUs become more powerful, we can think of implementing a full storage
engine on the DPU including a concurrency scheme implementation that allows clients
to access and modify data concurrently while coordinating these accesses.
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9 High-Performance
In-Network Data Processing

Abstract
Recent research has shown the potential for using programmable network components
such as switches for distributed data processing. Opportunities include in-network caching
and the execution of distributed SQL operations such as joins or aggregations. However, a
major weakness of the current generation of programmable switches is that the hardware
still has many limitations not only with regard to what type of operations are supported
in a switch (e.g., no loops), but also that the switches can often not sustain processing at
line-rate.

As a first contribution of this paper, we propose a new switch architecture that can be
employed as an in-network co-processor for analytical SQL workloads. Different from
existing commercial switches, our switch architecture is based on an FPGA design and
supports complex operations at line-rate. As a second contribution, we discuss how a
typical distributed database architecture has to be changed to efficiently leverage the
new switch architecture. In our evaluation we show that our new switch architecture can
significantly speed-up distributed query processing by up to 7× compared to traditional
shuffle-based approaches without in-network processing capabilities.
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9.1 Introduction

9.1 Introduction
Motivation. Scalable database systems for analytical workloads such as Terradata,
Microsoft Parallel Data Warehouse, or Amazon’s Redshift are being used today for
analyzing massive amounts of data in distributed setups. These systems exploit the sheer
amount of nodes to leverage data parallelism by shuffling data back and forth. While this
paradigm is quite successful, recent papers [111, 112] have shown that data parallelism
in a distributed setup does not necessarily lead to improved performance especially in
modern main memory databases due to high communication costs or inefficient utilization
of the network.

Therefore, many recent papers have suggested to improve the performance of distributed
databases by optimizing their network usage with the help of high-speed networks and
RDMA [147, 155]. While RDMA allows to leverage high network bandwidth and low
latency in database systems, it is not the only option of modern network technologies
that can be leveraged by distributed data processing systems. An interesting direction is
that network components such as switches are becoming programmable and thus allow
to offload processing into the network itself.

This opens up many possibilities for tailoring the network stack to data processing,
ranging from opportunities such as in-network caching to the execution of distributed
SQL operations inside network components, i.e., in-network processing (INP) [12, 36, 116].
However, especially for in-network processing, a major weakness of the current generation
of programmable switches is that the hardware still cannot sustain processing on line-rate
and is not capable of many memory intensive operations, such as the computation of
SQL joins or aggregations [12, 79] which need to keep an intermediate state.

Contribution. In order to address this challenge, we make the following contributions.
First, we propose a new switch architecture that can be used as an in-network co-processor
for analytical SQL workloads. The switch architecture relies on a system on a chip (SoC)
design that leverages an FPGA and provides larger amount of DDR3 main memory in
the switch to execute query pipelines, i.e., sequences of multiple SQL operators. By using
this architecture we thus cannot only process data at line-rate, but also support more
memory intensive operations inside the switch, such as hash-table building and probing.

Second, we show how a typical distributed database architecture can be adopted to
efficiently use our new switch architecture. The main idea is that the database comes
with a set of pre-compiled query pipelines that are installed in the FPGA. During
query compilation the appropriate pipeline is chosen. Furthermore, the query optimizer
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Figure 9.1: Overview of our Processing Scheme.

is extended to determine the best execution strategy of leveraging the in-network co-
processor.

Finally, in our experimental evaluation we show that our optimized query processing
scheme which utilizes the new switch architecture significantly speeds-up distributed join
processing by up to 7×, compared to a traditional shuffle-based approach without INP.
In contrast to traditional query processing, our INP-enabled scheme can eliminate the
overhead of shuffling intermediate results and thus reduces the communication between
nodes in a distributed database.
Outline. The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 9.2 we first give
an overview of our in-network processing (INP) architecture for analytical SQL workloads
and how it can be integrated into a distributed database. Afterwards, we present how
query processing and optimization has to change to push SQL operations into the switch
and then discuss the design details of our switch architecture in Section 9.4. Finally, we
report initial experimental results in Section 9.5 and conclude with the limitations of our
current prototype and a discussion of future directions in Section 9.6.

9.2 System Overview
This section provides an overview of our proposed INP-based query processing scheme
and discusses its main differences compared to traditional distributed query processing.
Query Processing. To illustrate the main idea of our distributed query processing that
utilizes our proposed switch design, we first review classical distributed query execution
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and then discuss the changes compared to our scheme. A typical setup of a shared-
nothing database consists of one master and several compute nodes, as well as one switch
connecting the nodes. As an example query, consider the execution plan in Figure 9.2
that could result from the SQL statement SELECT * FROM A JOIN B JOIN C.

In the classical distributed query processing, A and B are first shuffled according to the
join key. Then, each node builds a hash table over B (assuming B is the smaller table) and
uses tuples from A to probe in that hash table. For the subsequent join, the intermediate
result of A ./ B as well as relation C need to be shuffled again, such that the joins can be
executed by building and probing into the hash table of C. Thus, each join (if data is not
co-partitioned) typically requires one expensive shuffle operation.

In order to avoid the repeated shuffling of data, we propose a new execution scheme
that utilizes our proposed switch for in-network processing. Figure 9.1 shows the two
main steps of our scheme. As a first step, the master node determines and compiles an
optimal execution plan when a new SQL query arrives (Figure 9.1 1©). Next, the master
node places the different steps of the plan on the worker nodes as well as the switch
(Figure 9.1 2©). How an optimal execution plan for our switch architecture is created
and how the pipeline placement is performed will be described in more detail in the next
section.

The equivalent query plan for INP execution is shown on Figure 9.3. For now, assume
that the plan is the optimal one for our example query. As can be seen in the two figures,
the classical - Figure 9.2 and the INP-based plan Figure 9.3 consist of two types of
pipelines (probe-pipelines and build-pipelines), the INP-based plan splits the plan into
multiple pipelines that can be placed on worker nodes or the switch respectively. As a
consequence, different from the traditional plan many of the Shuffle operators can be
completely avoided since the probe steps are executed all in the switch. In the following
we will discuss the implications of the differences in more detail.

Discussion. As mentioned before, the main conceptual difference of our scheme is the
elimination of shuffling, and in particular the re-shuffling of intermediate join results.
This is beneficial, since shuffling comes with several challenges.

First, shuffling operations are so called pipeline breakers, since the streaming of tuples
through an operator pipeline is stopped (i.e., the shuffle operation only starts once the
previous intermediate result has been materialized completely). This however, limits the
degree of parallelism of the execution since following phases of a query need to wait for
the completion of previous ones. For instance, the second join of our example query can
not be computed until the result of the first join has been materialized.
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Figure 9.2: Example of Query Plan for Classical Execution.

Second, shuffling usually means that significant amounts of data need to be transferred
via the network, since also the intermediate results need to be partitioned and sent to all
workers. The cost of shuffling intermediate results is even higher in a data warehouse
setup. This is because, in a star schema with one very big fact table and multiple smaller
dimension tables that need to be joined, the cost of shuffling the fact table and the
resulting intermediate results is dominating the overall query execution cost. Considering
the example query plan shown in Figure 9.2, the fact table could be represented by
relation A and the dimension tables by B and C.

Finally, we are less sensitive to skew, since typically one node receives more data than
the others. When multiple nodes send to a single node, the network link of the node gets
congested and slows down overall execution (also known as incast problem).

9.3 Query Processing
In this section we describe how the database architecture can be adapted to leverage the
FPGA-based switch.
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Figure 9.3: Example of Query Plan for INP Execution with Operator Placement.

9.3.1 Query Compilation

The query compilation resembles a physical execution plan for a given query. One
important decision in distributed systems during optimization is where to execute pipelines
optimally. Consequently, our adapted query compilation takes the FPGA switch as a
processing unit into account. When employing an FPGA for query processing, it is not
feasible to synthesize a complete configuration (a so called bitstream, i.e., the executable
logic on the FPGA) on a query-to-query basis, as bitstream generation can take multiple
hours. However, once the bitstream is generated and installed on the switch FPGA,
re-configuring the switch to use a different pre-installed bitstream only takes a few
milliseconds. Hence, our system allows to install a set of bitstreams for pre-generated
pipelines to execute multiple different queries efficiently.

Figure 9.3 shows a physical operator plan for our example query. As shown, each
worker is only responsible to send its part of the relation to the switch, which executes
the main query pipelines, i.e., building and probing pipelines for executing joins. To
support generic queries inside the switch, the pre-generated pipelines provide different
signatures. For instance, the intermediate hash table for table B needs to store keys and
values of 8 Bytes, whereas table C needs 4 Byte keys and 10 Byte values.
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The master node thus tries to choose the best fitting signature, if there is no exact
match it takes the next larger one. This clearly induces memory overhead, e.g., if the
relation has a 64 Byte value, then the master chooses the 128 Byte pipelines. However,
this should not be a common case, since optimal signatures can be generated as soon as
the workload is known.

9.3.2 Query Optimization

In a traditional database system, the optimizer is responsible for finding the best plan.
INP has a slightly different execution model and mandates an extension to the existing
cost-based optimization. We therefore propose the following optimization objective: The
optimizer should reduce the number of re-shuffle operations by offloading computation
to the switch. These pipeline-breaking operations are especially expensive, since they
require synchronization until the query execution proceeds. Moreover, the limited memory
of the switch has to be taken into account. Therefore INP should be applied for the
most beneficial joins and the optimization problem is in fact a constrained optimization
problem.

In our prototypical implementation we only consider left-deep join trees with primary-
foreign relations as in Figure 9.2 for INP, since this is a common join structure in
analytical workloads.

In the following, we first explain our notation and then derive our cost model. We are
considering a left-deep plan which consists of a left-deepest relation L (L might be an
input relation or an intermediate result) and a set of tables Ti which are joined with L.
The number of workers is defined by N . |R| denotes the cardinality of any relation R

and ts(R) the size of a tuple in R. The subset of tables indexed by I which are qualified
for INP is defined as L

⋃I
i=1 Ti. For instance the query plan shown in Figure 9.2 consists

of the tables A, B, C. However, due to high memory requirements, or lower costs of a
shuffle-based join, the optimizer could define I such that only A and C are joined with
INP. Consequently, the intermediate result of A ./ C would be joined with B with the
shuffle-based approach.

Cost Model for Classical Model. Based on the network cost of one relation, we
describe the network cost for the classical approach used in distributed databases which
is based on data shuffling. Later, we derive a new cost model for our INP-based query
processing scheme. The following equation describes the cost for sending the qualifying
tuples of one relation over the network:
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crel(R) = |R| ∗ ts(R) (9.1)

In the classical cost model, the cost to create an intermediate join of the tables indexed
by I is thus given by the following equation:

cshuffle(I) = N − 1
N

(
crel(A) + crel(A ./ Ti1) + . . .

+crel(A ./ Ti1 ./ . . . ./ Tim−1) +
∑
i∈I

crel(Ti)
) (9.2)

To explain the above equation we calculate the cost for the plan shown in Figure 9.2,
with four workers, and the following parameters.

Relation Size (|R|) Tuple Size (ts(R)) crel(R)

A 100000 32 3200000
B 10000 10 100000
C 10000 10 100000
AB 100000 32 3200000

We consider the complete plan in our example - the intermediate result consists of
A, B, C, therefore the costs of A, B, C can be included in the Equation (9.3). These
describe the cost for shuffling A, B, C. Besides these input relations, we also shuffle the
intermediate result of A ./ B. Hence, we include those costs as well, resulting in:

cshuffle(I) = N − 1
N

(3.2e06 + 3.2e06 + 1e05 + 1e05) (9.3)

Finally, we assume that only 3
4 of the data is shuffled in the uniform case w/o skew

and 1
4 is kept locally. Consequently, the network cost for the given plan is 3

4 ∗ 6.6e06.
Cost Model for INP. Now, the INP cost model can be derived from the classical model.
The major change is to avoid re-shuffling of intermediates and thus they are removed
from the equation. Hence, the following equation holds:

cINP(I) =
(

crel(L) +
∑
i∈I

crel(Ti))
)

(9.4)

As shown in the equation, the network cost of the INP approach is determined only by
the tables and tuples sizes and not by the intermediate results. We again apply this cost
function to the example above.
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cINP(I) = (3.2e06 + 1e05 + 1e05) (9.5)

This gives the following network costs for the INP approach 3.40e06.
Hence, the cost improvement of the classical approach vs. the INP based approach is

cINP(I) − cshuffle(I) depending on the set of tables used to apply INP. The optimization
problem is now to choose I ⊂ {1, 2, . . . , n} such that this improvement is maximized
while the memory constraint in the switch

∑
i∈I |Ti| ≤ CRAM is satisfied. Note that also

I = ∅ is considered in this optimization problem, i.e. INP is not applied at all.
Theoretical Analysis:. This paragraph discusses the previously introduced cost-models
and elaborates when INP is beneficial. Note, however INP is not a complete replacement
of the traditional approach, but rather an optimization which can be used for some cases.
We first show the effect of the network cost crel(A) from A in relation to the other tables
Ti. Based on Equation (9.1) the cardinality and the size of the tuples have an impact
on the network cost of A. To analyze the effect of increasing costs of the left deepest
relation we again use our query plan from Figure 9.2 with four workers.

Figure 9.4 shows on the x-axis the network cost of crel(A) in relation to B, C, i.e., 0.1
means that the cost of the relation A is only 10 percent of B, C. To show the effect in
isolation we thus fix B, C to the same size. The y-axis shows the outcome of the cost
functions for cshuffle(A, B, C) and cINP(A, B, C).

The plot shows that if the costs for A is smaller than the cost for B, C, the classical
approach is more suitable. Since the intermediate results will be cheaper, shuffling only a
fraction of our relation (N−1

N ) is cheaper than sending everything to the switch. However,
INP is more efficient if the cost of A exceeds B, C, thus we avoid expensive reshuffling
on intermediate results.

The best performing strategy is not only determined by the costs of A, B, C. The
number of joins also influences the decision. Therefore, the next plot analyzes the effect
of the number of joins when A and Ti have equal costs. Figure 9.5 shows on the x-axis
the number of joins and the y-axis shows again the costs of the two strategies.

By avoiding the intermediate shuffle, the INP approach is clearly beneficial if the
number of joins increases. In conclusion we have shown that the INP approach is
beneficial if the cost of A is high compared to the other relations and further if the
number of joins is high. Both of these circumstances are often met in data warehouse
scenarios.
Cost-Model Extensions. This paragraph extends the proposed cost-model to support
selections, co-partitioning, and skew. Selections can be modeled by multiplying crel(R)
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Figure 9.6: Overview of the proposed architecture on the NetFPGA SUME board. Data
is processed as a stream of 64 bit words provided by the Xilinx 10G Ethernet
Subsystem. The Ethernet packets are parsed using a Bluespec-generated
packet parser. The extracted hashing and probing requests are forwarded to
the hashing and probing infrastructure.

with the selectivity. This not only allows to support selection predicates but other types
of joins as well. Co-partitioning is only relevant to the classical approach and is modeled
trivially by removing the relations from the equation. Assuming that A, B are co-located
in our example query, they can be joined locally and there is no need to shuffle A, B.
However, it is still necessary to shuffle A ./ B and C. In the INP approach, all tables
need to be sent to the switch, and consequently co-partitioning has no effect on the
costs. Skew is modeled by applying a write amplification factor to the costs of cshuffle(I).
Furthermore, skew often leads to the incast problem; i.e., the ingoing link on the worker
receiving the large amount of skewed data becomes congested and acts as a bottleneck.
Hence, the write-amplification factor models that skew since it increases the shuffle cost.
In contrast, the INP approach is not affected by skew since in the best case data does
not need to be shuffled at all.

9.4 Switch Design
In the following, we describe the design of our switch architecture that can be optimally
used as an in-network co-processor for typical analytical SQL workloads. We first explain
the hardware platform our switch is based on before we explain how different query
pipelines for hash table building and probing are supported inside our switch architecture.

9.4.1 Hardware Platform

The platform chosen for the demonstrator is the NetFPGA SUME [158], based around
a Xilinx Virtex 7 FPGA, 8GB of DDR3-SDRAM memory and four SFP+ connectors.
Those connectors can be used to interface the FPGA with off-the-shelf SFP+ solutions
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common in data centers, either via fiber optics or direct-attached cables. The bandwidth
of all ports is 10Gbps.

The switching hardware itself is described in Bluespec SystemVerilog, a Hardware
Description Language (HDL) that combines high-level features of functional programming
languages with the performance of hand-crafted low-level HDLs such as SystemVerilog or
VHDL.

This section describes the different stages of packet processing in the proposed archi-
tecture: (1) Packet Parsing, (2) Hash Table Generation, and (3) Hash Table Probing.

For designing our switch architecture we leverage the TaPaSCo [72] tool chain. The
tool chain provides all necessary steps to bring hardware acceleration to a variety of
platforms, in many cases avoiding the need for explicit hardware development knowledge.
The tools assist with all necessary steps such as bitstream generation, bitstream loading
and interfacing to a host computer for control and monitoring tasks. TaPaSCo assists
the designer finding the optimal working conditions for a given architecture. Further-
more, TaPaSCo has already been employed succesfully in other in-network-processing
applications [25].

9.4.2 Ethernet Packet Parsing On FPGA

The interface to the SFP+ connectors is provided by Xilinx through their 10 Gigabit
Ethernet Subsystem IP core. The packets received over SFP+ are provided by the core
as a stream of 64 bit words at 156.25MHz.

The streams of all four interfaces are collected in their corresponding packet parser
infrastructure in the proposed architecture, as shown in Figure 9.6. These packet parser
units can operate at line rate and are completely independent from each other. The
packet stream is parsed using a custom parsing state machine generator. Common
functionality such as dropping packets for the wrong destination MAC address or with
the wrong protocol is done on the fly as soon as the relevant data is available.

Requests, in our case the probe or hashing modes, are immediately forwarded out of
the parsing module for further processing. These taps into the parsing pipeline can occur
at any processing step and provide very flexible protocol handling. Previous parts of
the packet can also be examined in later steps by explicitly marking certain parts of the
packet as relevant for later processing.

The extracted requests are then stored in FIFO buffers to be collected by the hashing
and probing infrastructure for actual processing.
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9.4.3 Hash Table Generation

The example application demands very high hashing performance from the system. Each
of the 10Gb ports results in over 3.76e07 hash table inserts per second. The architecture
should support this throughput for all pipelines in parallel. Latency, on the other hand,
is not important as an insert does not result in any feedback to the sender. Accordingly,
the sender will simply send out the pipelines without waiting for ACK signals or similar.
The hash table generation architecture supports only insert operations, as deletes are not
required, and probes are handled by a different part of the design.

Key Value Stores on FPGA are a well-researched field [127, 139]. These approaches
usually differ from CPU based hash table implementations as FPGAs have different
strength and weaknesses. For example, the FPGA can process wider words, such as 512
bit whereas a CPU based implementation has to consider the caching infrastructure of
the given processor.

The design proposed here works in the following way:

1. Hash the key provided in the request by the parsing stage to calculate a bucket.

2. Retrieve the corresponding bucket from the main memory. All buckets are 512 bit
in size, which corresponds to the data path width of the DDR3 controllers.

3. Place the key and value tuple in the first free position in the bucket and write the
bucket back to main memory.

All of these stages are pipelined and multiple requests are processed at any time.
The pipelining might result in Read-after-write hazards which are dealt with by the
look-ahead buffers. These buffers inject the answer read from the memory, including the
newly added tuple, whenever a succeeding insert request hashes to the same bucket.

To spread the hashing load over memory as much as possible an interleaved approach
is used. Each of the hashing units uses all of the available memory but only every third
entry belongs to a certain unit. For example address 0 stores bucket zero of hash table
zero, address 64 stores bucket zero of hash table one and address 128 stores bucket zero
of hash table two. This scheme allows for much better utilization of all the available
memory resources compared to a simple block-wise arrangement.

The performance of this architecture is completely determined by the random access
Read/Write performance of the DDR3 controllers and is typically around 5.63e07 inserts
per second per memory controller. Higher performance can be reached by utilizing newer
devices with memories such as HBM having higher random access speed.
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Figure 9.7: Setup used to evaluate the proposed architecture. Four nodes with Xeon 5120
CPUs are connected via 10Gbps links to a central Zyxel XS3700 switch. The
NetFPGA SUME-based switch is connected with two SFP+ Fiber and two
Direct Attached cables. The FPGA is installed in a host PC for simplified
monitoring via PCIe. The host only performs management tasks, and thus
does not process any packets on its own.
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9.4.4 Hash Table Probing

Compared to the table generation, probing has to meet even higher performance require-
ments. For every probing request, all stored hash tables have to be probed in parallel.
For one 10Gbps link and three hash tables this combines to about 1.20e08 requests per
second in total.

The architecture itself closely resembles the design of the insert units but without the
write-back part. Every lookup requires three steps:

1. Hash the key provided in the request by the parsing stage to calculate a bucket.

2. Retrieve the corresponding bucket from the main memory.

3. Return the key contained in the bucket, or an invalid flag if the key is not found.

Again the performance is completely determined by the performance of the DDR3
controller. Considering that only reads, and no writes, are necessary the performance is
about 75 % better at around 9.84e07 probes per second per memory controller.

The results of the probes are forwarded to a combination unit which is responsible for
answering the probe requests.

The retrieved tuples are combined with the original request and forwarded to the SFP+
parsing units which in turn send out the completed requests to their destination.

9.4.5 Performance

The architecture is shown to be able to handle packet processing at line rate and even
multiple channels in parallel. The hashing mechanism is able to handle around 29.9Gbps

of traffic and is only limited by the available random access performance of the memory
controllers. The probe units are able to process up to 1.97e08 tuples per second using
two DDR3 controllers.

9.5 Initial Results
In the following, we show the initial results of our new switch design in a distributed
database.

9.5.1 Setup and Workload

Our experiments were executed on a five node cluster – one master node and four compute
nodes. Each server has an Intel(R) Xeon(R) Gold 5120 CPU @ 2,20GHz processor and
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384GB RAM, running Ubuntu 18.04. All machines were equipped with a 10Gbps NIC.
The four compute nodes are connected via CAT 6 RJ45 Ethernet Cables to a Zyxel
XS3700 switch (without INP) and our FPGA-based switch (with INP capabilities). The
FPGA switch is attached to our compute nodes using two SFP+ DAC cables from Digitus
and two SFP+ fiber transceivers by FLEXOPTIC. A picture of our experimental setup
is shown in Figure 9.7.

Based on this setup, multiple experiments were conducted to demonstrate the perfor-
mance of our proposed architecture (referred to as NetJoin) over a baseline without INP.
The experiment represents a shuffle-heavy scenario like described in Section 9.2. A table
A is joined together with three other tables B, C & D. The join shows similarity to a data
warehouse setup with A being the fact table with foreign keys to the dimension tables B,
C & D.

In our setup, all tables are pre-partitioned such that no join partners can be found locally
without the need of sending one of the tuples over the network. In data warehousing,
typically one of the dimensional tables in a star schema can be co-partitioned with
the fact table and thus shuffling can be avoided for the first join in a plan where the
co-partitioned dimension table is joined. However, this optimization can be applied for
both processing schemes; the traditional shuffle-based and our INP-based scheme and
both would benefit equally. In our experiments, we thus show the performance of both
schemes without this optimization.

Finally, a last important fact is that the NetJoin makes use of raw Ethernet frames,
such that higher level protocols do not split up packets and no performance overhead is
introduced. In our paper (as well as other INP papers such as [79]), we do not yet handle
dropped frames. Instead, throughout the experiments we made sure that the amount
of dropped tuples are monitored and limited to at most 2%. For providing reliability, a
light protocol could be implemented on top of raw Ethernet which does not introduce a
significant performance penalty.

9.5.2 Experiment 1: Uniform Join Keys

The first experiment shown in Figure 9.8 scales the size of the A relation in comparison
to relations B, C & D. The left graph (a) shows the runtime of the distributed hash join
over the varying sizes of the A relation. The B, C & D relations sizes are 5e07 tuples, and
with the A relation ranging from 5e06 to 5e09 tuples. Since the join keys are uniform,
each of the four nodes receive the same amount of tuples when shuffling the relations.
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Figure 9.8: Experiment 1. Four nodes joining ranging A relation sizes (5e06 to 5e09
tuples) with fixed B, C & D relations (5e07 tuples). Link speed on each node
at 5Gbps. For small sizes of A, the shuffling overhead is too small to make a
significant impact on runtime. Larger sizes of A, compared to relations B, C
& D, result in increased overhead due to the required shuffling. Accordingly,
NetJoin is increasingly faster compared to the baseline as it does not need to
shuffle the tables.

The results show that as the A relation size is small, the NetJoin does not perform
better than the baseline since reshuffling the intermediate results is inexpensive due to
A’s small size. As the A relation size grows, the NetJoin outperforms the baseline. Even
though the nodes in the NetJoin have to completely send their local partitions of all
relations to the switch, the reduced cost of reshuffling compensates for this. The speedup
as shown in Figure 9.8b shows an over 2× performance gain against the baseline with
the A relation 100× bigger than B, C & D.

9.5.3 Experiment 2: Skewed Join Keys

To show that our in-network execution scheme is more resilient against skew compared
to a traditional query processing, we generated skewed join keys. The skew was such
that when shuffling the relations on four nodes, 80% of all tuples go to Node 1, 13% to
Node 2, 5% to Node 3 and the remaining 2% to Node 4.

Since the initial prototype only uses raw Ethernet frames, conducting this experiment
for the baseline meant that Node 2, 3 & 4 needed to throttle the speed of outgoing packets
to Node 1. This ensured packets were not being dropped due to congested in-going link
to Node 1.
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Figure 9.9: Experiment 2. Shuffle skew on four nodes joining ranging A relation sizes (5e06
to 5e09 tuples) with fixed B, C & D relations size (5e07 tuples). Link speed
on each node at 5Gbps. NetJoin executes with same runtimes as compared
to the unskewed scenario shown in Figure 9.8a. The baseline however is
impacted by the bottleneck resulting from the non-uniformly distributed join
keys.

As shown in Figure 9.9a such skewed shuffling scenario heavily affects the performance
of a distributed join, not only because the compute intensity and memory consumption
are not equally distributed, but also because of incast congestion in the network switch.
Since Node 2, 3 & 4 all need to send 80% of their local relation to Node 1, the in-going
link is acting as a bottleneck and other nodes throttle down their sending rate.

However, with our NetJoin, skew on the join key does not play a role since no network
shuffling is taking place. Figure 9.9a shows an identical runtime of the NetJoin, but with
the baseline performance severely suffering in comparison to Figure 9.8a. The speedup
shown on Figure 9.9b reports a speedup of 7× for the largest A relation size.

9.5.4 Experiment 3: Scaling Number of Joins

As discussed in Section 9.3, not only the relation size of the left deepest relation, but also
the number of joined relations has an impact on the query runtime. In this experiment
we show that our proposed approach is superior to the classical query processing when
the number of joins increases. This is also true for the sub-optimal case when the size of
the left deepest relation is not larger than the other relations (i.e., the fact table and
dimension tables have the same sizes).

The experiment is executed by fixing all relation sizes to 5e07 tuples. Figure 9.10a
shows the runtime of queries with 1 to 4 joins. As already shown in the cost analysis
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Figure 9.10: Experiment 3. Scaling number of executed joins in query from 1 to 4. All
relation sizes are fixed to 5e07 tuples. NetJoin is slower for 1 join since the
complete relations are sent to switch. With more joins NetJoin outperform
the baseline through not having to shuffle intermediate joined relations.
With relation A bigger than joined relations, the speedup increases further
as demonstrated in Experiment 1.

in Section 9.3 (Figure 9.5), the baseline cost increase with a higher gradient than the
cost of NetJoin (INP). Moreover, we can see that only after two joins the INP-based
approach outperforms the classical approach.

Additionally, we also conducted an experiment where the fact table is larger than the
dimension tables. In this case, the INP-based approach again outperforms the classical
shuffle-based approach by a higher factor.

9.6 Conclusion & Future Work
This work is motivated by the observation that existing programmable switches cannot
process memory intensive operations and thus are not suited for distributed query
processing.

To overcome this issue, we proposed a new FPGA-based switch architecture. By using
an FPGA-based design we are flexible to process different incoming queries at line-rate.
The high-level FPGA programming paradigm used here provides considerably more
flexibility than existing solutions, such as P4’s match+action stages.

Furthermore, we also discuss initial directions where to adapt distributed query pro-
cessing to leverage the capabilities of INP. The main idea is to avoid expensive shuffling
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operations by offloading more complex query pipelines to the switch. We show that our
proposed execution scheme can thus speed up query processing for left-deep join plans
by up to 7×.

However, our prototype has also shown some limitations that we could not yet address.
We leave these limitations for future work. One of the limitation of the current design is
that the output of a probing pipeline cannot be larger than its input due to congestion. By
using a more recent FPGA board to realize the switch, up to 256 GB of DDR4-SDRAM
plus 8 GB of very fast HBM will be available, thus allowing the implementation of a
better caching scheme. This cache could allow us to better control the congestion of the
outgoing link by buffering/stalling some tuples before sending out.

Finally, while the initial results of our prototype are promising, there are many other
open routes for future work that we have not been able to address yet. For example,
in a real data-center setup multiple switches are involved. To that end, we could use
parallelism in the network by using multiple of these switches. Furthermore, another
direction would be fault-tolerance or isolation of multiple queries which are all not yet
handled in our current design.
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10 Distributed GPU Joins on
Fast RDMA-capable
Networks

Abstract
In this paper, we present a novel pipelined GPU join that accelerates the performance of
distributed DBMSs by leveraging GPU resources on fast networks. A key insight is that
we enable pipelined join execution by overlapping the network shuffling with the build
and probe phases, thereby significantly reducing the GPU idle time. To demonstrate
this, we propose novel algorithms for distributed pipelined GPU joins with RDMA and
GPUDirect for both arbitrarily large probe- and build-side tables. In our evaluation, we
show our pipelined distributed GPU join can reduce the overall runtime of a full query
by up to 6× against a state-of-the-art CPU-only join.
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Figure 10.1: GPUs represent an interesting accelerator for distributed joins in scale-
out DBMSs because of the following reasons. (a) Network communication
to remote CPUs and GPUs share the same characteristics (reported by
ib_write_bw). (b) With the same overhead for data transfers, GPU joins
can significantly outperform CPU joins based on their higher processing
power.2

10.1 Introduction
Motivation. GPUs have turned into more general-purpose processing units beyond
their use for just conventional graphics processing. In contrast to CPUs, GPUs provide
a tremendous amount of processing power and often come with thousands of cores in
a single unit of compute that can access GPU-internal memory with high bandwidth.
As a result, GPUs have risen in popularity not only in graphics processing and machine
learning but for a variety of different workloads. Moreover, with its wider use, GPUs
have become a commodity and are today not only available in typical on-premise clusters
but also in the cloud, where the GPU-equipped machines are only slightly more expensive
compared to CPU-only machines.1

In the context of DBMS workload, most previous work on the integration of GPUs as
accelerators has focused on the acceleration of OLAP workloads for single-node DBMSs
[14, 15, 40, 122, 141, 144]. This is because OLAP queries map inherently well to the
vectorized execution model of GPUs and hence are clearly an interesting workload for
being accelerated by a GPU. This way, the DBMS is able to execute query operators
such as joins or aggregations in a massively parallel manner on a single-node DBMS.

1E.g., the Azure cloud with the RDMA-capable instance Standard_NC24r with 4 K80 GPUs (with
GPUDirect RDMA) is 10-25% more expensive in comparison to RDMA-capable CPU-only instances
(Standard_HB60-15rs & Standard_HC44-16rs).
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However, how to scale GPU joins and accelerate join queries in the context of distributed
DBMSs is rather unexplored.

Hence, in this paper, we aim to show the potential of GPUs as accelerators in distributed
DBMSs on clusters with fast RDMA-capable networks. Here, an important aspect is that
using high-speed network cards with GPUDirect RDMA [97, 101], data shuffling over
the network has the same cost independent of whether the target of the data transfer is
remote CPU memory or remote GPU memory. To be more precise, a database node of a
scale-out cluster can directly write data to the remote GPU memory (and also read data
from the GPU) without the need to first write data to the remote host CPU memory and
then copy it to the GPU memory. To bring this into perspective empirically, as shown in
Figure 10.1a, RDMA writes with GPUDirect to remote GPU memory have the same
network bandwidth as writing to the remote memory of a CPU. As such, in a distributed
DBMS where data anyways need to be shuffled for executing the join operators, the
higher speed of GPU joins compared to CPU joins, as shown in Figure 10.1b, can be
leveraged without paying any higher cost for transferring data to the GPU.

However, when leveraging GPUs in a distributed setting, we argue that GPU joins
need to be redesigned to work efficiently. To better understand why we first discuss the
anatomy of a distributed join operator. A typical scheme for executing join operators
in distributed DBMSs is that they first need to shuffle data across the network before
the operator itself can be executed. For example, in a partitioned join, the data of the
tables to be joined is first shuffled on the join keys over the network before the join is
then executed in parallel on the resulting partitions. A key observation of this paper
is that using the traditional sequential scheme described above, the GPUs remain idle
when the CPU cores execute the shuffle operation. For the distributed partitioned join,
this opens up an opportunity to better utilize GPUs during the shuffle operation in a
pipelined manner by overlapping data transfer and actual join computation on the GPUs.

Contributions. In this paper, we thus propose a novel pipelined execution scheme for
distributed query execution on GPUs to show the potential of using GPUs as accelerators
in distributed DBMSs. We mainly focus on the effects of pipelining for distributed joins
that are typically the most expensive operations when executing OLAP queries [30],
particularly for large distributed DBMS. As a concrete contribution, we present two novel
GPU-accelerated distributed join algorithms where the data partitions that result from
shuffling are processed either in a GPU-only or in a hybrid GPU/CPU manner.

2Comparison of GPU join [122] on Tesla V100 without data-transfer overhead vs. CPU join [8] on 4
socket Intel Xeon 8268 (150M on 300M - 8-byte tuples in random order).
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The first join algorithm (GPU-only) introduces a pipelining execution scheme in a
partitioned hash-join by using so-called active GPU kernels, which allow overlapping the
network shuffling with the building and probing phases of the join. Moreover, it removes
the need for materializing the data of the probing phase and can thus support arbitrarily
large probe table inputs. As a second join algorithm, we present the hybrid GPU/CPU
join that leverages both GPU and CPU for the join execution. That way, in contrast
to the GPU-only join, the hybrid join can support building input tables larger than the
aggregated GPU memory by materializing parts of the shuffled tables in CPU memory.
In our evaluation, we show that these pipelined GPU joins can reduce the overall runtime
by up to 6.8× over the state-of-the-art CPU baseline [125].

In summary, the main contributions of this paper are:

• A discussion and evaluation of the design space for integrating our novel pipelined
GPU execution model into distributed DBMSs based on high-speed networks and
GPUDirect over RDMA.

• A novel distributed GPU-accelerated join that can efficiently handle probe input
tables larger than the available aggregated GPU memory.

• A hybrid GPU/CPU join that supports arbitrarily sized tables for both the build and
probe inputs by transparently partitioning tuples across CPU and GPU memory.

• An extensive evaluation investigating acceleration potential over a range of different
workloads as well as different settings such as available GPU memory capacities
and in the context of complete queries.

Outline. In the remainder of this paper, we first give an overview of our GPU join
algorithms. Next, we iterate over the design space for implementing a GPU-accelerated
pipelined distributed join in Section 10.3. In Section 10.4, we present our detailed design
of the GPU-accelerated pipelined join algorithm, followed by the hybrid algorithm in
Section 10.5, which contains our solution for handling build-side tables larger than the
collective GPU memory. Finally, we present our evaluation in Section 10.6, followed by
related work in Section 10.7, and in the end, a conclusion in Section 10.8.
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Figure 10.3: For execution, we contrast two models: (a) a naive blocking execution where
the building and probing phases are distinct from network shuffling of R
and S versus (b) a pipelined execution where we overlap the GPU execution
with the network shuffling.
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10.2 Overview of Distributed GPU Join
In the following, we present an overview of our distributed GPU-accelerated join. We
first discuss the overall scheme of the join before subsequently making a case for our
pipelined join approach by contrasting it to a blocking variant.

10.2.1 Distributed GPU Join Scheme

In this paper, we target a scheme for the distributed GPU join where the input tables for
the join are stored partitioned across the CPU memory of the different nodes, as shown
in Figure 10.2.

We argue that this scheme provides significant benefits over a scheme that stores data
to be joined in just GPU memory: First, storing data in CPU memory allows us to
support joins over input tables (and intermediate results) that are larger than GPU
memory. Second, distributed joins typically need to first shuffle the input tables based
on the join key. Since GPUDirect RDMA allows data to be shuffled as fast from a CPU
as well as from a GPU, the location of input tables does not have any effect on the
performance as long as the tables are not pre-partitioned on their join keys. Finally,
the scheme allows for several optimizations, such as chaining multiple joins on the GPU
by caching small intermediates, as we discuss later, which helps to further improve the
runtime.

For the join execution, we apply a partitioned hash-join where each GPU executes a
build and a probe phase over the partitions resulting from shuffling. The main novelty
is that the shuffling and join execution is pipelined, which has many benefits, such as
support for much larger input tables and even arbitrarily large probe-side tables, together
with overlapping of materialization of the join result back to local CPU memory.

10.2.2 The Case for Pipelining

As we discussed before, the core idea of our approach is to overlap and pipeline the
execution of the shuffling phase (which is driven by the CPUs) with the build and probe
phases of the join (executed on the GPUs). Overall, this allows us to avoid that GPU
resources are idle during shuffling and, as such, reduces the runtime of the overall join
execution. We illustrate this effect in Figure 10.3b in contrast to the blocking execution,
as shown in Figure 10.3a. In the following, we contrast the details of blocking vs. our
pipelining approach.
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Naive Blocking GPU Join. Naively mapping the blocking execution scheme of the
state-of-the-art distributed hash join approach [9] to a distributed GPU-accelerated join
(as illustrated in Figure 10.3a) does not only come with severe limitations, but it also
does not leverage the GPUs in the most optimal manner.

The main reason why a blocking execution scheme of the distributed join is not ideal
for GPUs is that the GPU cores would stay idle until the network shuffling phase is
finished. The same is true for the building and probing phases where the GPU would
be active while the CPU cores would stay idle, resulting in an overall higher runtime
as illustrated in Figure 10.3a (i.e., no work is executed on the CPUs in the build and
probe phases of the GPU). Hence, in this paper, we argue for a pipelined execution that
overlaps the CPU-driven network shuffling with the GPU join processing.

Moreover, another significant limitation of a blocking scheme for GPUs is that only
tables of a certain limited size can be processed. The reason is that when executing the
phases of a distributed join non-overlapped on the GPU, the GPUs need to be able to
hold all intermediate data, e.g., the output of shuffling the build and probe tables in
GPU memory. While recent generations, such as the Nvidia A100, has 40 GB or even
80 GB of internal GPU memory, the GPU memory sizes are still limited and cannot be
extended as for CPUs. As such, when using a blocking model for executing a GPU-based
join in distributed DBMSs, only joins where the input table sizes and intermediate data
size do not exceed the aggregated memory of all available GPUs can be supported. In the
following, we cover how we overcome these challenges with the pipelined join approach.
Pipelined GPU Join. The pipelined GPU join approach overlaps the execution of the
shuffling of input tables with the building and probing on the GPUs. The conceptual
reason why the pipelined scheme is more efficient is that such a scheme, as shown in
Figure 10.3b, helps to efficiently hide the join processing on the GPUs under the data
transfer by making use of CPU and GPU cores concurrently. Moreover, such a pipelined
scheme clearly reduces the GPU memory consumption since only a chunk of data, instead
of a full partition resulting from shuffling, need to be stored in GPU memory. For
the probe phase, this means that arbitrarily large probe inputs can be supported and
streamed through the GPUs. For the build phase, the pipelined model also has the same
benefits since more GPU memory is available for the hash tables, effectively supporting
larger build input tables.

However, clearly, the fixed size of GPU memory poses a strong limitation on the size
of hash tables that can be kept in GPU memory. To mitigate this limitation and support
input tables for the build phase larger than the aggregated GPU memory, in this paper,
we propose a hybrid scheme (called hybrid GPU/CPU join) of our pipelined join that uses
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GPU memory along with CPU memory (and the CPU cores) to execute a distributed join.
The details of these two join algorithms: pipelined and hybrid schemes, are presented in
Section 10.4 and Section 10.5, respectively.

Lastly, the pipelining approach allows to overlap not only the probing of the hash
tables but also to hide additional processing given the efficient vectorized execution of
GPUs by chaining multiple operations (e.g., multiple joins). Such chained processing can
be used for typical OLAP queries with several joins between dimensions and the same
fact table where we cache small (replicated) dimension tables on the GPU. We show
in Section 10.6.3 how the pipelined approach can speed up a full query from the SSB
benchmark with 4 joins up to 6.8× against a non-accelerated CPU query implementation.

Discussion. One might now argue that the pipelined scheme can also be used to overlap
network shuffling and join execution to accelerate a distributed CPU join. A key aspect,
however, of why pipelining for a distributed CPU join will not yield significant benefits
is based on the anatomy of the distributed CPU join, which is very different from the
GPU join. While for the CPU join, shuffling data over the network and executing the
join by building or probing into a hash table utilizes the same resources, the GPU join
can use distinct resources; i.e., when the CPU shuffles the data, the GPU is responsible
for consuming the incoming data and building/probing hash tables.

As such, in the distributed GPU join, the GPU would remain idle if not overlapped
with the CPU-driven shuffling. In a distributed CPU join, in contrast, this is different
since the CPU resources need to be shared between shuffling and join execution if the
two phases are overlapped. Moreover, with modern high-speed networks to saturate
their high bandwidth, the CPU cores are already highly utilized by shuffling the data,
which involves scanning the input tables of the join, partitioning the data for shuffling
and sending the data [10]. In fact, for the hardware used in our experiments, all CPU
cores are fully utilized during shuffling and thus, reserving dedicated CPU resources for
joining would slow down the network shuffle, which anyway dominates the overall CPU
join runtime.

Another aspect of GPU join is that GPUs provide additional memory resources for the
read/write operations of building and probing hash tables. In contrast, for a CPU join,
read/write operations of building and probing hash tables compete with the read/write
operations of shuffling on the same memory resources, which hence limits the benefits of
overlapping the shuffling with the join execution in the CPU-based join.
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10.3 Design Space for Pipelined GPU Join
Designing a pipelined GPU join over fast RDMA-enabled networks is non-trivial and
involves many design decisions. In the following, we thus first present the relevant
background on RDMA and GPUDirect to enable the pipelined join and then discuss the
design options for the join.

10.3.1 RDMA & GPUDirect

While RDMA has been used for distributed data-processing systems [9–11, 68, 110,
146, 157] over high-speed networks, there are some important aspects that need to be
considered to directly transfer data from and to the GPUs.

In general, to leverage RDMA, an application can make use of different communication
schemes that can be categorized as one-sided (READ / WRITE) or two-sided (SEND /
RECEIVE) operations, which refers to the involvement of the sender- & receiver-CPU in
the communication. For one-sided operations, only the sender node is actively involved,
which typically brings along performance benefits since it avoids any additional overhead
on the receiver. For two-sided operations, the receiver must actively be involved by
posting RECEIVE requests to steer the placement of data.

To make use of RDMA on GPUs, GPUDirect RDMA provides a means of transferring
data directly over the network from and to the GPU memory using the same RDMA
primitives for one- or two-sided communication. With GPUDirect RDMA, data can be
copied over the network at the same speed from and to the GPU memory as it can be
copied from and to the CPU memory. Furthermore, data can be copied from the sender
memory directly to the remote GPU memory without first being copied to the main
memory of the remote CPU. This is enabled by exposing the virtual to physical address
mapping of the GPU to third-party PCIe devices such as the NIC, thereby allowing the
NIC to directly read and write to and from the GPU memory.

However, using GPUDirect RDMA (for distributed DBMSs) is not straightforward
and comes with a few important challenges, in particular for implementing a pipelined
execution on the GPU. First, for combining the data flow via RDMA and the GPU kernel
execution, different design options exist compared to a pure CPU-based solution. Second,
another challenge is that GPUs can potentially observe inconsistent data of incoming
RDMA writes, such as partially written data or data that is not written sequentially
(i.e., from lowest memory address to highest) or even observe RDMA writes arriving
out-of-order. As such, we need to carefully design a pipelined execution scheme of a
distributed join, as we discuss next.
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10.3.2 Design Alternatives

In the following, we discuss the different design options for our pipelined GPU join.
We categorize the design options into two dimensions: (i) how to use the RDMA
communication primitives for implementing the data flow for shuffling data over the
network from CPU to GPU memory and (ii) the control flow of how the GPU kernel
execution is triggered to consume incoming data for building hash tables and probing
into them.
One- vs. Two-sided Data Flow. As previously mentioned, one-sided and two-sided
RDMA operations exist to implement the data flow between machines. While these
primitives work similarly for GPUs using GPUDirect as for CPUs, there are some
important differences. Using one-sided primitives with GPUDirect works the same as for
CPUs since GPUDirect allows that CPUs of the sending nodes can write in the remote
GPU memory without involving the remote GPUs. When using two-sided operations
instead, it is important to note that the RECEIVE requests are driven by the CPU (and
not the GPU) in GPUDirect, since the CUDA library does not support calls to RDMA
functions. Hence, in a two-sided communication, the CPU is always involved in the data
flow even though the GPU is the target.
CPU- vs. GPU-driven Control Flow. Another aspect is whether the CPU or the
GPU is driving the control flow, i.e., detecting when new data has arrived (on the GPU)
and triggering the execution on the GPU for building/probing into the hash tables. In
the following, we discuss two design options for the control flow: a CPU-driven approach
and a GPU-driven approach.

(i) In a CPU-driven approach, the CPU actively detects that a new chunk of tuples
has arrived (by polling for so-called RDMA completion events). Afterwards, the CPU
then instructs the GPU for subsequent processing by launching a GPU kernel. Launching
a GPU kernel after the write of a new chunk has been detected on the CPU ensures
consistency and therefore overcomes the aforementioned challenge of inconsistent data
with GPUDirect. However, the CPU-driven approach also introduces additional overhead
and latencies for the pipelined join since, for each incoming batch of tuples, the GPU
kernel needs to be called.

(ii) In the GPU-driven approach, the kernel launch overhead is removed by using
persistent kernels where the GPU instead actively detects new incoming data by polling on
a particular memory region for newly arrived data. This technique is also often applied in
traditional CPU-based RDMA communication as memory polling has a smaller overhead
in comparison to polling after RDMA completion events [28, 156]. However, having such
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Figure 10.4: Two design alternatives for implementing a pipelined GPU join over RDMA
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or (b) the GPU controls when a new chunk of tuples can be processed without
CPU involvement.

an active GPU kernel running concurrently with RDMA writes poses challenges to the
consistency of the incoming data, which we later discuss how to overcome with minimal
overhead in Section 10.4.2.
Join Design Space. By pairing the dimensions of the control flow and the data
flow, different designs can be derived to enable a pipelined GPU join, as shown in
Figure 10.4. The first design is a CPU-driven design that makes use of two-sided RDMA
as illustrated in Figure 10.4a and GPU-driven with one-sided RDMA in Figure 10.4b.
In the CPU-driven design (Figure 10.4a), the CPU is polling for completion events for
incoming RDMA data and can subsequently launch a GPU kernel for the next chunk of
incoming tuples to process the data written directly to the GPU. On the other hand,
as a second design, a completely GPU-driven design (Figure 10.4b) can be used where
a persistent GPU kernel is launched (once) initially, which itself actively detects and
polls for incoming data. As can be seen, these two designs differ both in CPU overhead,
the overall communication pattern, and how they ensure data consistency of incoming
data to the GPU. Therefore, we next take a closer look at the performance of these two
variants to find the best candidate for realizing the pipelined GPU join design.

10.3.3 Design-Space Evaluation

To guide the decision of which of the two alternatives has the most potential for a
pipelined GPU join processing, we now evaluate the two designs (i.e., CPU-driven with
two-sided RDMA vs. GPU-driven with one-sided RDMA).
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Figure 10.5: CPU-driven two-sided RDMA vs. GPU-driven one-sided RDMA for different
degrees of partitions and message sizes on a 4 node cluster (1 GPU per
node) using 2B on 8B 16-byte tuples. The GPU-driven approach achieves a
higher network utilization with more partitions, whereas CPU-driven does
not scale with more partitions.

A key question that determines the overall performance of a distributed join is which
design can better saturate the network bandwidth during shuffling, which is the limiting
factor of a distributed join. We thus examine the designs by their ability to saturate
the shuffling speed with different degrees of partition parallelism. Moreover, since the
join is pipelined, it is paramount that the GPU kernel that executes the join steps (i.e.,
building or probing) can ingest the incoming data at the speed of the sender CPU cores.
Otherwise, the GPU kernel for the join execution would slow down the join resulting in a
reduced shuffling speed from senders since they can only send data at the speed at which
the GPU can ingest the data.

For the design space evaluation, as shown in Figure 10.5, we hence execute a shuffling
operation with a pipelined GPU kernel for building (a) and probing (b) hash tables that
are the core components of our GPU join. We evaluate for varying message sizes, i.e.,
the size of each chunk of tuples we transfer during the shuffling phase from CPUs to the
GPUs, against different number of partitions per GPU or CPU, as seen in the legend. A
first observation is that using a higher number of partitions for the CPU-driven approach
results in sub-optimal performance due to the CUDA library internally sequentializing
the GPU kernel calls, even though a separate CUDA stream is used for each partition.
Also, since each node is both sending and receiving (all-to-all shuffling), a higher partition
fan-out results in fewer CPU resources available for sender threads in the CPU-driven
approach since more receiver threads must be reserved for RDMA control flow and calling
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GPU kernels. This becomes visible for 8 partitions (brown line) where the performance
plateaus at 64 KiB.

On the other hand, the GPU-driven approach does not inhibit the same limitation
and thus scales better with the partition parallelism. For example, with 8 partitions per
receiver node, the GPU-driven design can efficiently saturate the sender and network
throughput. The reason is that the GPU kernels are not launched from the CPU on a
per-message basis, as is the case for the CPU-driven approach. Instead, the GPU kernel
is started once (at the beginning of the shuffling phase), and then the kernel actively
polls in the GPU-local memory for new incoming data. As a result, the kernel launch
contention of the CPU-driven approach where multiple CPU threads are launching GPU
kernels in parallel is avoided. This allows the GPU-driven design to achieve a higher
GPU utilization and thus higher processing speed through partition parallelism.

Summary. Based on these observations, the GPU-driven approach clearly dominates
over the CPU-driven approach since it can better use partition parallelism and thus
better utilize the network for a pipelined GPU join. In the remainder, we thus use the
one-sided GPU-driven design for realizing our pipelined join.
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10.4 Pipelined GPU Join Algorithm

In the following, we first give an overview of the one-sided GPU-driven design before we
then explain the details of each step.

10.4.1 Overview of Execution Steps

In our pipelined GPU join, we aim to execute the shuffling of tuples for the join operation
in a concurrent manner with the build and probe phase using so-called active GPU
kernels. To better understand the overall execution phases on the CPU and GPU, we
discuss the general steps for a two-node setup as shown in Figure 10.6:

Steps on CPUs (Sender-side). The CPUs on the sender-side are responsible for
executing the data shuffling. For this, 1© the CPUs first build the histograms in parallel
on the build- and probe-side input tables that are to be joined. Afterwards 2©, the
CPUs exchange the local histograms (per database node) to compute a global histogram
that allows all nodes to compute the total size per resulting partition before actually
executing the shuffling. This global histogram is used by our pipelined GPU join to
reserve adequate GPU resources and, in case of insufficient GPU memory, decide which
of the partitions to place in GPU memory and which in CPU memory (as later discussed
in Section 10.5). Once the global histograms are computed, the streaming network shuffle
phase 3© starts that executes the re-partitioning based on join keys by transferring small
chunks of data from the sender CPUs to the different GPUs.

Steps on GPUs (Receiver-side). The GPUs in our join are responsible for detecting
incoming data and for executing the build and probe steps of the join, as shown in
Figure 10.6 (right side). A novel aspect of our GPU join is that it executes the GPU
steps 4©– 6© in an overlapped mode with the streaming shuffling using active GPU kernels.
An active GPU kernel is started once at the beginning of a shuffle phase. Once started,
an active kernel then polls for new incoming data chunks in GPU memory — first for
the building and then for the probing phase. A challenge for the GPU-side execution
with active kernels is to ensure data consistency as well as synchronization between CPU
sender and GPU receivers. We accomplish this by proposing a parallelization strategy
that aims to optimally map partitions resulting from shuffling to the vectorized execution
model of the GPU. Details of this strategy, along with details about all the steps on the
GPU, are discussed next.
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10.4.2 Active GPU Kernel

Active GPU kernels not only poll for incoming data, but a core aspect is that they allow
us to efficiently parallelize the join, which is composed of the consistency check step
4©, build and probe steps 5© and successive operations 6© such as result materialization

(illustrated in Figure 10.6). In the following, we focus on two aspects regarding the
parallelization strategy of the active kernel: (i) how to determine the partition fan-out
during shuffling and hence to determine the parallelism for an efficient GPU execution,
and (ii) how to determine the amount of GPU resources for the different (potentially
unequal sized) partitions. Moreover, we also briefly explain how we deal with data
consistency for incoming RDMA writes as well as some relevant implementation details
for the build and probe steps.

Parallelization Strategy. To answer the two aforementioned questions regarding the
main aspects of parallelizing the join, we first need to explain some background on
the vectorized execution model of GPUs. GPUs follow the SIMT (single instruction,
multiple threads) execution model and typically come with thousands of threads; and
thus, parallelizing the join processing on a GPU is very different from a CPU-based
execution. The threads are grouped into a two-level hierarchy: thread blocks forming
a group of threads and a grid comprising thread blocks. While all threads in a thread
block are scheduled on a so-called Streaming Multiprocessor simultaneously, different
thread blocks in a grid can be scheduled independently. We next discuss how the two
aspects of the parallelization strategy work as discussed above.

(i) Determine Partition Fan-Out. First, we now look into the aspect of how to
determine the partition fan-out during shuffling. For this, we use a scheme that over-
partitions the data on the receiver GPUs, i.e., we use more partitions than the number of
GPUs. As already shown in Section 10.3.3, this enables more efficient GPU join execution
as each partition can be processed independently on the GPU without synchronization as
the data arrives. When considering one partition, the maximum degree of parallelization
for this partition depends on the size of the incoming message (chunks of tuples). For
example, for a message size of 128 KiB with 16 B tuples, the maximum number of threads
we can utilize is 128 KiB / 16 B = 8192 threads (since each tuple is processed by max.
one thread). However, 8192 threads in this example might not be enough to saturate the
message throughput considering high-speed networks, and as such more partitions might
be required.

Yet, naively increasing the partition fan-out will negatively impact the speed at which
the sender CPU threads can partition (and potentially could also exceed the TLB-cache
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Figure 10.7: Aggregated network throughput on 4 nodes for the GPU-driven approach.
From 4 partitions per GPU, the network is becoming saturated for the
different message sizes.

[8]). Therefore, the optimal partition fan-out is achieved when the GPUs are able to
saturate the tuple throughput, which in turn depends on CPU-processing speed and
network throughput. For this reason, selecting the partition fan-out also highly depends
on the specific GPU and CPU architecture and the network speed. So instead of fixing
this parameter for our GPU join, we expose the degree of partition parallelism as a
parameter one can configure.

In Figure 10.7, we show the effects of this parameter in a micro-benchmark. From 4
partitions per GPU, the network is becoming saturated for the different message sizes.
While choosing a higher partition fan-out does not increase the aggregated network
throughput, we empirically found that a fan-out of 16 partitions per GPU yields the
most robust performance as more GPU resources can be allocated. Thus, in all our
experiments, we are using a partition fan-out to get 16 partitions per GPU, which has
shown to provide the best performance across all workloads we used in our evaluation.

(ii) GPU Resource Allocation. The second aspect of parallelizing the GPU join is how
to determine the amount of GPU resources for the different (potentially unequal-sized)
partitions. For this, we first discuss how we assign multiple thread blocks (grid) to each
partition. Using multiple thread blocks per partition instead of limiting it to only a
single thread block provides more flexibility in terms of allocating the necessary amount
of resources needed to process each partition. However, this scheme raises a challenge of
coordination across thread blocks when processing each chunk of tuples. We deal with
this using so-called cooperative groups primitives of CUDA that enable us to provide
synchronization across all threads assigned to process a specific partition.
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Furthermore, for resource allocation, we need to decide how many threads (i.e., thread
blocks) we assign to each partition. As the GPU join processing is pipelined, the size of
each partition translates into an estimate of how frequently each partition will receive
a chunk of tuples, assuming that the tuples of each partition are roughly spread out
over the tables. Thus, an important question is how to determine the amount of GPU
resources (threads) for the different partitions. One naive option is to assign a static
number of thread blocks to each partition. While this performs well for uniformly sized
partitions, this might result in suboptimal performance for unequally sized partitions
as a fixed number of thread blocks might not be sufficient for the different partition
sizes. Another option is to always allocate the maximum number of threads possible
for each partition, but this, in turn, might exceed the number of threads available or
result in wasted GPU resources and potentially block other kernels from running. To
deal with this problem, we dynamically decide the size of the grids (i.e., the number of
thread blocks) depending on the relative size of the partition that can be deduced from
the histogram. As an example, for a fan-out of just two partitions, if one partition is
twice the size, it will also get allocated twice the threads in comparison to the smaller
partition. Deciding on the total amount of threads used on each GPU is dependent on
the available hardware resources the join is running on. We show the ability to handle
skewed workloads in Section 10.6.5.
Ensure Consistency. Another challenge we handle in implementing the GPU-driven/one-
sided RDMA join is the issue of the GPU kernel observing potentially inconsistent data
during concurrent incoming RDMA writes, as discussed in Section 10.3. These inconsis-
tencies can come in the form of partially written data, data not written sequentially (i.e.,
from lowest memory address to highest), or out-of-order messages. While the general
observations made in existing literature also apply to GPUs (such as the benefits of using
one-sided over two-sided RDMA, inlining or door-bell batching), many techniques that
are used to implement efficient RDMA-based communication schemes such as mailboxes
or end-of-message polling [28, 35] cannot be directly applied. The reason for this is that
all these techniques rely on the ordering guarantees between individual RDMA messages
as well as a fixed write-order within one RDMA message, which is not guaranteed on the
GPU.

Hence, a solution here is that the GPU kernel performs additional consistency checks on
the incoming data chunks by appending a checksum per chunk of data ( 4© in Figure 10.6).
In case data is only partially written on the GPU, the checksum verification that is
executed by the GPU kernel in every iteration during busy polling will fail, and the GPU
kernel can retry reading the data chunk and comparing the checksum in its next iteration.
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As the type of error detection needed does not involve bit-flips, transmission errors,
or data written to a wrong memory location (due to the underlying reliable network
transport), we use the sum complement checksum that has a very small overhead while
still being able to detect when the data has not fully been written.

We hope that NVIDIA will eventually provide memory fence primitives for RDMA,
which would render the need for consistency checks obsolete.
Build and Probe Steps. After ensuring the consistency of the chunk of tuples,
the tuples are inserted or probed into a partition-specific concurrent hash table ( 5©
in Figure 10.6). For building the hash table, we use a custom design that leverages
CUDA atomics to realize a lock-free hash table for our distributed GPU join algorithm.
Logically, our custom hash table uses a chained hash table design. However, to avoid
costly allocation and lock operations during the build phase, we use a design with two
arrays — one array to implement the hash table and another dense array (called the
chain array) that stores the chains for all hash buckets to handle collisions. Since we
know the total number of tuples that we need to insert into the hash table from the
histograms created during the shuffle phase, both arrays are pre-allocated to not incur
any overhead for runtime memory allocations.

In the build phase, a batch of tuples for a given partition is then inserted in the hash
table using these two arrays as follows: first, a GPU thread stores the new tuple into the
chain array by atomically incrementing an offset into the chain array. Afterwards, this
offset is written to the hash table array. To handle hash collisions, an atomic exchange
operation is used. Specifically, the thread which inserts a new tuple will see the previous
offset and use this to connect the tuples in the chain array accordingly. For linking the
tuples in a chain, no atomic operation is needed. Finally, during the probing phase,
the join key of each tuple is hashed and the chain of potentially colliding join tuples is
traversed in the chain array. Contrary to the build phase, the probing does not incur
any atomic operations since the hash table is static during probing. In summary, the
hash table design is a good fit for the vectorized GPU execution as it does not incur any
memory allocations, locking and only a few atomic operations for building.

10.4.3 Successive Operations

After finishing the probing, our join provides several options for successive operations
in a query plan. One option is naturally to simply materialize the join result back to
CPU memory ( 6© in Figure 10.6), as we discuss below. However, as analytical queries
typically perform multiple joins and aggregate the join result, we designed the active
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GPU kernel to be easily extendable to chain multiple GPU-local computations on the
distributed join result before materializing results to the CPU. For example, instead of
doing only a single probe, we could chain multiple probes that are still executed in a
pipelined manner on the GPU. This chained scheme maps especially well to the typical
abundance of processing power on the GPU and the pipelined execution model since
it allows to hide even more computation under the network cost. We demonstrate this
ability to chain multiple operations in our pipelined join to accelerate also complete
queries in Section 10.6.3.

For materializing the result of the join either for subsequent operations on the CPU
or delivering the result to the client, we take a streaming materialization approach
which asynchronously writes data to the CPU memory, which nicely integrates with our
pipelined execution model. This gives us several benefits over naively materializing the
join result on the GPU and subsequently transferring the result back to the CPU. First,
the GPU memory is limited, and thus avoiding result materialization on the GPU frees
up resources to store hash tables of the join. Second, streaming the result directly to
the CPU means that it comes with only a negligible overhead since the transfer can be
overlapped with the pipelined execution of shuffling and GPU execution.

For realizing the streaming data transfer from the GPU to the CPU memory, there exists
a range of transfer methods in CUDA: asynchronous memory copy, UM (Unified Memory)
and zero-copy through UVA (Unified Virtual Addressing). The CUDA asynchronous
memory copy from GPU to CPU memory can only be called from the CPU and, as such,
is not applicable to our execution model with active GPU kernels where the CPU is
not involved in the execution. Different from this, UM and zero-copy allow the GPU
to directly access (read and write) CPU memory, where the CUDA abstraction takes
care of utilizing the DMA hardware on the GPU to copy the data to CPU memory.
We base our approach on UVA since we found that UM cannot fully pipeline the data
migration of memory pages with the GPU processing. For leveraging UVA for pipelined
materialization, we allocate the result relation using UVA in CPU memory. On the GPU,
we first store the output tuples in intermediate output buffers and only copy a buffer
(through CUDA memory copy device-to-device) to the result relation in UVA whenever
the output buffer is full. To interleave GPU processing with the transfer to CPU memory,
we use two output buffers per partition on the GPU.
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10.4.4 Streaming Shuffle

Finally, we present how we realized efficient pipelined data transfers in the network
shuffling phase ( 3© in Figure 10.6). To implement the streaming shuffling, we built our
solution on top of the Data Flow Interface (DFI) [125], which is a high-level abstraction
for fast networks that leverages one-sided RDMA communications for data transfers.
The core abstraction of DFI is so-called flows that allow senders to push data into a flow
and receivers to pull data out of the data flow. In a nutshell, flows support asynchronous
communication between senders and receivers, which therefore allows for overlapping
computation and communication.

However, DFI in its original design only supports CPU-to-CPU communication and
does not come with GPU support. To realize the streaming shuffle operator with support
for GPUs, we extended the flow abstraction of the original DFI code. As the main
extension, we enabled the end-points of flows (called targets in DFI) to be located on
GPUs by extending the buffer design and memory polling operations to allow the GPU
to consume tuples out of the DFI flows. Additionally, we enabled GPUDirect RDMA by
allocating the GPU-side DFI buffers through CUDA and then registering the memory
region to the NIC.

Moreover, as previously mentioned, the GPU has a relaxed memory model that can
result in memory inconsistencies when running a kernel concurrently with incoming
RDMA data. For this, we extended DFI on the sender-side to compute a checksum over
a batch of tuples if the target of a flow is on a GPU. On the target-side, when consuming
this batch of tuples out of the DFI flow, we then re-compute the checksum in DFI and
compare it with the appended checksum of the batch as discussed before in Section 10.4.2.
Since the data is guaranteed to be eventually written consistently on the GPU [99], on
the target side of a flow, we simply re-compute the checksum for the next batch until the
checksum is correct and then hand the block to the active GPU kernel for either building
or probing the hash tables.

10.5 Hybrid CPU/GPU Join Algorithm
In this section, we present our hybrid CPU/GPU join for supporting joins with arbitrary-
sized build-side tables. One way to solve this problem is to pre-partition the build and
probe input tables such that they fit in the GPU memory and use multiple rounds of the
pipelined GPU approach presented before. However, the performance of this approach
would significantly degrade since the pre-partitioning cannot be pipelined with network
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Figure 10.8: Overview of Hybrid Join. Tables reside in CPU memory and are shuffled
to both GPUs and CPUs. Partitions going to CPUs are executed as a
traditional radix hash join.

shuffling or GPU processing. As such, the goal of our hybrid pipelined join is to handle
this scenario elegantly without, in the worst case, de-accelerating the join compared to a
state-of-the-art CPU baseline.

The intuition behind our approach is to partition the input tables in the partitioning
phase across remote GPU and CPU memory. While doing so, we leverage the GPU
memory as a primary location for the partitions and only use the CPU memory for the
remainder of the partitions that do not fit on the GPU. Figure 10.8 shows the idea of
a hybrid join where a sender CPU is shuffling to both a GPU and CPU. For executing
the join on the partitions shuffled to CPU memory, we make use of a state-of-the-art
(blocking) CPU join implementation [9, 125]. This design comes with the benefit that
its lower performance-bound is the performance of the CPU join algorithm, where any
amount of available GPU memory can help to speed up the CPU baseline by using the
additional GPU pipelined join. For implementing the hybrid join, we introduce a new
hybrid shuffle operator that, in the shuffling step, over-partitions the input tables to a
degree where we can maximize the benefit of the GPU pipelining by fully utilizing the
available memory.

In order to determine the number of partitions that need to be created by the hybrid
shuffling, we aim to place a fixed but configurable number of partitions on the GPU
(we use 16 for our setup, as discussed before). However, as the build-side table exceeds
the available collective GPU memory, setting the number of partitions to 16 per GPU
would result in much fewer partitions actually assigned to the GPUs. We instead increase
the fan-out such that the average size of 16 partitions roughly matches the available
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GPU memory. Consider the following example: assume the build-side table has a size
of 40 GB, and we can only store 32 GB when using two GPUs (with 16 GB per GPU).
With 32 GB of GPU memory, the average partition size would be 1 GB. To decide the
fan-out for a table with 40 GB, ideally, we would therefore create 40/1 = 40 partitions.
However, as the partitioning is done with radix-hashing, only the power of two partitions
is applicable (2n partitions for n bits), yielding 64 partitions. The average partition size
for 64 partitions is 40/64 = 0.625 GB and we can thus place b32/0.625c = 51 partitions
on the GPUs (assuming a uniform distribution).

Moreover, often the resulting partitions after shuffling are not equally sized. To decide
which partitions to allocate to the GPU, we thus draw on the knowledge of the histograms
created in 1© and 2© as in the pipelined join (cf. Figure 10.8, left). Based on the global
histograms, we can decide where to place each partition before starting the shuffling phase
3© to ideally allocate partitions to GPUs such that we leverage the full available GPU
memory resources to store hash tables of the build phase. A naive random allocation
instead would need to join unnecessarily many tuples on the CPU (which introduces
additional runtime overhead) since GPU memory, and thus the computational resources
are not fully utilized.

Finally, for the partitions assigned to the GPUs, steps 4©– 6© are executed pipelined on
the GPU as earlier described in Section 10.4. For processing the partitions assigned to a
CPU, we execute these steps in a sequential manner based on a CPU-based join ( 7© to
9©) after the shuffling phase finishes. Therefore, we fully materialize the intermediate
partitions for the CPU as the pipelined execution model does not map well to the
CPU-based execution as discussed in Section 10.2.2.

10.6 Experimental Evaluation
In our evaluation, we analyze the GPU-acceleration potential using our distributed GPU
join algorithms for different workloads and hardware resources. In the following, we first
explain the setup before we discuss the results of the different experiments where we
compare against various baselines.

10.6.1 Setup & Workloads

Setup. All experiments were conducted on a 5 node cluster, each node equipped with two
Intel(R) Xeon(R) Gold 5120 CPUs (14 cores) and 512 GB main-memory split between
both sockets. Each node has two Mellanox ConnectX-5 MT27800 NICs (InfiniBand
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EDR 4x, 100 Gbps) and two Nvidia Tesla V100 GPUs with 16 GB memory, supporting
GPUDirect RDMA. The operating system is Ubuntu 18.04.1 LTS with Linux 4.15.0
kernel on all nodes. All joins are implemented with C++17 and compiled with gcc-10.1.0
and nvcc-11.3 (CUDA 11.3).

Workloads. The workloads used in experiments 1 and 3 − 4 follow the previous work
on distributed CPU joins [9], where input tables are partitioned across the distributed
nodes. The tables have randomized tuple order, and unless otherwise stated by selected
experiments, the joins are evaluated with 16-byte tuples and without materialization
of the join result for neither CPU baseline nor GPU-accelerated joins. In the second
experiment, we evaluate two full queries comprising several joins and aggregation from
the Star-Schema-Benchmark (SSB).

Join Variants.
In the evaluation, we compare the performance of the following join implementations:

• CRJ - CPU Radix Join: As a CPU baseline, we use state-of-the-art implementation
of the distributed radix hash join [125].

• GPJ-B - GPU Partitioned Blocking Join: This is a distributed variant of the state-
of-the-art single-node GPU partitioned join [122]. The shuffle phase (i.e., histogram
creation & data shuffling from [9]) and the GPU execution phase are executed
subsequently. Hence, we term this join blocking. Data shuffling is either realized
with GPUDirect or without GPUDirect.

• GPJ - GPU Partitioned Pipelined Join: Our novel GPU-accelerated distributed join
that supports pipelining of the network shuffling and the GPU join phases, as earlier
explained in Section 10.4. This join already allows arbitrary-sized probe-side tables.

• GPJ-H - GPU Partitioned Hybrid Join: This is our hybrid algorithm where both
GPU and CPU are used for join execution. This join allows arbitrary-sized build-side
tables that go beyond the aggregated memory capacities of all GPUs, as earlier
explained in Section 10.5.

All joins make use of established optimizations for efficient partitioning, such as software
write combine buffers (SWWCBs), non-temporal streaming hints [6, 117], and one-sided
RDMA writes [10].
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10.6.2 Exp. 1 - Pipelined GPU Join

10.6.2.1 Comparison with a Blocking GPU Baseline:

In this section, we look at the benefits of the proposed pipelining model in comparison to
a distributed blocking GPU join (GPJ-B). The blocking join takes a sequential approach
where the two tables are only joined on the GPU once all data has been shuffled. We use
the state-of-the-art single-node GPU join [122] to realize the blocking join on each node.
The histograms and shuffling (re-partitioning) of the tables are based on [9] with minor
modifications for enabling shuffling with GPUDirect, as we discuss next.

We execute GPJ-B both with and without GPUDirect to better show the effect of fast
networks. As shown in Figure 10.9a, using GPUDirect greatly improves the acceleration
potential of the GPU since we can leverage it without additional transfer costs. Moreover,
we see that our pipelined GPU join, which also uses GPUDirect, can further improve
over the blocking GPU join since with our pipelined join, we can overlap the join phases
with data transfers.

Another significant advantage of our pipelined GPU join over the blocking GPU join
is that for the blocking GPU join (GPJ-B), GPUDirect can only be used if both tables
fit in the GPUs, as all input data must be accumulated before executing the join. In
Figure 10.9b, we show this effect by increasing the probe-side table such that only the
build-side table fits on the GPUs. As we can see, only GPJ-B without GPUDirect is
supported in this case, whereas our pipelined GPU join can support arbitrary probe-side
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Figure 10.10: Varying probe-side table
size and a fixed build-side
table size of 2 × 109 tu-
ples on 4 nodes. Our ap-
proach of GPU-accelerated
pipelined join (GPJ) outper-
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Figure 10.11: Our approach (GPJ) also
outperforms CRJ for vary-
ing tuple widths. Build &
probe tables are fixed at 16
GB & 64 GB respectively.

table sizes and, as such, provides a speedup of approximately 2×. Additionally, since
GPJ-B performs multi-pass partitioning on the GPU to facilitate a faster join, it incurs
a higher memory overhead, which further limits the table sizes that can be stored on the
GPUs. In fact, for the workload in Figure 10.9b, GPJ-B consumes the complete GPU
memory while GPJ only takes up half.

10.6.2.2 Comparison with CPU Baseline:

We now evaluate our pipelined GPU join (GPJ) against a non-accelerated CPU baseline
(CRJ). Both joins share the execution steps performed on the CPUs and therefore
highlighting the benefits of GPU acceleration and pipelining.

Varying Table Sizes (Probe-side). As both joins can support arbitrarily sized probe-
side tables, we first compare both joins using a fixed-sized build input table that is joined
with a probe-side table of different sizes. More precisely, we used a workload with a
build-side table of 32 GB (2 × 109 tuples with 16 bytes), fitting into the 4 GPUs and with
probe-side tables up to 128 GB (8 × 109 tuples), thereby exceeding the total collective
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GPU memory that is 64 GB (disregarding the hash tables). Over the different probe-side
table sizes, GPJ is up to 1.7× faster than CRJ.

The result can be seen in Figure 10.10, where we report the time each phase of the
joins takes. As we can see, the GPU-accelerated join outperforms the CPU join in all
cases. For the GPU-accelerated join, we do not report the time for the network shuffling,
and GPU join execution separately due to the GPU pipelining; i.e., both phases are
overlapped in this join. Interestingly, we can see that for GPJ, the shuffling and joining
phases are shorter than only the shuffling phase of CRJ. The reason is that the RDMA
writes performed by the sender CPU (one-sided) are going to the remote GPU and thus
relieve pressure on the main memory. This is different for CRJ, where the CPU cores
and the NIC are both writing to the main-memory during the shuffling phase.

Varying Tuple Width. Next, we evaluate the GPJ and CRJ join using the same
table sizes but with varying tuple widths ranging from 8 to 64 byte tuples. For this
experiment, we fixed the table sizes to 16 GB and 64 GB for the build- and probe-side
tables, respectively. Our motivation for this experiment is to show the effect of different
tuple widths since CPUs and GPUs use different execution and memory models and thus
potentially affect the runtime differently.

The results of this experiment are shown in Figure 10.11. Similar to the above
experiment, GPJ clearly outperforms the CPU join (CRJ) in all tuple widths, essentially
due to the pipelining. Moreover, both join algorithms inhibit similar behavior with a
small decrease in runtime for wider tuples. The reason is that as the tables with wider
tuples contain fewer tuples, the overall per-tuple overhead decreases, which leads to a
decrease in runtime.

Scalability of Joins. Finally, we show how the proposed pipelined GPU-accelerated
join scales against the CPU baseline over an increasing number of database nodes. To
show this, we simulate a cluster of up to 10 virtual nodes using 5 physical nodes where
we use each of the two NUMA regions. Those regions are each equipped with their own
GPU and RDMA NIC and therefore function as independent database nodes as all data
shuffled between the logical nodes is transferred over the InfiniBand network (and not
the cross-NUMA interconnect). For the workload, we used a build-side table of 300 × 106

tuples and a probe-side table of 1.2 × 109 tuples per node. As an example, for 10 nodes,
a total of 48 GB on 192 GB tables are joined.

Figure 10.12 shows the results with the tuple throughput as the main metric. As we
can see, both joins have linear scalability up to the tested 10 nodes. For both cases, we
see a performance increase of about 4.4× from 2 to 10 nodes.
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Figure 10.12: Scale out experiment (GPJ vs. CRJ) with build-side table of 300 × 106

and probe-side table of 1.2 × 109 tuples per node. Performance increase of
∼ 4.4× is observed when nr. of nodes increases from 2-10.

Why not pipelining a CPU Join?. Finally, we want to make the case why pipelining
the network shuffling phase with the subsequent join is not an optimization to apply to a
distributed CPU join as well. First, the nature of the shuffling operation is very memory
intensive. Thus, all the CPU cores are reading the table and writing out the tuples to
partitions, while the NIC is also reading the data to send over the network and writing
incoming data from other nodes. As such, first, any additional memory operations (as in
our pipelining approach) will further slow down the shuffling and thus the overall join
execution since, as reported before, the shuffling is the limiting factor. Second, profiling
the shuffling phase of CRJ supports this claim and reports not only over 10% of DRAM
memory assesses are stalling but also 100% CPU core utilization which indicates that no
idle (free) CPU resources would be available for a pipelined (overlapped) execution.

10.6.3 Exp. 2 - Complete Queries

In this experiment, we show the benefit of our pipelined join for a full query with multiple
operations. As we explained before in Section 10.4.3, when running full queries, we allow
multiple joins to be chained together (e.g., to chain multiple probe steps for a multi-way
join in one pipeline on the GPU). The main intuition why chaining on GPUs is beneficial
is that GPUs typically have an abundance of processing power in comparison to their i/o
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Figure 10.13: Execution (a) of SSB Query 2.1 (b) with SF 1000 on 4 nodes with different
intermediate result sizes stemming from different dimension table filters.
Probing of all hash tables and aggregation (blue edges) are chained both
in CRJ-SSB and GPJ-SSB. Larger intermediate sizes incur extra runtime
overhead for CRJ-SSB, while GPJ-SSB is unaffected due to pipelining on
the GPU.

speeds. In fact, when executing a single join, as in the previous experiments, there are
still untapped computational resources left for chaining multiple operators together.

To show these effects of chaining, in this experiment, we use query 2.1 and 3.1 of the
Star-Schema-Benchmark (SSB) that both involve three hash-joins and an aggregation.
For comparison, we run two variants of the queries: one using only the pipelined join
GPJ (GPJ-SSB) with the aggregation also on the GPU, and one that runs completely
on CPUs using CRJ (CRJ-SSB). For both GPJ-SSB and CRJ-SSB, we use the same
execution strategy, where we first build the hash tables on the dimensions tables and then
chain together the probing of the LINEORDER tuples into these hash tables, followed
by a final aggregation.3

Effect of Selectivities. We first execute the SSB query 2.1 with 3 different filter
settings, which results in different intermediate result sizes. The query plan is shown in
Figure 10.13b, along with which filters (marked with red) are changed to generate different

3PART and CUSTOMER are partitioned while DATE and SUPPLIER are replicated to enable chaining.
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Figure 10.14: Execution (a) with a different number of joins of SSB Query 3.1 (b) with SF
1000, on 4 nodes. Probe-side joining is chained together both in CRJ-SSB
and GPJ-SSB. With longer probe pipelines, the runtime of GPJ-SSB is
unaffected due to its pipelined design resulting in a reduction in runtime
by up to 6.8× against CRJ-SSB.

join selectivities and therefore different intermediate result sizes. We show the runtimes
in Figure 10.13a. Here an interesting observation is that for our approach GPJ-SSB, a
higher number of intermediate tuples does not introduce any runtime overhead due to the
parallel execution and the higher processing power of the GPU, which completely hides
the additional execution time under the network shuffle phase. Contrarily, we see for
CRJ-SSB that larger intermediate sizes introduce higher runtime due to the sequential
execution. For the largest intermediate results (i.e., no filters), our approach (GPJ-SSB)
is, in fact, 5× faster than the non-accelerated CPU query execution.
Effect of Number of Joins. Next, we evaluate the influence of the length of the
(chained) probe pipeline, i.e., the number of joins in the query on the runtime. Similar
to the effect of different intermediate sizes, the number of joins also varies the amount
of processing needed during the probing stage of the LINEORDER table. We base the
experiment on SSB query 3.1 as shown in Figure 10.14b, but vary the number of joins in
the query (pipeline length). For instance, a probe pipeline length of 2 will join together
the LINEORDER with CUSTOMER and SUPPLIER and a length of 4 contains the
complete query. As can be seen in Figure 10.14a, the GPU-accelerated query execution
(GPJ-SSB) is not affected by the query size since the additional probing is all hidden
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Table 10.1: Cost-comparable clusters w/ and w/o GPUs: In both setups (small, large)
the hardware costs are comparable. For example, a 4-node cluster with
CPUs-only costs as much as 2 nodes with GPUs.

Small setup Large setup

GPU-accel (GPJ) 2× nodes 5× nodes
w/ 2× GPUs w/ 5× GPUs

CPU-only (CRJ) 4× CPU nodes 10× CPU nodes
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Figure 10.15: Query runtime with clusters that cause comparable cost as outlined in
Table 10.1 for (a) SSB Query 2.1 and (b) SSB Query 3.1 (SF 1000). The
advantages of the GPU join (GPJ) becomes more pronounced with larger
intermediate results (i.e., higher selectivity).

under the network shuffling. This is in contrast to the CPU-only approach (CRJ-SSB)
where more joins result in a higher runtime. For the full query without dimension table
filters, a speedup of 6.8× can be observed over CRJ-SSB.

Comparable Resources. Choosing to accelerate a query on GPUs begs the question
of whether the observed speedup outweighs the added cost of the GPUs. We thus now
evaluate the same SSB queries as before using two hardware setups (with and without
GPUs) that have approximately the same hardware cost. For our hardware, as detailed in
Section 10.6.1, a machine with a GPU costs twice as much as the same machine without
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a GPU. To be more precise, the cost of one Tesla V100 GPU equals that of a server
(including the CPU, memory, NIC as well as chassis without the GPU).4

In this experiment we hence use two different cost-balanced hardware configurations,
as shown in Table 10.1, that reflects the aforementioned relationship in cost; i.e., for the
cluster without GPUs, we use twice as many machines as for a cluster with GPUs. To be
more precise, we use a small setup that uses 4 CPU machines (w/o GPUs) and compare
it to a cluster of 2 machines w/ GPUs. For the large setup, we use 10 CPU machines
(w/o GPUs) vs. 5 machines w/ GPUs. The results of running the SSB queries 2.1 and
3.1 on these two cluster setups (small and large) with a comparable set of resources can
be seen in Figure 10.15.

Interestingly, even though the CPU-only cluster (for both the small and larger setups)
can make use of twice as many nodes as the cost-comparable cluster with GPUs, we
observe that the GPU join (GPJ-SSB) can still outperform the CPU join (CRJ-SSB)
(or is at least competitive). Clearly, compared to Figure 10.13a, where the GPJ-SSB
can use the same number of nodes as the CRJ-SSB, the benefits are less pronounced.
For example, the runtime of using only 2 GPU-nodes in Figure 10.15a for query 2.1 is
double as high compared to the GPJ-SSB in Figure 10.13a, which uses 4 GPU-nodes.
However, we can still see in Figure 10.15a that the runtime of the CPU-only query
(CRJ-SSB) linearly increases with larger intermediates while the GPJ-SSB can almost
provide constant runtime since the GPU can make efficient use of its high degree of
parallelism for larger intermediates. As such, for increasing intermediates the GPJ-SSB
provides a significant speedup over the CRJ-SSB of up to 4× for Query 3.1 (no filters)
even though GPJ-SSB is executed on a cluster with only half the nodes.

10.6.4 Exp. 3 - Hybrid Join Execution

In this experiment, we evaluate our hybrid GPU/CPU join algorithm (GPJ-H) on the
effect of supporting arbitrarily larger tables than the GPU memory. With GPJ-H,
different from GPJ, build-side tables that exceed the collective memory of the GPUs are
supported by distributing the partitions across GPU and CPU memory.
Varying Table Sizes (Build & Probe-side). In this experiment, we increase the
build- and probe-side tables from 32 GB to 128 GB. While using only 4 nodes with 1
GPU per node, this setup provides a total of 4 × 16 GB = 64 GB of GPU memory. With

4As hardware prices fluctuate, this experiment serves only as a rough comparison on balanced resources.
Moreover, note that we use high-end Tesla V100 GPUs for the cost comparison and thus the ratio of
CPU to GPU machines would be even more in favor of the GPU cluster in case we use less expensive
GPU hardware.
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Figure 10.17: Hybrid join (GPU-H)
adapts to increase in
available per-GPU mem-
ory allowing reduction in
runtime.

the smallest table size, the hash-tables for build-side tables can be fully stored in GPU
memory, and thus GPJ-H is effectively the same as the GPJ.

Figure 10.16 shows the results of this experiment. With increasing table sizes, the
runtime of both joins increases. For our hybrid join (GPJ-H), we see that with the
increasing table sizes, more partitions will be assigned to CPUs resulting in an increased
CPU runtime for GPJ-H as the partitions do not fit the GPU memory anymore. Still,
with the hybrid execution, even for the largest tables size of 128 GB, we see a runtime
benefit of around 2s in comparison to the CPU counterpart (CRJ). This is because, for
the largest tables size, roughly a quarter of all tuples are joined on the GPUs and the rest
on the CPUs. Thus, with the increasing table size and more partitions being assigned to
CPUs, the benefit of pipelining diminishes, resulting in an increase in the runtime.
Varying GPU Memory. The hybrid execution of GPJ-H also allows a GPU-accelerated
DBMS to adapt to different GPU memory sizes (and thus adapt to different available
hardware). In this experiment, we analyze the effect of varying GPU memory sizes on
the join runtime. As workload, we use fixed-size build- and probe-side tables of 2 × 109

tuples with 16 bytes and scale the available GPU memory from 0 B (pure CPU join) to
the point where the hash tables (for the given workload) of the whole build-side table fit
on the GPUs.

Figure 10.17 shows the result of this experiment of the GPJ-H over different GPU
memory sizes. The main takeaway is that GPJ-H is able to efficiently adapt to different
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tuples and 100% join selectivity.

GPU memory sizes and speed up the performance with the increasing available GPU
memory. Moreover, even with a small amount of available GPU memory, the hybrid join
is able to utilize the GPUs, and hence reduce the join runtime.

10.6.5 Exp. 4 - Microbenchmarks

In the following, we show the results of three microbenchmarks.
Streaming Materialization. In this experiment, we compare the runtime of GPJ
and CRJ with and without materialization enabled. As a setup, we used 4 nodes and 4
GPUs with a build-side table size of 1 × 109 tuples of 16 bytes. In case materialization is
used, CRJ writes the result directly to the main memory, while GPJ uses the streamed
materialization from GPU to CPU memory as described in Section 10.4.3. In case no
materialization is used, we execute a COUNT aggregation on the join result.

Figure 10.18 shows the results. What can be seen is that with materialization, the
runtime increases slightly both for GPJ and CRJ, which stems from the added write-load
on the CPU memory in both cases. Importantly, for GPJ we see that materialization of
the result into CPU memory only has minimal overhead, which is in a similar range as
for CRJ.
Multiple Concurrent Joins. For OLAP queries, it is common to schedule multiple
queries at once on the same cluster. Thus, in this experiment, we evaluate whether there
is any inherent disadvantage to accelerating the join with GPUs versus the traditional
CPU-only execution when executing multiple joins concurrently. As workload, we execute
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the same join operator using 200 × 106 and 2 × 109 tuples for build- and probe-side tables
concurrently on a cluster of 4 nodes. Moreover, for each join, we allocate dedicated
threads (of CPU or GPU cores); i.e., we split the resources depending on the number of
concurrent queries that is a common scheme for OLAP queries.

As we can see in Figure 10.19, when increasing the number of concurrent joins, almost
the same relative increase of runtime can be observed for CRJ and GPJ. However, since
the absolute runtime of the GPJ is lower compared to the CRJ, as we already showed in
the previous experiments, the gap in total gains increases with more concurrent queries
(w.r.t. the elapsed runtime for all concurrent joins). For example, for 4 concurrent joins,
the elapsed runtime is approx. 4 seconds for the GPJ, while the CRJ requires almost
8 seconds. As such, the total benefits of the GPJ are also significant under concurrent
query execution and there is no strategic disadvantage for the GPU when running queries
concurrently.

Effect of Skew. Skewness is often occurring in datasets and especially in the form of
foreign-key skew where the probe-side table has many tuples which joins with a small
subset of tuples from the build-side table. This skew can sometimes be beneficial since
it increases the locality for the heavy-hitters and allows for better caching. However,
in the context of a partitioned join, it will result in uneven-sized partitions, and for
our pipelined execution algorithm, it means that the bigger partitions on the GPU will
receive tuples at a faster rate than others. As discussed in Section 10.4.2, we handle
this by adaptively sizing the allocated resources (grid-sizes) for each partition in relation
to the size of the partition, such that the processing speed of the big partitions can be
adapted with respect to their sizes.

To show this effect, we plot the observed probe-side runtimes for different skew factors
in Figure 10.20. For a skew of range 0 to 1.0, the runtime is unaffected since we distribute
the partitions in a round-robin manner to nodes by the size of the partitions to even out
the network skew. Even when using statically allocated GPU resources, the GPUs have
enough processing power to handle this level of skew. From zipf 1.0 and up, however, the
static approach severely slows down the GPU join execution as the processing of the heavy
partitions leads to a straggling behavior. However, with our adaptive optimization, the
processing at each GPU can be done approximately at line rate (for the given distribution).
The efficiency of our approach can be also seen when comparing the adaptive runtime
to the dashed red line, which shows the theoretical optimal runtime given the overall
network skew resulting from some nodes receiving more tuples than others. With high
enough skew, the size of the largest partition dominates (i.e., it is larger than the uniform
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share per node) and thus the theoretical optimal runtime also increases since the skew
cannot be mitigated completely.

10.7 Related Work
Single-node Joins: .

Acceleration of single-node joins with GPUs has been a well-studied topic over the
last decade [45, 46, 48, 65, 88, 89, 114, 115]. Sioulas et al. [122] investigated how to
best utilize the GPU hardware for a single-node join by implementing and evaluating a
range of different joins while considering different scenarios for tables larger than GPU
memory. However, when tables do not fit on the GPU, the slow PCIe interconnect limits
the performance when compared to a CPU-only baseline.

More recent work evaluated larger-than-memory single-node joins on multi-GPU
setups [114]. Lutz et al. [88, 89] evaluated the transfer bottleneck of GPU-accelerated
single-node joins against the faster interconnect NVLink 2.0. They found that such
interconnects can greatly increase the performance of the GPUs as co-processors both
for joins smaller and larger than GPU memory. An interesting future route would be to
combine GPUDirect and NVLink. However, currently RDMA NICs are only available
with PCIe, and GPUDirect cannot be combined with Nvidia’s interconnect NVLink.

Another approach by Shanbhag et al. [119] aims to remove the transfer overhead to the
GPU by instead using the GPU as the main processor by storing the working set directly
on the GPU. In this setup, analytical processing on the GPU greatly outperforms the
CPU but still restricts the total working set sizes for main-memory DBMSs. Targeting a
similar setup with GPUs as the main processor, Paul et al. [107] focuses on optimizing
the communication paths of transfers between multiple GPUs through their multi-hop
algorithm to maximize the cross-sectional bandwidth between GPUs.
Distributed Joins: . In the context of high-speed networks, join processing for scale-out
distributed DBMSs has been studied by a few works [9, 10, 38, 39]. Barthels et al. [10]
implemented a distributed radix hash join over RDMA networks by utilizing efficient
one-sided RDMA primitives. While the authors do not explore GPU-acceleration, many
findings of their work are still applicable, such as the efficiency of one-sided RDMA.

The approach by Guo et al. [43] is closest to our work, which also explores distributed
GPU joins over RDMA. However, they cover only more naive blocking GPU joins.
Moreover, they argue that remote transfer via GPUDirect from and to GPUs is less
efficient than using RDMA with CPUs. Our findings are, however, different. Initially,
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we observed the same unbalanced bandwidth characteristics for RDMA between GPUs
and CPUs. The reason for this is that when the NIC and GPU are not placed under the
same PCIe switch, a suboptimal performance can be observed as also reported in [44].

10.8 Conclusion & Future Work
In this paper, we present two novel join algorithms for accelerating distributed joins on
high-speed networks with GPUDirect RDMA. We show how our pipelined GPU join
can speed up distributed joins up to 2× over a state-of-the-art CPU-based join while
supporting arbitrary large probe-side tables. To accelerate joins with build-side tables
larger than the collective GPU memory, we present a hybrid join that transparently
leverages both GPUs and CPUs for joining the tables. In the context of complete queries,
we show that pipelining and the support of successive operations in our distributed GPU
join algorithm can additionally speed up the overall execution by up to 6× against a
non-accelerated CPU-only version.

In the future, we aim to explore the combination of also involving SSDs for very
data-heavy operations such as out-of-memory joins through GPUDirect Storage [97]
which allows the GPU to directly access storage without relying on the main-memory.
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Abstract
In this paper, we present a novel communication scheme called zero-sided RDMA,
enabling data exchange as a native network service using a programmable switch. In
contrast to one- or two-sided RDMA, in zero-sided RDMA, neither the sender nor the
receiver is actively involved in data exchange. Zero-sided RDMA thus enables efficient
RDMA-based data shuffling between heterogeneous hardware devices in a disaggregated
setup. In our initial evaluation, we show that zero-sided RDMA can outperform existing
one-sided RDMA-based schemes due to offloading the coordination to the network and
new optimizations that are only possible by coordinating the data exchange on the switch.
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Figure 11.1: Zero-sided RDMA. The switch transfers items using RDMA from the pro-
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queues via local memory, without the need for any communication primi-
tives.

11.1 Introduction

In the past decade, the landscape of DBMSs has undergone significant transformation.
Notably, there has been a shift towards disaggregation, separating different resources
such as compute and storage or accelerator pools from traditional compute [11, 28, 81,
131]. This approach offers improved resource utilization, as each resource can be scaled
independently based on demand. However, it also means that the network has become
more critical for data access, which has led to a significant focus on reducing the cost
of data transfers. To this end, there has been considerable attention on developing fast
network and kernel bypass libraries.

A technology that is thus often used in cloud data center networks is Remote Direct
Memory Access (RDMA). RDMA has been shown to provide state-of-the-art performance
for many different database components such as operators [10, 126], concurrency control
[28] and storage layer [154]. One advantage of RDMA is the availability of one-sided
primitives, namely READ and WRITE operations. These primitives solely involve the
CPU of the initiator node, rather than the target node. As a result, nodes can read from
and write to remote memory locations without requiring the remote CPU to be actively
involved, as the remote NIC handles the read and write operations. This offloading of
network overhead to the NIC enables efficient scaling and improved performance [156].

A prominent development in the field of databases is the incorporation of heterogeneous
hardware accelerators such as GPUs [88] and FPGAs [75]. This trend is a response to the
performance stagnation of CPUs due to the end of Moore’s Law and Dennard Scaling. It
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is anticipated that CPUs will eventually be unsuitable for data processing as specialized
hardware can provide superior performance and power efficiency [95].

Today, in distributed setups, accelerators such as GPUs and FPGAs typically need to be
coupled with a CPU which is responsible for the control and communication over RDMA.
This approach, however, limits the acceleration potential due to the CPU involvement in
the control flow which can lead to under-utilized devices and sub-optimal performance
[128]. Moreover, coupling CPUs and accelerators can also lead to underutilized CPUs if
they only need to handle communication between devices.

However, moving the control flow and providing efficient communication between
specialized hardware devices without involving the CPU as an intermediate step for the
control path is a non-trivial task for two reasons: (1) The availability of the communication
primitives (e.g., one-sided RDMA) might not be available for the given hardware, and
(2) implementing the complete communication logic is intricate and likely varies for each
hardware type. Moreover, this consumes compute resources that could otherwise be
utilized for processing.

We argue that devices will continue to grow increasingly heterogeneous in the future,
and the demand for device disaggregation and interconnection will increase. In this
paper, we thus address the resulting challenge of enabling efficient communication between
diverse specialized hardware devices without the complexity that arises from implementing
RDMA communication schemes on these devices for a wide range of architectures. Instead,
our approach fully offloads the communication logic to the network, making it unnecessary
to port communication primitives to each specialized hardware device.

The main idea of offloading the communication logic to the network is that the switch
acts as a coordinator of data transfers; i.e., it issues RDMA READs to a sender and
rewrites the read response into an RDMA WRITE for the receiver using the programmable
data plane of the switch. Since this does not incur any involvement of neither the sender
nor receiver, we term this communication scheme zero-sided RDMA. A programmable
switch presents an excellent choice for implementing a zero-sided communication scheme
due to its central placement which allows it to optimally schedule data transfers. In
addition, switches are able to process at the aggregated line-rate of all connected devices
and thus provide a scalable solution to zero-sided RDMA, as we show in our evaluation.
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11.2 Zero-sided RDMA
The overall flow of transferring a data item using zero-sided RDMA is illustrated in Fig-
ure 11.1. The core abstraction of zero-sided RDMA is a circular queue buffer implemented
on both the producer- and consumer-side of a unidirectional communication channel. The
design goal of the queues is to allow processing units (PUs) to push and pop items with
only simple local memory operations while the switch transfers data fully asynchronously
without any sender/receiver PU involvement. By handling communication centrally
on the switch, communication patterns can be realized efficiently without coordination
between PUs.
Communication Scheme & Adaptive Batching. For communication, we mirror
the state of the producer and consumer queues (head and tail pointers) as state on the
switch to know when a producer has an item to send and whether the consumer has free
space. To transfer an item, (1) the switch first issues an RDMA READ on the producer.
(2) The READ response is then converted on the switch into an RDMA WRITE and (3)
written into the next free slot at the consumer. When converting a READ response into
a WRITE request, the switch does not need to buffer or modify the data payload but
changes the RDMA header on-the-fly in the data plane. (4) After the RDMA WRITE
is acknowledged by the remote NIC, the head and tail pointers of the producer and
consumer queues are updated accordingly. For transferring data, the switch polls the
state of the producer and consumer queues at configurable intervals to detect whenever
a producer has new items or the consumer has consumed items. Since the producer
might have written multiple items to its queue between the reads to the head-pointer
by the switch, we apply adaptive batching such that all available items that fit into the
consumer queue are transferred in one big RDMA READ in step (1).
Reliable Transport & Congestion Control. An advantage of offloading the zero-
sided communication scheme entirely into the switch’s data plane is that the switch can
handle line-rate data transfers between connected devices in a scalable manner [60, 61].
For coordination, the packet processing pipeline of the switch maintains the state in
registers. We store the necessary state to adhere to the RDMA protocol and the state
required to manage the queues of the PUs. During the initialization of the communication
channel, the switch sets up reliable RDMA connections to each PU.

For ensuring reliable transport, RDMA uses sequence numbers and acknowledges each
request to ensure the reliability of the transport and to be resilient to drops in the
network. If a drop occurs, the switch detects it through a configurable timeout or gaps in
the sequence numbers and subsequently reissues the data-transfer request (i.e., RDMA
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READ on the producer device). However, if the drop happened in the last step (step 4 in
Figure 11.1), the previously successful data transfer is not reissued and only the RDMA
WRITEs of head and tail pointers are resent.

Furthermore, to handle incast scenarios (e.g. two senders with 2x bandwidth and
a receiver with 1x bandwidth), we integrate congestion control into our zero-sided
communication scheme on the switch. The switch emits explicit congestion notifications
whenever a link becomes congested, similar to RoCEv2 [104]. When the NIC of the
producer receives the congestion notification, it throttles down the rate of outgoing
packets.
Hardware Requirements. Finally, zero-sided RDMA can easily be used by many
heterogeneous devices since only a few requirements must hold for participating in
zero-sided RDMA: (1) the device must have memory in which to store the queue data
structure, (2) the memory must be accessible by an off-the-shelf RDMA-enabled NIC
and (3) the memory consistency model must ensure that a write to an item and the
subsequent update to the head pointer is executed in order (which is commonly the case).

Contrary to technologies like NVLink that are used for GPU communication, zero-sided
RDMA communication can stretch across a variety of different processing units and is
not limited to a vendor specific extension.
Integration with the DBMS. The DBMS query scheduler and optimizer are responsible
for devising an execution plan and mapping the plan to different PUs. This entails sending
the parameters of each queue, along with lists of producers and consumers, to the switch.
The switch establishes direct RDMA connections with all producers and consumers. As
soon as all connections are set up, the switch will initiate the data transfers.

When a producer completes its tasks, it tears down the RDMA connection. After the
tear down of all producer connections for a given flow, the switch cleans up and tears
down the consumer-side connection.

11.3 Initial Results
We evaluate our zero-sided RDMA communication scheme in a cluster of 4 nodes, each
with an Nvidia V100 GPU and connected to an Intel Tofino 1 switch via 100G ConnectX-5
NICs with RoCEv2.

In Figure 11.2a, we compare the bandwidth of zero-sided data transfers directly from
one GPU to another with a CPU-driven scheme where the CPU drives the commu-
nication between the GPUs using one-sided RDMA. This baseline is a common GPU
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communication scheme where a CPU launches GPU kernels and subsequently initiates
data transfers directly from local to remote GPU memory using GPUDirect [98]. To
show the scalability of both setups, we increase the number of concurrent RDMA queues
on the sender/receiver. We see that zero-sided RDMA is superior in performance. This
is due to two factors: The producer GPU can process data without CPU involvement or
synchronization. Secondly, our zero-sided scheme applies adaptive batching of multiple
items into larger data transfers. Moreover, with additional queues, the zero-sided design
achieves maximum performance earlier since the switch does not limit the scalability
due to its processing model, unlike CPU-driven designs. In contrast, kernel launch and
synchronization overhead limit the baseline’s performance.

In Figure 11.2b, we report the data bandwidth for a GPU-to-GPU shuffle scenario
while scaling out across multiple nodes. We use item sizes of 512KiB and execute 2 GPU
kernels for producers and 2 for consumers on each GPU node. The producers shuffle data
to all consumers on all nodes using zero-sided RDMA. After launching the GPU kernel no
additional CPU or GPU cycles of the host system are spent on executing communication
primitives. A benefit of the zero-sided approach is that each PU connects directly to the
switch. This way, connection complexity is reduced because consumers can receive data
from multiple producers through a single in-going connection (i.e., one RDMA queue)
instead of separate ones. The observed bandwidth increases near-linearly for each added
node because the switch handles all data transfers for each queue independently.
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For shuffle scenarios with more queue end-points, our prototype implemented on the
Intel Tofino 1 switch can handle thousands of queues in parallel due to its pipeline
processing model without compromising performance.

11.4 Future Work
We envision a range of different extensions to our zero-sided communication scheme for
supporting and offloading typical use cases. With the centralized position of the switch,
a set of ample opportunities for DBMSs exist which we iterate next.
Load Balancing & Elasticity. Distributing work evenly across processing units in
a distributed DBMS is non-trivial given unforeseen network congestion or processing
contention. Multiple schemes have been devised to overcome this [31, 77, 155], which
require additional coordination overhead, e.g., through work-stealing or a centralized
server-side dispatcher. However, we envision directly supporting zero-sided load balancing
by letting the switch initiate data transfers from multiple producers to multiple consumers,
where each consumer processes and consumes items at its own speed without any need
for coordination.

A natural extension to load balancing is elasticity, allowing to adjust computational
resources by modifying the number of producers or consumers during runtime, thereby
enabling the system to scale up or down as per demand. In zero-sided RDMA, the switch
assumes the sole responsibility of driving data transfers with the capability to add or
remove producers or consumers as needed without additional synchronization between
the participants.
Quality of Service. Ensuring a certain quality of service or prioritization of parts
of the network traffic (e.g., for a time-critical query) is hard as Priority-based Flow
Control (PFC) requires network reconfiguration and only provides a means of prioritizing
different classes of traffic. As such, PFC does not allow setting fine-grained prioritization
(e.g., for each sending queue) and adapting these settings at runtime. Therefore, we
envision extending our zero-sided communication scheme with fine-grained (per-queue)
configurations to be able to ensure that a queue gets a certain slice of the network
bandwidth. Specifically, we can achieve this by using explicit congestion notifications1 in
the switch to control the share of the network given to each flow.
Zero-sided Multicast. Multicast has multiple applications in distributed DBMS such
as replicated joins [126] or state replication [51, 82] for providing availability. Our aim

1These notifications are supported e.g. by RoCEv2.
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is to integrate zero-sided multicast capabilities, such that in a flow between multiple
producers and consumers, all consumers will receive the same data generated by the
producers. This approach would greatly improve on the existing capabilities of RDMA
multicast which is only supported through unreliable transport and two-sided verbs which
comes with the cost of higher CPU overhead at the communication endpoints due to the
two-sided communication and the cost of ensuring reliability.

With the centralized switch approach, the switch can not only support multicast by
replicating packets in the egress pipeline but also ensure that the data items replicated
to all consumers will be globally ordered. Traditionally, effects like reordering of packets
in the network can cause the received data at each consumer to observe a different
order. However, as our zero-sided approach transfers data sequentially with separate
acknowledgments, we are able to ensure globally ordered data transfers to all consumers
without introducing any compute or coordination overhead on the producer or consumer
side.
Integration of Heterogeneous Devices. Ultimately, we plan to build a CPU-less
DBMS that uses zero-sided RDMA to span across diverse heterogeneous devices, showing
the benefit of network-driven communication. As such, we aim to demonstrate the
benefits of zero-sided communication with other hardware accelerators such as FPGAs.
While existing RDMA libraries already exist for FPGA-based SmartNICs, the benefit of
zero-sided RDMA communication is that only a small subset of the RDMA stack needs
to be supported by the FPGA. In fact, if combining an FPGA with an RDMA-NIC,
the RDMA stack can be completely avoided when using zero-sided RDMA. In addition,
the communication and coordination logic is offloaded from the device which frees up
valuable FPGA resources and significantly reduces engineering effort.
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Abstract

In this paper, we present a novel communication scheme called zero-sided RDMA, enabling
data exchange as a native network service using a programmable switch. In contrast to
one- or two-sided RDMA, in zero-sided RDMA, neither the sender nor the receiver is
actively involved in data exchange. Zero-sided RDMA thus enables efficient RDMA-based
data shuffling between heterogeneous hardware devices in a disaggregated setup without
the need to implement a complete RDMA stack on each heterogeneous device or the
need for a CPU that is co-located with the accelerator to coordinate the data transfer.
As such, we think that zero-sided RDMA is a major building block to make efficient
use of heterogeneous accelerators in future cloud DBMSs. In our evaluation, we show
that zero-sided RDMA can outperform existing one-sided RDMA-based schemes for
accelerator-to-accelerator communication and thus speed up typical distributed database
operations such as joins.
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Figure 12.1: Motivating examples of using zero-sided RDMA for a GPU-to-GPU shuffle of
4KiB data items. (a) Zero-sided RDMA provides equal or better performance
than traditional CPU-based schemes without the need of co-locating a CPU
per accelerator. (b) Zero-sided RDMA enables seamless load balancing of
data transfers in case accelerators consume data at different speeds.

12.1 Introduction
Disaggregation and the need for RDMA. In the past decade, cloud computing and
the landscape of database systems have undergone a significant transformation. Notably,
there has been a shift towards disaggregation, separating compute and storage or even
accelerator pools from traditional compute [11, 28, 81, 131] because disaggregation offers
improved resource utilization, as each resource can be scaled independently based on
demand. This trend has been transformative for cloud-native DBMSs, which all build
on top of such disaggregated architectures. Since, in disaggregated architectures, the
rate at which data can be moved across nodes is one of the most important factors to
performance, there has been considerable attention on developing fast network solutions.
Remote Direct Memory Access (RDMA) is deployed by major cloud vendors to enable
efficient resource disaggregation [5, 118]. In database use cases, RDMA has successfully
improved the performance for distributed join operators [10, 126], reduced the cost of
concurrency control [28], and made storage access [154] possible at unprecedented speeds.

The need for heterogeneous compute. Another significant trend in cloud data
centers is that, in response to the performance stagnation of CPUs due to the end of
Moore’s Law and Dennard Scaling, heterogeneous accelerators are becoming common-
place as an alternative to CPU-based compute resources [95]. Accelerators have been
shown to provide significant speed-ups for DBMS workloads [75, 88]. However, looking
ahead, a major question for future cloud DBMSs is how to efficiently use disaggregated
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heterogeneous compute resources such as GPUs or FPGAs. Similar to disaggregated
CPU-based compute resources, these accelerators should be deployed as network-attached
accelerator pools, but today this is not the case. Accelerators depend on the presence of
a host CPU for both control and moving data in and out of the accelerator. As we show
in this work, if we continue to keep the CPU on the critical path of data movement, we
will not be able to take advantage of fast networks and RDMA-based communication.
Instead, we propose zero-sided RDMA as a solution to remove the CPU from the critical
path and enable efficient accelerator-to-accelerator data movement powered by a smart
switch.

The pitfalls of RDMA today for accelerators. To explain how zero-sided RDMA
works, it is important to see how RDMA involves CPUs today. In addition to two-sided
operation, where the CPUs of both the sender and receiver nodes are involved, it already
offers one-sided primitives, namely READ and WRITE operations. These primitives
solely involve the CPU of the initiator node rather than the target node. As a result,
nodes can read from and write to remote memory locations without requiring the remote
CPU to be actively involved, as the remote NIC handles the read and write operations.
This offloading of network overhead to the NIC enables efficient scaling and improved
performance [156]. However, if we want to fully utilize accelerators in the cloud, the
involvement of CPUs, even if just on the sender side, will lead to bottlenecks (as seen in
Figure 12.1a, multiple CPU cores need to be dedicated to coordinating data transfers).

Accelerator-driven RDMA as an alternative? One way to remove the CPU would
be to implement RDMA-based operations directly on the accelerators. Even though this is
technically possible [73], it is challenging for the following reasons: (1) RDMA primitives,
such as one-sided RDMA verbs, might not be available for a given accelerator, requiring
a full RDMA stack to be implemented per accelerator type. Beyond the engineering cost,
the additional problem is that executing communication logic on specialized hardware
devices consumes compute resources that could otherwise be utilized for processing. (2)
Implementing advanced RDMA-based communication schemes, such as many-to-many
data shuffling or multicast, on top of the RDMA stack on each accelerator type requires
re-implementing features and has different challenges and limitations on each hardware
type.

The case for network-driven RDMA. To remove the CPU from the critical path
of performance and to reduce the engineering effort in disaggregated accelerators, in this
work, we propose a novel network-driven scheme where neither a CPU co-located with an
accelerator is actively needed nor the GPU/FPGA has to implement the RDMA stack.
Our approach fully offloads the RDMA stack and the RDMA-based communication
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logic between devices to the network, particularly to a programmable switch. The main
idea of offloading the communication logic to the network is that the switch acts as a
coordinator of data transfers; i.e., it issues an RDMA READ to a sender and rewrites
the read response into an RDMA WRITE for the receiver using the programmable data
plane of the switch. Since this does not involve the sender or receiver actively, we term
this communication scheme zero-sided RDMA.

Why use a programmable switch? To implement zero-sided RDMA, a pro-
grammable switch presents an excellent choice due to its placement as an intermediate
in the network, which allows it to support complex data transfer operations, such as
distributed data shuffling used in databases, and optimally schedule data transfers. Impor-
tant is that zero-sided RDMA is not limited to point-to-point communication (1:1) and,
as we show later in this paper, we can support various communication flows for common
distributed data management use cases, namely N:M shuffles, as well as complex dis-
tributed operations such as network-driven reliable multicast or seamless load-balancing.
From a complexity perspective, this is much more efficient than implementing the RDMA
stack and shuffling logic in each instance of an accelerator (i.e., FPGA, GPU). Finally,
switches can process at the aggregated line-rate of all connected devices [60] and thus
provide a scalable solution to zero-sided RDMA, as we show in our evaluation.

Motivating examples. Figure 12.1 shows the main benefits of our novel switch-driven
scheme that uses zero-sided RDMA for data transfers. First, compared to the CPU-driven
scheme (Figure 12.1a), zero-sided RDMA can achieve close to the maximum network
bandwidth without requiring a co-located CPU per accelerator. In fact, the CPU-driven
scheme requires multiple CPU cores to achieve the same bandwidth for transferring
messages. Moreover, zero-sided RDMA provides many other benefits, such as seamless
load-balancing (Figure 12.1b). Load-balancing is important if multiple (heterogenous)
receivers consume data while one of the receivers is slower than the others. As we later
discuss, our switch-driven scheme can detect such cases by monitoring the progress of a
data shuffle and seamlessly redistributing data.

Relevance for DBMSs & contributions. The database community continuously
seeks ways to adapt to the complexities of disaggregation and the integration of RDMA
with diverse accelerators. In this context, zero-sided RDMA presents a practical solution
by enabling network-driven data transfers between heterogeneous accelerators in DBMSs.
We evaluate our idea on specific DBMS use cases focusing on OLAP scenarios, including
data shuffling (i.e., 1:1, N:M), a core task in distributed query processing. In addition to
the chosen shuffle scenarios, zero-sided RDMA can be applied to many more, including
data replication or efficient data transfers in disaggregated databases to and from compute.
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As our experimental results on latency indicate, it will be possible in the future to extend
zero-sided RDMA to also support latency-critical distributed workloads beyond OLAP,
such as OLTP or data streaming.

In summary, our work on zero-sided RDMA brings the following contributions: (1) First,
we introduce our novel network-driven communication scheme — zero-sided RDMA —
which allows efficient accelerator-to-accelerator communication without CPU involvement.
(2) We use zero-sided RDMA to implement a network-driven data shuffling operator for
distributed DBMS use cases. We demonstrate that it achieves line-rate performance for
different communication patterns (i.e., 1:1, N:M shuffles). (3) We showcase how complex
communications schemes, such as globally-ordered replication and load-balancing for
multi-producer to multi-consumer, can be implemented efficiently in zero-sided RDMA.
(4) Finally, we evaluate zero-sided RDMA through a set of DBMS-centric scenarios, such
as a distributed TPC-H query, shuffling, and a distributed join, as well as using zero-sided
RDMA for two different types of accelerators: GPUs and FPGAs.

12.2 Background
12.2.1 Remote Direct Memory Access (RDMA)

RDMA has become the state-of-the-art communication method for distributed data-
processing systems over high-speed networks [11, 138, 147, 148, 157]. Its main benefit is
that it removes the overhead of traditional kernel-space network stacks such as TCP/IP.
Major cloud vendors have already adopted RDMA in their pursuit of faster networking
with little CPU overhead. An example of this is Microsoft Azure which reports that
already around 70% of internal ToR traffic is RDMA [5].

Communication schemes in RDMA can be categorized as one-sided (READ / WRITE)
or two-sided (SEND / RECEIVE) operations, which refer to the involvement of the sender
and receiver in the communication. For one-sided operations, only the sender is actively
involved and thus has to decide where the data should be placed on the remote node.
With two-sided operations, also the receiver is actively involved in the communication
and decides where to place data by issuing RECEIVE requests before SEND requests
can be issued on the sender side. This simplifies remote memory management.

Especially the one-sided RDMA operations have seen high adoption in distributed data
processing systems since they allow sender nodes to write into remote memory directly
fully bypassing CPU cores of the receiving nodes [10, 156]. However, even with one-sided
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Figure 12.2: Network-driven communication with zero-sided RDMA vs. alternative
communication schemes. (a) In a CPU-driven scheme 1©, the CPU is
responsible for carrying out the communication. In the accelerator-driven
scheme 2©, the RDMA stack is realized directly on the accelerator. With
zero-sided RDMA 3©, the RDMA stack and communication scheme are
fully offloaded into the network, removing the need for CPUs, while only
one RDMA stack (e.g., on the switch) is needed. (b) In zero-sided RDMA,
producers/consumers interact only with their buffers in local memory. The
switch reads items from the sender buffer (step 1) and moves them to the
receiver buffer (step 3) by converting RDMA READS into WRITES (step 2).
The switch coordinates the communication using head/tail pointers (step 4).
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RDMA, achieving direct accelerator-to-accelerator communication is often not possible or
infeasible. As such, the communication control flow must be relayed over the CPU [128].

Finally, to understand our zero-sided RDMA contribution, which directly processes
RDMA traffic in the network layer, we want to mention that RDMA communication can
run over different transport types, such as Reliable Connection or Unreliable Datagram.
The most commonly used transport is the Reliable Connection which requires stateful
connections between any end-points. The reliability is provided through acknowledg-
ments and re-transmissions. While Unreliable Datagram has the lowest complexity
and overhead, most systems require reliable data transfers and need to implement it
manually in the application with added CPU overhead [66, 68]. In addition, Unreliable
Datagram only supports two-sided operations. In this paper, we exclusively use Reliable
RDMA Connections, as one-sided operations are essential to achieving network-initiated
communication, and reliability is vital for most systems.

12.2.2 Programmable Switches

Programmable switches have gained traction in data centers for many years. Unlike tradi-
tional fixed-function switches, they offer flexible, line-rate packet processing capabilities of
up to billions of packets per second. These are primarily attributed to the programmable
packet processing pipeline. In networking, the control plane and data plane are two
fundamental components that handle different responsibilities. The control plane, usually
running on a CPU, is the brain of the network device, making decisions about where
traffic should be directed. In contrast, the data plane is responsible for to carry out
actual operations on network packets and routing traffic to different destinations.

The programmability of the data plane is given by utilizing a reconfigurable architecture
based on match-action tables, extending the utility of switches beyond data routing
to include the offloading of application logic via customized match-action rules. The
programming of this data plane predominantly employs P4 (Programming Protocol-
Independent Packet Processors) [16], a high-level language that allows users to draft
match-action rules to define packet processing in the data plane. Initially conceived for
programmable network switches, P4 is now applicable to numerous systems that process
packets, including SmartNICs and FPGAs. P4 programs, in general, manipulate packet
headers and specify their rewriting while adopting a C-like syntax without allowing
complex constructs such as pointers, floating-point numbers, or loops for line-rate
processing. Besides these constraints, however, many new opportunities can be used
when engineering new algorithms for this platform. The most important thing to note is
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that every compiled P4 program can run at line-rate in the switch, which is an important
aspect of implementing zero-sided RDMA in the switch.

12.3 Overview of Zero-sided RDMA
12.3.1 Why Network-driven Communication?

Hardware accelerators are increasingly used for data-intensive processing tasks as they
provide very high processing power compared to the stagnating performance of CPUs.
As such, a lot of work is put into incorporating accelerators such as GPUs and FPGAs
into DBMS [33, 119, 123]. However, when considering the trend of disaggregation and
the adoption of fast RDMA-capable networks in data centers, the challenge of bringing
these two trends together is of growing importance.

CPU-driven data shuffling. When looking at how distributed accelerator com-
munication is typically done today, we see that it is predominantly CPU-driven. We
illustrate this in 1© in Figure 12.2a. Here, the CPU handles communication control flow
while processing tasks are offloaded to the accelerators. This design makes sense because
accelerators are typically built with specific processing tasks in mind and do not cope well
with the control-flow-heavy type of communication handling, and in addition, the RDMA
library stack is readily available and built for the CPU. However, this configuration
causes a tighter coupling between the CPU and accelerator, which can hinder accelerator
utilization due to stalling and CPU-to-accelerator communication overhead. At the
same time, it increases the CPU load, which can be substantial considering the task of
saturating fast networks and accelerator processing.

Accelerator-driven data shuffling. A common solution in related work to overcome
the limitation of design 1© is to implement the RDMA stack (i.e., libibverbs library)
directly in the accelerators as illustrated in 2© in Figure 12.2a. This allows the accelerators
to directly execute RDMA and communicate over the network without CPU involvement
[1, 26, 73]. While this approach has strong merits as it removes the strong coupling
between the CPU and accelerator, we argue that in many cases, such a configuration might
be suboptimal or even impossible for the following reasons: (1) As previously mentioned,
accelerators are built with a specific processing architecture, e.g., the massively parallel
SIMT execution model by GPUs. Therefore, they might perform very poorly on the
control-heavy and often non-parallelizable task of coordinating the communication. (2)
In many cases, the RDMA stack might not even be available for a particular type of
accelerator. Developing a new RDMA stack requires high efforts that not only slow down
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the adoption of accelerators in data centers but might also consume a significant fraction
of the available hardware resources on accelerators. This is in particular problematic
for FPGAs since this limits how much resources are available for the actual application.
(3) Realizing distributed operations, such as shuffling, with one-sided RDMA on an
accelerator is non-trivial and requires the re-implementation of the same logic for each
accelerator type leading to increased system complexity.

Network-driven data shuffling. For these reasons, it is a highly complex task to
develop a communication system that relies on implementing the communication logic
directly in the heterogeneous accelerators. We take a different approach by separating the
data processing and communication logic by offloading the whole communication scheme
into the network. This overcomes the challenges mentioned above by taking away the
burden on the accelerator side and providing a clean separation of concerns. Moreover,
with programmability in the network, CPUs can be removed from the critical path of
communication between accelerators. Programmable network components typically come
in the form of SmartNICs or programmable switches. While both types can be used
to drive communication on behalf of the accelerator, a programmable switch has many
benefits over SmartNICs. Among these reasons is guaranteed line-rate processing for all
connected nodes and the possibility of realizing coordination-free communication schemes
due to the centralized position of the switch. We further discuss this in Section 12.6.3.

12.3.2 How Does Zero-sided RDMA Work?

Our approach to achieving zero-sided RDMA builds on the ability of the centralized
programmable switch to initiate and direct data traffic directly in the data-plane at the
aggregated line rate of all connected accelerators — called processing units (PUs) in the
sequel. By placing the communication scheme in the switch data-plane, the switch can
initiate one-sided RDMA operations (READ & WRITE) to PUs. At the same time, the
PUs are completely oblivious to the network communication scheme, which not only has
the benefit that the PUs do not have to issue communication primitives actively but also
removes the distributed coordination for communication flows such as data shuffling or
even replication.

Communication abstractions. On the side of the PUs (i.e., accelerators), a circular
buffer is the core abstraction to participate in zero-sided RDMA data transfers. The
design goal of the buffer is to allow PUs to push and pop items with only simple local
memory operations while the switch transfers data fully asynchronously without any
sender/receiver PU involvement. The coordination between the switch and PU is handled
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Figure 12.3: Sequence of network packets for a switch-driven 1:1 data flow. The switch
transfers data by reading from the producer and converting the READ
response into a WRITE to persist the data in the consumer memory.

with two pointers to the buffer, a head and tail pointer. The head pointer indicates where
the next data item can be written, and the tail pointer indicates where the next data
item can be read.

Flow of data transfers. The overall flow of transferring a data item between one
producer and one consumer using zero-sided RDMA is illustrated in Figure 12.2b. The
switch mirrors the state of the producer and consumer buffers (head and tail pointers) to
know when a producer has an item to send and whether the consumer has free space. To
transfer an item, (1) the switch first issues an RDMA READ on data in the producer
buffer. (2) The READ response is then converted on the switch into an RDMA WRITE
and (3) written into the next free slot at the consumer. When converting a READ
response into a WRITE request, the switch does not need to buffer or modify the data
payload. (4) After the remote NIC acknowledges the RDMA WRITE, the head pointer
of the consumer is incremented to indicate the new item. The tail pointer is incremented
on the producer, which frees up the item in the buffer for reuse. We cover the detailed
design in Section 12.4 to enable zero-sided data transfers.

Hardware requirements. Zero-sided RDMA can easily be used by many hetero-
geneous devices since only a few requirements must hold for participating in zero-sided
RDMA: (1) the device must have memory in which to store the buffer data structure
(2x 4 bytes for head/tail pointers and memory for data items), (2) the memory must be
accessible by an off-the-shelf RDMA-enabled NIC and (3) the memory consistency model
must ensure that a write to an item and the subsequent update to the head pointer is
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executed in order. In the case of weaker consistency models (like GPUs and ARM CPUs),
memory fences can be used to ensure the ordering of writes. (4) In addition, to avoid
stale reads, accelerators with caches must ensure that local reads and writes to the head
and tail pointers of the buffer are directed to the RDMA-registered memory. For Nvidia
GPUs this is achievable with the volatile keyword. We support accelerators with both
little and big endianness. The switch processing pipeline operates in big-endian and as
such to support little-endian systems, we perform endian conversion (if needed) on the
switch in order to process the head and tail pointer values.

Software requirements. In order to enable zero-sided RDMA from the software
side, it must be possible to register the accelerator memory of the zero-sided buffers to
the RDMA-enabled NIC and establish an RDMA connection between the switch and
PU. This is not a performance-critical task and only has to be done once in the setup
phase. Hence, a rather small CPU is sufficient to carry out these management-related
tasks. Important is that this CPU is not involved in the actual data transfers.

As an example, we discuss the details to enable zero-sided RDMA for an FPGA (or
any other PCIe device): The memory of an FPGA can be exposed through a PCIe bar
register and registered to the RDMA NIC. Registering external memory of PCIe devices
as RDMA-enabled memory is supported by the libibverbs library using PeerDirect
[100]. This requires a kernel driver that implements peer_memory_client [90] for the
given device. With that, the RDMA NIC can directly access the FPGA’s memory through
PCIe without the involvement of the CPU or operating system using peer-to-peer DMA.

12.3.3 Integration into a DBMS

We now cover the basic steps needed to integrate zero-sided RDMA into DBMSs. The
most important question is when a zero-sided communication flow between accelerators
is set up and torn down in a DBMS. Moreover, other important aspects of cloud DBMS
are the support for elasticity of flows as well as the use of zero-sided RDMA in different
DBMS architectures.

Setting up and tearing down zero-sided flows. Here, different variants are
possible. One variant is that the communication flows are instantiated when a DBMS
cluster is launched, and different buffers are reserved, allowing a cluster node to send
data to any other node. However, we also support variants where flows are instantiated
and deployed ad hoc. In such a scheme, before query execution, a coordinator node
(e.g., using a CPU) has to initialize the communication flow by setting up the buffers on
the processing units. Subsequently, it initializes the communication flow by sending the
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buffer locations to the switch. During execution, we stress that no involvement is needed
by the coordinator (i.e., no CPU is involved anymore). The switch handles the tear-down
of flows. Once it detects that all producers are finished, it propagates the information to
consumers and closes the RDMA connections.

Supporting elasticity in zero-sided flows. In order to support elasticity, we
additionally allow producers and consumers to seamlessly be added or removed anytime
from the communication flow during execution. We show an experiment for this in our
evaluation in Section 12.7. The benefit of switch-driven communication is that changes
to the communication flow will not incur any connection changes to already connected
processing units. In fact, in e.g., a load-balancing communication flow adding another
consumer at runtime will be completely oblivious to the producers.

Support for different DBMS architectures. Zero-sided RDMA integrates well
into common DBMS architectures such as shared-nothing and shared-storage. For shared-
nothing architectures, data is predominantly shuffled between nodes storing partitioned
tables. Zero-sided RDMA can effortlessly interconnect processing units through the
provided communication schemes while saving communication-related overhead and
complexity at the connected nodes. Shared-storage architectures are gaining traction in
the cloud due to their flexibility to scale in and out by placing tables on specific storage
devices. This architecture can also benefit a lot from zero-sided RDMA in the way that
it facilitates direct storage-to-accelerator communication.

12.4 Switch-driven Data Transfers

To realize zero-sided RDMA, we have to enable a switch-driven data transfer scheme
that transfers data from producers to consumers without their active involvement.

Core challenges of realizing zero-sided RDMA. A core challenge of realizing
zero-sided RDMA is to map the data transfer logic to the pipelined execution model of a
switch, which provides a limited set of instructions and memory per stage. In addition,
since all connected PUs are not directly connected to each other but are connected to the
switch, the switch must adhere to the exact protocol to be compliant with off-the-shelf
RDMA NICs. This includes managing stateful RDMA connections with reliability and
correctly propagating congestion- and flow-control information from the consumers to
the producers within the switch’s data-plane to guarantee execution at line-rate.
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The following explains how zero-sided RDMA can be implemented on the switch for
a 1:1 data transfer. In subsequent sections, we will explain how to extend zero-sided
RDMA to more complex flows (e.g., N:M flows or load balancing).

Overview of a 1:1 flow. The overall sequence of network messages for a data
transfer from a single producer to a single consumer is depicted in Figure 12.3. The
switch logic can be grouped into five steps: in 1©, the switch evaluates whether it is
possible to initiate a data transfer, next 2©, the response of the read, which can be in
multiple fragments, is rewritten into an RDMA WRITE to the consumer, in 3© the ACK
from the data write triggers a new RDMA WRITE to increment the head pointer of
the consumer buffer. In 4©, the tail pointer of the producer is incremented, and the
subsequent ACK packet 5© is recirculated back to the head of the switch processing
pipeline to step 1©. With that, the switch continuously evaluates whether it is possible
to issue a data transfer for a given producer-consumer pair. Recirculation is a technique
that virtually connects an output port in the switch with an input port, such that packets
can pass through the pipeline multiple times. This resembles a looping construct. We
initiate this main control loop per flow upon successful completion of the connection
setup of the PUs. In the following, we present how we initialize the data transfer in step
1© and rewrite the RDMA READ into an RDMA WRITE in step 2©. Furthermore, we
discuss which state is needed on the switch for achieving RDMA communication.

1© Initiating data transfers. As a first step ( 1© in Figure 12.3), the switch evaluates
whether it is possible to initiate a data transfer. The control flow for this step is
illustrated in Figure 12.4. The switch uses a pipelined processing model which operates
on a per-packet basis and executes logic in a sequence of stages. By accessing registers
and applying simple match-action-rules (i.e., actions can be arithmetic operations in each
stage), we can express the logic needed to decide whether a data transfer can be initiated
by letting a packet traverse the pipeline.

In the ingress pipeline, the switch first checks whether the producer has items in the
buffer to send and whether the consumer has space. If neither the producer has data nor
the consumer space available, the packet is recirculated. Recirculating the packet back to
the ingress is necessary because while-loops are not supported in the pipelined processing
model. We use unique indexes for all producers and consumers to identify a connection
between a specific producer & consumer and to access their respective registers, e.g.,
pointer values and packet-sequence numbers (PSNs). PSNs are used to detect missing
or duplicate packets. With that information, we can construct communication schemes
between multiple producers and consumers. We apply adaptive batching such that if a
producer has generated multiple items that fit into the consumer, all the items will be
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are executed sequentially.

transferred in one big RDMA READ. This optimization yields better efficiency as the
overhead from control messages is relatively reduced. If these checks pass, the packet
is forwarded to the egress pipeline, where necessary header fields are set to create an
RDMA READ request which adheres to the RDMA protocol.

2© Data payload rewrite. In the second step ( 2© in Figure 12.3), the read response,
containing the data payload to be transferred to the consumer, is streamed through
the switch. Here the switch rewrites the response of the RDMA READ into an RDMA
WRITE. Rewriting the RDMA operation type entails updating the relevant header
fields and making it adhere to the correct packet sequence numbers and virtual address
expected by the consumer. In terms of bandwidth consumption of the payload transfer
from the producer to the consumer, rewriting the RDMA READ into an RDMA WRITE
consumes the exact same bandwidth as a CPU-driven transfer would. Figure 12.3 step
2© shows this rewrite by the switch for three fragment transfers of a payload.

The read response might be fragmented into several packets if the payload exceeds 1024
bytes, as this is the default maximum payload size (MTU) for RoCEv2. The challenge
here is that each packet from the read response must be assigned a new packet sequence
number (PSN) according to the consumer connection. Instead of naively assigning new
PSNs to the RDMA WRITE packets in the order they arrive, we calculate an offset
between the producer-side and consumer-side sequence numbers such that our protocol is
resilient to any network reordering of fragments (e.g., a fragment with PSN 0x101 arrives
on the switch after fragment 0x102). As such, the assigned PSNs on the consumer side
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will correctly map to the right fragments, allowing the target consumer-side NIC to assert
the right order for the memory write.

Memory requirements on the switch. The programmable switch in zero-sided
RDMA does not need to buffer data items in its memory. This is because data transfers
are only initiated when there is enough free space in the consumer buffer in step 1©. In
fact, the switch only rewrites the headers of incoming packets in a streaming manner (at
line rate) such that data items are immediately transferred to the consumer’s buffer.

To enable zero-sided RDMA on the switch, we need to maintain the necessary metadata
information in the switch. We can group the state needed on the switch into the static
connection state which does not change during communication and the dynamically
changing state. For RDMA, the static connection state includes a remote key and
destination queue-pair number to identify the remote RDMA queue-pair, along with its
IP and MAC addresses. Since none of these header fields change during the course of
communication, we store this information in the static switch tables upon connection
setup. However, for the dynamically changing state, such as packet sequence numbers
(PSNs) and virtual remote addresses, we need to change these values on a per-packet
basis, and they need to be stored directly in registers on the data-plane. Since the switch
is in the middle of the communication channel between the PUs, the switch must maintain
PSNs and addresses for all connected end-points. In addition to the RDMA-specific state,
we also store the buffers’ head and tail pointer values in switch registers. This sums up
to around 50 bytes in register memory and around 700 bytes of static table data for one
producer-consumer pair connection. Concretely, more than 1500 concurrent flows can fit
on the first-generation Tofino switch which is typically sufficient for most single-rack use
cases. We estimate that with more recent programmable switches with longer pipelines
and bigger state, the number of supported concurrent flows will be substantially higher.

12.5 Complex Flows & Use Cases
12.5.1 N:M Data Shuffling

Data shuffling between multiple senders and receivers (i.e., an N:M shuffle) is very
common in typical distributed DBMSs, due to the need for re-partitioning of tables in,
e.g., distributed joins. However, these types of communication flows can be challenging
due to the connection complexity of many sender/receiver combinations, which typically
can even result in RDMA queue-pair cache thrashing on the NIC [28].
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With our centralized switch design, instead, we can reduce the connection complexity
significantly as each communication end-point is only connected to the switch. Specifically,
the switch can connect multiple producers to one consumer by handling the coordination
of multiple writers into the same consumer-side memory directly in the data-plane of the
switch. As such, at the consumer side, only one connection is needed for all incoming
data, which both reduces memory overhead and also has the benefit that the PU only
has to poll one memory location for incoming messages for multiple producers. In a
key-based shuffle flow with N producer end-points and M consumer end-points, where
each producer needs to send to multiple destinations based on, e.g., a join-key, we need
N × M producer-side buffers and connections. In contrast, on the consumer-side, only
M buffers are needed. The composition of client-side buffers and connections is shown in
Figure 12.5a.

To handle this coordination between multiple producers connected to one consumer, we
implement switch-side logic, which initiates data transfers for each producer separately in
a round-robin manner. While a round-robin scheme might seem inefficient at first glance,
the switch can iterate over a single producer in a matter of nanoseconds. As such, the
latency overhead of iterating each producer round-robin to detect when a data transfer
can be initiated is negligible, considering normal RDMA microsecond network latency.
Moreover, this scheme has the benefit that producers are treated fairly and ensures a fair
bandwidth share among producers.

12.5.2 Advanced Flows & Features

Switch-driven data transfers can also provide more advanced flows (i.e., load balancing,
replication) and features (i.e., fine-grained quality of service guarantees), which open up
interesting applications in cloud DBMSs.

Load balancing. Distributing work evenly across processing units in a distributed
DBMS is non-trivial, given unforeseen network congestion or processing contention.
Multiple schemes have been devised to overcome this [31, 77, 155], which require additional
coordination overhead, e.g., through work-stealing or a centralized server-side dispatcher.

With zero-sided RDMA, we provide a communication flow between N producers and
M consumers, providing automatic load balancing across all consumers. This flow is
realized without any form of producer- or consumer-side coordination since the switch will
transparently initiate the data transfers between producers and consumers. The overall
buffers and connections needed for this are only N + M as illustrated in Figure 12.5b.
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The key to achieving this communication flow is introducing consumer-specific thread-
like processing on the switch, where it is evaluated when a data transfer can be initiated
from any of the producers, essentially adapting the data transfer rate from all producers
to each consumer independently. We provide more details on how we realized this in
Section 12.6.1.

Replication with ordering. Lastly, zero-sided RDMA also provides a replication-
based communication flow in which items from each producer are multicasted out to all
consumers.

Multicast has many applications in distributed DBMSs, such as replicated joins [126],
or state replication [51, 82] for providing availability. While RDMA already has multicast
capabilities, it is only supported through the Unreliable Transport and two-sided verbs.
As such, it comes with the cost of higher CPU overhead at the communication endpoints
due to the two-sided communication and the cost of ensuring reliability. With zero-sided
RDMA, we realize replication without any coordination or computational involvement
on the processing units by initializing, steering, and multicasting the data directly in the
data-plane of the switch.

Traditionally, effects like reordering of packets in the network can cause the received
data at each consumer to observe a different order. However, as our zero-sided approach
transfers data sequentially with separate acknowledgments from each consumer, we can
ensure globally ordered data transfers to all consumers without introducing any overhead
at the processing units.

Fine-grained quality of service. Finally, another important aspect is that many
DBMSs wish to prioritize certain processing jobs or queries over unimportant background
jobs, e.g., to provide certain SLAs. However, ensuring a certain quality of service
(QoS) or prioritization of parts of the network traffic (e.g., for a time-critical query) is
hard to achieve as the available Priority-based Flow Control (PFC) requires network
reconfiguration and only provides a means of prioritizing different classes of traffic. As
such, PFC does not allow setting fine-grained prioritization (e.g., for each zero-sided
RDMA flow) and adapting these settings at runtime.

To address this, we allow systems to adjust the QoS on per-flow granularity. The
key to achieving this is to throttle down any zero-sided data transfers to a desired rate
through congestion control primitives native to RDMA over Converged Ethernet (RoCE).
With this feature, splitting up the available bandwidth for contending flows into any
ratio desired is trivial. We show the ability to do fine-grained flow prioritization later in
Section 12.7.2.
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12.5.3 Use Cases

Zero-sided RDMA offers DBMSs with easy-to-use flow abstractions that integrate well
into typical DBMSs use cases. We iterate a set of common use cases that can be trivially
realized with zero-sided RDMA over various hardware accelerators.

Distributed joins (OLAP). In analytical data processing, distributed joins account
for a substantial amount of the runtime as they have to shuffle big tables over the network.
Due to their popularity, they have seen a lot of work to accelerate with hardware devices
such as GPUs and FPGAs in the last decade [19, 88, 123]. Through our key-based
shuffle communication flow, we simplify the join implementation by abstracting away
all communication complexity from the processing unit. As such, the only task for the
processing unit is to execute the actual join logic, as the producer and consumer buffer
abstraction only has a few simple reads and writes into local memory for pushing or
popping items.

Scan operators (OLAP). Table scans with filters are an interesting operator to
accelerate due to their computational simplicity but high bandwidth demands, making
them a great fit for specialized accelerators that meet these demands. In disaggregated
compute and storage setups, it is often desirable to push down the table scan as close to
the data to reduce the amount of data to ship over the network. We argue that zero-sided
RDMA fits this use case well since the CPU can be completely avoided on storage nodes,
making it possible to directly interface with Near Data Processing devices which carry
out the table scan on the storage servers [132].

Replication (OLTP & OLAP). Lastly, with the zero-sided replication flow, we
trivially support use cases involving data replication. These entail database replication
[71], state-machine replication [51, 76, 82, 134], or even joins that rely on replication of
tables.

12.6 Implementation Details

In this section, we take a closer look at how we realized the more complex communication
flows involving load balancing or replication in N:M scenarios. We conclude with advanced
challenges and a discussion of alternative zero-sided implementations.
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12.6.1 Load Balancing and Replication

In the following, we take a look at a set of unique technical challenges when realizing
load balancing and replication on the switch.

Many-to-many load-balancing. First, we present how we realize load-balancing
between multiple producers to multiple consumers. This communication design aims to
enable an even distribution of data to the consumers based on their individual processing
speeds, without requiring any additional coordination or overhead at the processing units.
We cannot simply extend the 1:1 scheme by alternating between different consumers
because a single data transfer done by a switch thread can only saturate the bandwidth
of a single consumer. Therefore we identify two challenges associated with this flow
from the switch’s perspective: (1) ensuring efficient scaling in line with the number of
processing units, and (2) preventing race conditions that could occur due to simultaneous
data transfers.

To provide efficient scaling, we extend the switch threading mechanism (i.e., con-
tinuous packet recirculation after data transfers) to not only transfer data between a
specific producer-consumer combination but instead we spawn a switch thread packet
per consumer which each iterate over all producers for the communication flow. With
this, we can concurrently issue data transfers for each consumer. However, as previously
mentioned, it comes with the challenge of avoiding race conditions in the producer-side
switch registers. The reason for this is that the switch threads per consumer might try
to issue a data transfer from the same producer at the same time, which would result in
a race condition and inconsistent register state. To avoid this, we introduce a lock per
producer such that only one switch thread can initiate a data transfer from a producer
at any given time. We introduce this lock in a register of the switch pipeline and let each
switch thread test-and-set the producer lock. If a switch thread fails, it will recirculate
and try the next producer. If it succeeds, the lock will be taken, and a data transfer will
be initiated for the producer and consumer pair.

By employing this design, each switch thread, specific to a consumer, will aim to read
from all producers in a round-robin fashion. This ensures a fair distribution of data from
all producers to each consumer. Additionally, it allows each consumer to process and
remove data from its buffer at its own pace, independent of the other consumers.

Many-to-many replication. For the replication communication flow, the goal is
to do switch-driven multicast to all consumers without any overhead or coordination at
the processing units. The challenge here is twofold: (1) how to accumulate the global
minimum space available at all consumers and (2) how to ensure atomic & consistent
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transfer for all consumers. In our implementation, the replication of packets to be
multicasted happens between the ingress and egress of packets in the programmable
switch. Therefore any logic and state needed to modify packets specifically for each
consumer have to be placed in the stages of the egress pipeline.

Computing the global minimum buffer space available for all consumers cannot be
trivially implemented using a for-loop over the head and tail registers because a packet
can only access a specific register (e.g., all consumer head values) once per pipeline. To
work around this constraint, we recirculate a packet N − 1 times to accumulate the
minimum space over all consumers in the communication flow. The recirculating packet
contains a temporary header that stores the current consumer index and the minimum
space value between the pipeline passes. Once the head and tail values for the last
consumer have been read, the switch asserts that the current producer has something to
send and sends out the RDMA READ request. Each response fragment of the RDMA
READ is then multicasted N times (step 2© in Figure 12.3) and rewritten to RDMA
WRITEs that target the appropriate consumer buffer memory. These N write requests
generate N acknowledgments coming from each consumer connection. The switch then
counts all acknowledgments before it increases the consumer-heads. We accumulate all
acknowledgments to ensure that either all consumers see a new item or none of them in
case a drop occurred for a data transfer. Upon receiving the last ACK from write data,
the switch multicasts N times the Incr-Head RDMA WRITE to each consumer. After
receiving N acknowledgments as before, the switch increases the tail from the current
producer and starts the sequence again.

12.6.2 Further Challenges

The key to achieving zero-sided RDMA is that the PUs do not directly communicate;
instead, all communicate with the switch. This introduces unique challenges such as
handling of queue-pair state, ensuring reliability, and congestion control, which we will
address in this section.

Buffer-state updates. One challenge of zero-sided RDMA is how to propagate
the local buffer changes of PUs (i.e., when a producer pushes a new item or a consumer
frees an item) to the switch. The switch uses this information to determine when new
data transfers can be initiated. Here, there are two different mechanisms to consider:
poll-based or doorbell-based switch state updates. In the poll-based mechanism, the
switch polls the head and tail pointers of the PUs with RDMA READ operations issued
by the switch. This has the benefit that neither the producer nor the consumer has to
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execute any RDMA operations actively. However, it naturally comes with the downside
of added latency. To this end, we expose the polling interval as a configurable parameter
as it is very application specific what the requirements for latency or throughput are.
However, for PUs that already have the possibility of issuing RDMA WRITEs themselves
(e.g. a network-enabled FPGA or CPU), the doorbell-based mechanism allows PUs to
directly send out an update to the switch to indicate changes in their buffer state (i.e., new
items or free space). One could contend that now the PUs could potentially handle all
communication, taking charge of the communication scheme and data transfers. However,
doing so would negate the advantages of network-driven data transfers, which include
high-level communication flows such as load-balancing, replication, and the distinct
separation between control and data paths. While the introduction of an additional
doorbell mechanism might increase the complexity of the PUs it can significantly decrease
communication latency, as demonstrated in Section 12.7.1.

Ensuring reliability. While the RDMA Reliable Connection transport already
provides network reliability, since the switch is operating on the Data Link Layer (L2),
any packet can be dropped in the network, and it is up to the switch to adhere to
the RoCEv2 protocol [104] when this happens. In essence, any of the network packets
illustrated in Figure 12.3 can be dropped, which, without any further action, would
cause the data transfer to halt. If a drop occurs, the switch either detects it through a
configurable timeout or gaps in the sequence numbers. If the drop happened during data
transfers (i.e., step 2©), the switch reissues the data transfer request (i.e., RDMA READ
on the producer device). However, if the drop happened after receiving the ACK from
the data transfer from the consumer, the transfer was successful, and it only reissues the
subsequent RDMA WRITEs for the head and tail pointers.

Congestion control. Furthermore, to handle incast scenarios (e.g., two producer
nodes with 2x bandwidth and a consumer node with 1x bandwidth), we integrate
congestion control into our zero-sided communication scheme on the switch. The switch
emits explicit congestion notifications whenever a link becomes congested, similar to
RoCEv2. When the NIC of the producer receives the congestion notification, it throttles
down the rate of outgoing packets, removing the congestion bottleneck.

12.6.3 Discussion

Offloading the network communication from the hardware processing units can be realized
in different ways. We now discuss the centralized or decentralized approaches, compare
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their strengths and weaknesses, and subsequently touch on the possibility and challenges
of single vs. multi-rack setups.

Decentralized SmartNIC-driven approach. Instead of using the main CPU
to carry out the communication, an approach is to use a SmartNIC to issue RDMA
operations on behalf of the accelerator, such as the CPU-based Nvidia BlueField or FPGA-
based Mellanox Innova SmartNICs, or even FPGA-based SmartNICs that implement the
RDMA stack directly in the FPGA [73, 136].

The benefit is that a specialized compute unit embedded in the NIC carries out the
communication instead of the main CPU. Concrete examples of this approach are Lynx
[128] and FpgaNIC [136]. Lynx and FpgaNIC aim to enable direct GPU communication
by letting the GPU communicate without any CPU involvement or need for RDMA
operations directly on the GPU.

However, a decentralized SmartNIC-driven approach has several downsides. First,
realizing one-sided RDMA communication schemes is highly complex due to the dis-
tributed coordination for remote memory accesses. Adding to the fact that typical
CPU-based SmartNICs are too weak to saturate line-rate throughput for many scenarios
properly [124], SmartNIC-driven communication schemes are best realized on more
performance-efficient compute architectures such as FPGAs. This, in turn further adds
to the complexity when considering decentralized one-sided communication schemes.
Second, since a dedicated SmartNIC is needed per server, the hardware cost is directly
proportional to the number of servers. As the cost of a SmartNIC can be up to 10×
more expensive than a normal RDMA-enabled NIC for the same link speeds, the added
cost for a disaggregated solution is non-negligible.

Centralized programmable switch-driven approach. We argue that a switch-
driven design of direct accelerator communication is preferable. The reasons for this are:
First, a programmable switch provides the unique possibility of doing line-rate processing
for all connected nodes. In terms of realizing a zero-sided RDMA communication scheme,
the switch can natively scale out to full link throughput for all connected devices without
hitting any performance bottlenecks. Switch-driven communication is different from,
e.g., CPU-driven communication, where with increasingly faster networks, saturating
the throughput of just one link becomes increasingly difficult. Second, the centralized
position of the switch in the network allows us to realize communication flows (as
covered in Section 12.5) without expensive distributed coordination. Lastly, offloading
the communication onto a programmable switch with many ports results in a cheaper
overall hardware cost for typical scale-out solutions compared to decentralized per-server
solutions.
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Data center deployments. In many cloud deployments, the jobs for query
processing are scheduled on compute nodes within a single rack connected by a Top-
of-the-Rack (ToR) switch to increase locality [56, 145]. This is crucial for distributed
operators (e.g., joins) to have high all-to-all shuffle bandwidth.

In this paper we focus on a single-switch setup to mirror a typical rack setup but
cross-rack communication is supported by zero-sided RDMA out of the box. Regular
RDMA communication between end hosts (and initiated by end hosts) can be used
across racks, traversing multiple switches. This is the same for switch-initiated RDMA
traffic. Nontheless, there are several aspects left for future investigation: e.g., the added
latency between the switch and connected accelerator devices, asymmetric bandwidth,
and possible implications to congestion control. Moreover, with multi-switch setups, we
envision the possibility of graceful failover between switches in case of failures. This is
possible since the runtime state stored on each switch, e.g. fill-levels of the buffers and
connection state, can be recovered by reading them out from participating PUs.

Finally, a limiting factor for many in-network processing ideas is that data streams
are often encrypted in data centers, making payloads opaque to the processing element.
This is however not an issue for zero-sided RDMA: the switch does not need to read or
modify the payload of the transferred data items, but merely modifies the header and
forwards the packets.

12.7 Experimental Evaluation
With our zero-sided RDMA contribution, we mainly target distributed analytical work-
loads, which is the focus of the evaluation. We first evaluate the efficiency of zero-sided
RDMA through a set of microbenchmarks that vary in different performance-related
parameters. Subsequently, we investigate the benefit of switch-driven data transfers in
the context of distributed database systems by evaluating two DBMS use cases (i.e., a
distributed join and a full TPC-H query) using a disaggregated accelerator setup.

Setup and implementation. We evaluate our zero-sided RDMA communication
scheme in a cluster of 4 nodes running Ubuntu 18.04 LTS with Linux kernel 4.15.0. Each
node is equipped with an Intel(R) Xeon(R) Gold 5120 2.2GHz CPU, an Nvidia V100
GPU, and a Mellanox ConnectX-5 that is connected to an Intel Tofino switch [93] via
100G RoCEv2. Our code written in C++20 is compiled with gcc-12 and CUDA-12. The
switch’s control-plane logic is implemented in C++, and the switch’s data-plane logic is
implemented in P4 and compiled using Intel SDE-9.11.0 [53]. For all experiments, unless
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Figure 12.6: GPU-to-GPU transfer: Zero-sided RDMA vs. a CPU-driven one-sided
RDMA baselines for 1:1 GPU data transfer with persistent GPU kernels.
The CPU-driven baselines use 1 or 4 CPU cores; our approach does not use
the CPU.

otherwise stated, the polling-based mechanism is used for detecting new data items on
producers and fill-grade on consumers. The source-code is available at [57].

12.7.1 Efficiency of Zero-sided RDMA

Zero-sided vs. CPU-driven transfer (GPU-to-GPU). In this experiment, we
focus on accelerator-to-accelerator communication across two nodes. As accelerators
in this experiment, we use a homogeneous setup (GPU-to-GPU) to provide the same
execution speeds on all senders and receivers. At the end of the evaluation, we also show
heterogeneous setups with GPUs and FPGAs.

The data transfers for all variants in this experiment (i.e., CPU-driven and zero-
sided RDMA data transfers) are all directly from GPU-to-GPU without intermediate
copies over the main memory. Moreover, in both the CPU-driven baseline and our
zero-sided communication, we execute the exact same GPU kernels and use the same
buffer abstraction on the GPUs. However, for the CPU-driven baseline, we let the CPU
detect new items in the buffer and issue the RDMA data transfers on behalf of the
GPU. The GPU kernels are executed as persistent kernels to minimize any kernel launch
overhead for both variants.

Figure 12.6 shows the bandwidth between CPU-driven and network-driven communi-
cation in our experiment. The CPU-driven baseline issues asynchronous RDMA data
transfers and utilizes persistent GPU kernels to reduce synchronization overhead between
the CPU and the GPU. We report the data bandwidth for varying item sizes. In addition,
we test with a different number of parallel producer and consumer communication flows
to evaluate different communication loads of realistic scenarios (e.g., multiple concurrent
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Figure 12.7: GPU-to-GPU transfer: 1:1 GPU data transfer with adaptive batching for
different tuple sizes. Bigger batch sizes yield more efficient data transfers.

queries running at the same time or one query using multiple flows for intra-query
parallelization).

For small item sizes (4 KiB), we can see that multiple CPU cores are necessary
to achieve comparable performance to the zero-sided approach when increasing the
concurrent flows. In fact, with small item sizes, one CPU core is not sufficient to handle
all flows (see the red bar in Figure 12.6, left-hand-side). This indicates that even for
persistent GPU kernels that overcome the GPU kernel launch overhead data transfers
are inherently CPU bound. In our zero-sided approach, the switch instead handles all
flows completely independently and as such scales perfectly with the number of flows
without the need to use a dedicated CPU per flow as in the CPU-driven scheme (red and
green bars). Moreover, for the CPU-driven scheme and zero-sided RDMA, another effect
is that the communication overhead is reduced for larger item sizes, which enables higher
transfer bandwidths with fewer concurrent transfers.

Adaptive batching. In the next experiment, the main objective is to understand how
adaptive batching implemented in the switch can improve the performance of zero-sided
RDMA. This optimization mitigates the overhead of smaller transfers by seamlessly
grouping multiple items into a single transfer. We measured throughput across a variety
of batching factors and three distinct item sizes: 4 KiB, 64 KiB, and 1 MiB. The results
are depicted in Figure 12.7 and show how the data bandwidth is influenced by item-size
and batch-size. The results reveal that the use of adaptive batching can minimize the
overhead of smaller transfers. However, the effect of batching becomes less pronounced
as the item-size increases. This is because a data transfer only with one large item is
enough to almost saturate the network. The performance still increases slightly with
larger batches as the overhead of buffer head and tail pointer updates are amortized
further. However, choosing a too-large batch size can have detrimental effects on data
transfer latency, especially in scenarios with network congestion. The reason for this is
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Figure 12.8: GPU-to-GPU shuffle: Comparison of zero-sided RDMA GPU-to-GPU shuffle
bandwidth with NVSHMEM [103], that only allows GPU-to-GPU communi-
cation and requires custom coordination.

that larger data transfers will consist of a higher number of fragments, increasing the
probability that one fragment is lost and the data transfer has to be reissued. We found
that a batching size no larger than 4 MiB can help to saturate the available network
bandwidth even for just one producer and consumer, but at the same time performs very
stable under congestion.

Comparison with CPU-less shuffling (GPU-to-GPU). Shuffling data between
nodes is crucial for many distributed database operators such as joins or aggregation. In
Figure 12.8, we report the data bandwidth for a GPU-to-GPU shuffle scenario where we
compare against NVSHMEM (version 4.0.2) [103]. NVSHMEM is the only commercial
library that supports GPU-initiated data transfers to remove the CPU from the control-
path and is as such a comparable baseline to zero-sided RDMA. For the experiment, we
use the non-blocking PUT primitive of NVSHMEM for efficient one-sided data transfers.
We use item sizes of 512KiB and execute 2 shuffle kernels on each GPU node. After
launching the GPU kernels, no CPU cycles of the host system are spent on communication
primitives for either zero-sided RDMA or NVSHMEM. Both setups use RDMA (RoCE).
For simplicity, we compare against NVSHMEM without any distributed coordination and
use a non-skewed workload and thus report the best-case bandwidth for NVSHMEM.

As can be seen in Figure 12.8, the reported bandwidth is almost equal since both NVSH-
MEM and zero-sided RDMA manage to fully utilize the link bandwidth. However, an
important difference between zero-sided RDMA and NVSHMEM is that while zero-sided
RDMA can integrate many different types of heterogeneous accelerators, NVSHMEM
works exclusively for GPU-to-GPU transfers. Furthermore using NVSHMEM requires
a decentralized protocol between GPUs to coordinate data transfers which is provided
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Figure 12.9: CPU-to-CPU shuffle: Comparison of RDMA-based data shuffling with zero-
sided RDMA vs. CPU baselines (DFI, MPI, Spark UCX) for various tuple
sizes.

in zero-sided RDMA by the switch along with other functions for load balancing not
available in NVSHMEM.

Comparison with existing CPU baselines (CPU-to-CPU). In this experiment,
we shift our attention from a GPU-to-GPU to a CPU-to-CPU shuffle (i.e., data resides
in CPU memory), in order to show that zero-sided RDMA can also be beneficial in
such a setting. In particular, we compare zero-sided RDMA against three CPU-based
baselines for CPU-to-CPU data shuffling: (1) Spark (UCX) [106] which is a baseline for
RDMA-based data shuffling in a production-ready system (Apache Spark v3.0 with UCX
Plugin), and two isolated CPU-based data shuffling baselines - (2) a DFI-based shuffle
[126] as well as (3) an MPI-based shuffle that uses MPI collectives (Nvidia HPC-X v2.17)
for shuffling [42, 92]. DFI and MPI are both state of the art open-source libraries that
enable data shuffling using RDMA. In this experiment, we report the bandwidth of a
data shuffle between 4 nodes for varying tuple sizes. On each node, we use four worker
threads (cores) as data producers/consumers for the shuffle for zero-sided RDMA and all
baselines.

As shown in Figure 12.9, zero-sided RDMA achieves constantly higher throughput than
the others. The reason for this is twofold: First, zero-sided RDMA frees up sender/receiver
threads from issuing RDMA primitives and thus CPUs can use their cycles solely for
producing/consuming data. Second, zero-sided RDMA applies adaptive batching on the
network level leading to transfers that are efficiently larger than the tuple sizes, which
further improves the bandwidth usage.

Ping-pong latency (polling vs. doorbell). Finally, in the last experiment of
this section, we focus on transfer latency. We first analyze on the impact of switch
polling intervals in the context of buffer updates (i.e., new items pushed or popped at
the PUs). As these updates are detected on the switch via polling the buffers at the
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Figure 12.10: One-way median latency over different throughput and polling intervals.
In "Doorbell" mode PUs actively signal the switch for available data.

PUs, the duration of polling intervals can potentially influence the transfer latency of
items. Understanding this relationship can assist in determining the optimal polling
intervals for various applications with different requirements for throughput and latency.
In the experimental setup, we report half round-trip time on the y-axis across various
polling intervals, denoted by different line symbols. We use two CPU nodes as PUs, each
with both a producer and consumer, which the switch connects to form a bi-directional
communication flow to measure the round-trip time.

Additionally, we analyze the effect of the doorbell mechanism in zero-sided RDMA.
Clearly, polling for state updates using the switch enables data transfers without any
involvement from the PUs. However, this potentially comes with the cost of increased
latency. Zero-sided RDMA thus also allows a PU to actively signal the switch when it
has data available for transfer, referred to as doorbell mode. To send out a doorbell
message, the PU simply sends out a network packet, containing the new buffer state,
signaling an update to the switch. If the PU lacks this capability, a small co-located
FPGA could also be used to perform this task.

The experimental results of our polling and the doorbell mechanism are illustrated
in Figure 12.10 for 64B and 1KiB item sizes. The transfer rate, specified in items per
second, is fixed to certain values denoted on the x-axis. As we see in Figure 12.10 for
the polling scheme, the median latency is slightly less than the polling interval. This is
because, on average, an update to the producer buffer is detected in half of the polling
interval plus the latency of the data transfer. Enabling the doorbell mechanism, the
median latency is reduced to ∼15µs since the producer can immediately signal the switch
that an item can be transferred. This optimization is, however, only possible on PUs
with RDMA capabilities as discussed before in Section 12.6.2.
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Figure 12.11: QoS flow prioritization between two PUs with 3 concurrent flows. Prioriti-
zation changes every 5 seconds.

Important is that latency remains stable across various throughputs, demonstrating
consistency in performance irrespective of the transfer rate. For 64 B item sizes, the
throughput scales up to around 27 million items per second due to the adaptive batching
optimization. However, for the larger 1 KiB sizes, the latency stays stable up to around
10 million items per second which almost matches the link’s capacity resulting in full
buffers and high latency. Interestingly, for the slower polling intervals, e.g., 200µs, the
higher rate of pushing items to the producer buffer results in more items being batched
for each data transfer resulting in a slightly higher latency.

12.7.2 Benefits of Switch-driven Data-transfers

Utilizing network-driven data transfers from a centralized switch provides significant
advantages. Given its overarching view of all network traffic, the switch allows for
streamlined management of data transfers. In particular, we enable fine-grained Quality
of Service (QoS) via flow prioritization, facilitate load-balancing, and promote elasticity
for efficient resource scaling. These benefits, challenging to achieve in decentralized
data-flow solutions, underscore the value of centralized, network-driven data transfers.

Fine-grained flow prioritization. In this experiment, we investigate the fine-grained
(per flow) prioritization capabilities provided by our zero-sided communication scheme.
Figure 12.11 shows the individual data bandwidth for three active concurrent flows
between two nodes over 20 seconds, with the ratio altered every 5 seconds. Our system
demonstrates a swift and efficient response to changes in the prioritization of different
flows, with the processing units remaining oblivious to the adjustments. Centralized
initiated data transfers allow fine-grained prioritization of different flows, which is not
supported natively within RDMA.
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Figure 12.12: 1:N zero-sided replication compared to DFI [126] with or without global
ordering. Zero-sided replication always ensures a global order observed by
all consumers.

Replication with ordering. The subsequent experiment, presented in Figure 12.12,
centers on the effectiveness of zero-sided RDMA replication which by design ensures
global ordering for each consumer. For the baseline, we use the Data Flow Interface
(DFI) [126], a state-of-the-art library that enables replication using RDMA multicast
with two-sided SEND/RECEIVE operations. We present results for DFI both with and
without software-based ordering. For the experiment, we use CPUs as PUs to be able to
compare against the CPU-only DFI baseline.

The results show the aggregated data bandwidth of each consumer for a different
number of nodes that receive data from a single producer. Across all scenarios, zero-
sided replication with ordering consistently demonstrates superior performance, nearly
saturating the link bandwidth at each consumer node. In addition, zero-sided replication
does not infer any overhead at the PUs. In stark contrast to native RDMA multicast
that only supports two-sided SEND/RECEIVE operations and, as such, introduces
communication overhead at not only the sender but also the receiver.

Elasticity of flows (TPC-H Query 1). In this experiment, we demonstrate
the elasticity of our system. For this experiment, we execute TPC-H Query 1 in a
disaggregated setup. In particular, storage nodes (using CPUs) stream data to GPUs as
processing units in the compute layer. We scale up the compute layer from one to four
nodes (each having one GPU).

Figure 12.13 represents the aggregated bandwidth of each consumer in an area plot,
with each consumer distinguished by different colors. This experiment shows that the
processing capability can dynamically be scaled up from a single node to four nodes
and scaled down when required. Important is that the producer nodes (i.e., the storage)
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Figure 12.13: Elasticity for 4:N Load balancing flow - TPC-H Query 1 with SF 100
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Figure 12.14: Per producer & consumer bandwidth for multicast with an increasing
number of producers (from left-to-right) and four consumers (C1-4). P1-2
refers to a scenario with two producers.

remain completely unaware of the compute-layer elasticity. The entire coordination of
this scaling operation is managed by the switch. This experiment illustrates the ability
of our system to efficiently adjust and manage resource allocation dynamically, offering
significant potential for enhanced scalability and efficiency in distributed accelerator
environments.

Fairness between producers. In this next experiment, we explore the fairness of
bandwidth distribution among multiple producers, each producing data to the same
multicast flow. Producer fairness is crucial to ensure producers are given an equal share
of the consumer-side available link bandwidth. In Figure 12.14, we report the bandwidth
separately for producers and consumers. Important to see is that in every scenario (1-4
producers from left to right), all consumers receive a fair share of the bandwidth. When
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Figure 12.15: Distributed Join. Tables are shuffled from CPU-based storage nodes to
GPU nodes for joining. Zero-sided RDMA achieves better performance
with fewer CPU cores compared to [123].

more producers are added to the system, the bandwidth is divided evenly among them.
The barely noticeable error bars in the figure for the producers denote the low degree of
unfairness, emphasizing the fairness between multiple producers.

Distributed join. Distributed joins represent a fundamental and often performance-
critical operation in DBMSs. In light of this, we evaluate the performance of a distributed
join using zero-sided RDMA. We mirror a typical disaggregated setup, where tables are
residing on CPU-based storage nodes and are shuffled on the join key to GPUs for join
processing. As a baseline, we use a state-of-the-art pipelined GPU join implementation
where the shuffling is CPU-driven [123]. Both the zero-sided join and the baseline
implement the same optimizations for shuffling such as software write combine buffers
(SWWCBs) and non-temporal streaming hints [7, 117], We use two synthetic and uniformly
distributed relations with 16-byte tuples of sizes 10M and 10B for the workload.

We apply an N:N shuffle flow and measure the throughput in tuples/sec for configura-
tions with up to 4 nodes. The experiment includes both the build phase for the hash table
and the probe phase. Similar to the baseline implementation, we overlap the shuffling
with the building or probing such that the join is executed overlapped on the GPUs
[123]. For the zero-sided join, we use 4 producers and 4 consumers per node, totaling
up to 256 producer buffers and 16 consumer buffers for 4 nodes. Each producer pushes
tuples based on the join key into separate buffers from which they are transferred to the
corresponding consumer using zero-sided RDMA. In the CPU-driven GPU join baseline
we report numbers for 4 and 8 active CPU cores shuffling to 4 GPU buffers per node.

Our results in Figure 12.15 showcase a near-linear speed-up for the zero-sided RDMA
join as the number of nodes increases and performance that is on par with the baseline.
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Figure 12.16: Static partitioning vs. load balancing for TPC-H Query 1 with SF 100
executed on CPU, GPU and FPGA. The thickness of the lines indicates
the speed of the consumers.

As an important effect, we additionally see the benefit of offloading the communication
scheme into the network and thereby freeing up CPU resources by letting the CPU-based
storage nodes focus solely on table scanning and shuffling. This is apparent since the
zero-sided RDMA join only needs 4 CPU cores to achieve comparable performance to
the CPU-driven join baseline.

12.7.3 Heterogeneous Communication

Scheduling processing jobs across a wide range of heterogeneous processing devices with
different and varying throughputs is a challenging task that requires careful coordination
between all participants. Therefore in this section, we evaluate the load-balancing
communication flow in a setup that mimics a cloud data center with disaggregated
storage and heterogeneous compute resources that consist of CPU, GPU, and FPGA.

Load balancing (TPC-H Query 1). In this experiment, depicted in Figure 12.16,
we explore load-balancing for a disaggregated setup using a heterogeneous computing
environment comprising a CPU, a GPU, and an Xilinx Alveo U55C FPGA as consumers.
We expose the FPGA’s local HBM memory to the RDMA NIC through the PCIe bar
for peer-to-peer DMA (see Section 12.3.2). Data producers on the storage are spread
out on 2 (CPU) nodes. The workload is based on TPC-H Query 1, as in the elasticity
experiment before. The system’s performance is assessed under two distinct scenarios:
static partitioning and load balancing.

In the scenario with static partitioning, the input TPC-H table lineorder is partitioned
into two equal sizes at both producers which send the data in equal portions of the data to
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three consumers: an FPGA, a GPU, and a CPU. Without load-balancing (Figure 12.16,
upper part) in the switch, the GPU completes its tasks more rapidly than the CPU,
which is faster than the FPGA as the slowest device. Overall, the FPGA takes in total
3.2 seconds, which dominates the end-to-end latency of the query.

In contrast, with load balancing (Figure 12.16, lower part), the lineorder table is
dynamically divided to each consumer based on each device’s processing speed. This
arrangement enables the CPU, FPGA, and GPU to finish their tasks simultaneously, thus
reducing the total runtime of the query to 2.1 seconds and ensuring optimal utilization
with no idle time for either processing unit.

These results underscore the potential of load balancing in zero-sided RDMA: it
allows for optimal utilization of different processing units without the need for complex
partitioning or work-stealing schemes, leading to more simple query execution code.

12.8 Conclusions
In this paper, we presented zero-sided RDMA as a way to enable direct RDMA-based
accelerator-to-accelerator communication, which does not require CPUs to coordinate
the communication because the communication scheme is driven from the network.
Moreover, with zero-sided RDMA, we enable efficient RDMA-based data shuffling between
heterogeneous hardware devices without the need to implement a complete RDMA stack
on each heterogeneous device. Our evaluation showed that zero-sided RDMA can
outperform CPU-driven one-sided RDMA schemes for accelerators and in addition,
provide a set of useful and efficient communication flows targeting disaggregated cloud
DBMSs.
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